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1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of determining an optimal sequence arises under many circumstances. 
We may wish to schedule jobs on a machine, to route vehicles from depots to 
customers or to specify a chronological ordering of archeological finds. Each 
of these situations leads to problems of combinatorial optimization in which 
we seek to find the optimal element within a large bu·t finite set of feasible 
solutions. 
In this study, we shall be especially interested in two classes of prob-
lems. One class contains the quadratic assignment problem and its various spe-
cializations. These include the acyclic subgraph problem of finding a total 
ordering that resembles a set of pairwise preferences as closely as possible, 
and the travelling salesman problem in which a salesman wishes to find the 
shortest route through a number of cities and back home again. Both problems 
have many surprising applications. 
The larger part of this study is devoted to machine scheduling problems. 
These problems occur whenever jobs have to be scheduled on machines of limited 
capacity. More specificall y, each job is defined to consist of a sequence of 
operations, each of which is to be performed on some machine during a given 
period of time. Given some overall criterion to measure the quality of each 
possible schedule, we want to find an optimal processing order on each machine . 
Both classes of problems are typical examples of combinatorial optimiza-
tion problems and as such the classical tools of combinatorial programming are 
available to solve them. On one hand, there exist ingenious algorithms that 
are good or efficient in the familiar sense of requiring a predictable number 
of steps bounded by some polynomial function of problem size; on the other 
hand, quite often there seems to be no alternative but unpredictable enumera-
tive methods. 
Recent results in the theory of computational complexity allow a more 
formal analysis of the question to what extent such methods of explicit or 
implicit enumeration are really unavoidable. A class of difficult combinator-
ial problems has been identified with the strong property that a polynomial-
bounded algorithm for any of these problems would provide good algorithms for 
all the others as well. In view of the fact that many notorious problems such 
as the 0-1 programming problem, the graph coloring problem and the set cover-
ing problem are members of this class of so-called NP-complete problems, the 
existence of such an algprithm is highly unlikely. Therefore, proving that a 
certain sequencing problem belongs to this class as well can be used as a for-
4 
mal justification to apply enumerative solution methods , since no substantial-
1~· better method is likely to exist. 
Along these lines, we i nvestigate the complexity of sequ encing problems 
in Part r . our results offer a detailed i nsight into the location of the bor-
derline between "easy" and "hard" sequencing problems. It turns out that most 
of them indeed require a solution approach based on enumeration of the set of 
feasible solutions. 
By the very nature of enumerative methods , their performance depends on 
the specific computer implementation adopted . This motivates an in-depth study 
of an approach that we have found to be particularly attractive, namely a re-
cursive approach to the impl ementation of enumerative methods. In Part II, · a 
demonstrate its properties and virtues on some simply structure d schemes of 
explicit and implicit enumeration. 
Part III deals with the solution of sequencing problems by implicit enu-
meration . With respect to t he travelling sales man problem, two one-machine 
scheduling problems and two m-machine schedu l ing problems, we survey and ex-
tend branch-and- bound algorithms and discuss their computational performance. 
We shall be particularly interested in curtailing the search for an optimal 
solution as much as possible through the use of sharp bounds on the values 
of solutions within certain subsets. 
We have already alluded t o t he many p ractical applications of s equencing 
theory. To illustrate this point in more detail , we shall describe five such 
applications in Part IV. Each of them arose out of some pract i cal situation 
and involves a successful solution by means o f methods discussed in previous 
chapters . It is among other things this interplay between theory and practice 
that makes sequencing problems into such a challenging area within operations 
research. 
We as sume the reader of t his book to be f amiliar with the basic princi-
ples of mathematical optimiza tion, graph theory, and computer p r ogramming. 
Throughout, graphs will be defined by vertices, (undirected) edges and (di-
rected) arcs; vertices of search trees will be referred to as nodes. Several 
algorithms will be presente d i n the form of ALGOL 60 or quasi- ALGOL proce-
dures. 
P<Vtt I. Sequenclng pMblem6 
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2. COMPLEXITY THEORY 
Recent developments in the theory of computational complexity as applied to 
combinatorial problems have aroused the interest of many researchers. The 
main credit for this must go to S.A. Cook (Cook 1971 ] and R.M. Karp [Karp 
1972B] who first explored the relation between the classes P and NP of (lan-
guage recognition) problems solvable by deterministic and non-deterministic 
Turing machines respectively, in a number of steps bounded by a polynomial 
in the length of the input. With respect to combinatorial optimization, we 
do not really require mathematically rigorous definitions of these concepts; 
for our purposes we may safely identify P with the c lass of problems for 
which a polynomial-bounded, good [Edmonds 1965A] or efficient algorithm 
exists, whereas all problems in NP can be solved by polynomial-depth back-
track searc:h. 
In this context, all p r oblems a re stated in terms of recognition prob-
lems which require a yes/no answer. In order to deal with the complexity o f 
a combinatorial minimization problem, we transform it into the problem of 
determining the existence of a solution with value at most equal to y, for 
some threshold y . 
The class NP is very extensive. All sequencing problems that will b e 
discussed throughout this work can trivially be solved by polynomial-dept h 
backtrack search and thus are members of NP. 
It is clear that P c NP, and the question arises if this inclusion is 
a proper one or if, on the contrary, P = NP. Although this is still a n open 
problem, the equality of P and NP is considered to be highly unlikel y and 
most bets (e . g ., in r Knuth 1974) ) have been going in the other direction. 
To examine the consequences of an affirmative answer to the P = NP question, 
we introduce the following concepts. 
Problem P ' is reducible to problem P (notation : P' « P) if for any 
instance of P' an instance of P can be constructed in polyno~ial-bounded 
time such that solving the instance of P will solve the instance of P' 
as well. 
P' and Pare equivalent if P' « P and P « P ' . 
P is NP-complete [ Knuth 1974) if P £ NP and P ' « P for every P' £ NP. 
Informal l y , the reducibility of P' to P implies that P' can be con sidered 
as a special case of P; the NP-completeness of P i ndicates that P is , in a 
sense, the most difficult prob1em in NP. 
I n a remarkable paper [ Cook 1971 ] , NP-completeness was established with 
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respect to the so-called SATISFIABILITY problem. This problem can be £ormu-
lated as follows. 
Given clauses c
1
, ••• ,cu' each being a disjunction of literals from the 
set x "' {x
1
, .. . ,xt,xl, ... ,xt}, is the conjunction of the clauses sati s-
fiable, i.e., does there exist a subset Sc X such that 
s does not contain a complementary pair of literals (xi,xi), and 
s ncj # 0 for j = 1, ... ,u? 
Cook proves this result by specifying a polynomial -bounded "master reduction" 
which, given P c NP, const:ructs for any instance of P an equiva l ent bool.ean 
expression in conjunctive normal form. By means of this reduction, a pol.yno-
mial-bounded algorithm for the SATISFIABILITY problem could be used to con-
struct a polynomial- bounded algorithm for any problem in NP. It follows that 
P = NP if and only if SATISFIABILITY € P. 
The same argument applies if we replace SATISFIABILITY by any NP-compl.ete 
problem. A large number of such problems has been identified in [KaJ:P 1972B] 
(see also [ Karp 1975A]). Since they are all notorious combinatorial problems 
for which typically no good algorithms have been found so far, Karp • s results 
afford strong circumstantial evidence that P is a proper subset of NP. 
Theorem 2 . 1 lists those NP-complete problems that will be used in Chap-
ters 3 and 4 to establish NP-completeness of sequencing problems. 
THEOREM 2.1. The following problems are NP-complete: 
(a) 3-SATISFIABILITY 
I.e. SATISFIABILITY with at most three literals per clause . 
(b) CLIQUE 
Given an undirected graph G = (V ,E) and an integer k, does G have a 
clique (i.e. a complete subgraph) on k vertices? 
(c) LINEAR ARRANGEMENT 
(d) 
Given a.n undirected 
one-to-one function 
FEEDBACK ARC SET 
graph G = (V,E) and an integer k, does there exist a 
TI": V-+ { 1, •• . , JvJ} such that l . . Jrr(i)-Tr(jl I s k? ( l , J)£E 
Given a directed graph G = (V,A) d · 
an an integer k, does G have a feed-
back arc set (i.e. a set of arcs ho 
w se removal breaks are directed cy-
cles) of cardinality k? 
(e) DIRECTED HAMILTONIAN CIRCUIT 
Given a directed graph G = (V,A), does G have a hamiltonian circuit 
(i .e. a directed cycle passing through 
each vertex exactly once)? 
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(f) DIREcrED HAMILTONIAN PATH 
Given a directed graph G' = (V',A'), does G' have a hamiltonian path 
(i.e. a directed path passing through each vertex e xactl y once) ? 
(g) UNDIRECTED HAMILTONIAN CIRCUIT 
Given an undirected g raph G = (V,E), does G have a hamiltonian circuit 
(i.e. an undirected cycle passing through each ver tex exactly once)? 
(h) KNAPSACK 
Given positive integers a 1 , ••• ,at,b, does there e xist a subsets c T 
{1, ... , t} such that liES ai = b? 
(i) PARTITION 
Given positive integers a 1 , ••. ,at, does there exist a subset Sc T 
{1, ... ,t} such that IiES ai lieT-S ai? 
(j) 3-PARTITION 
Given positive integers a1 , •.• ,a3t,b, does there exist a partition 
(T1 , •.. ,Tt) of T = {l, .•• , 3t} such that ITjl = 3 and l i eT ai = b for j j = 1, • . . 't? 
Proof. 
(a,b) See [ Cook 1971; Karp 1972B]. 
(c) See [ Garey et al. 1974) . 
(d ,e ,g ,h ,i) See [ Karp 197.2B] . 
(f) NP-compl eteness of this problem is implied by two observations : 
(A) DIRECTED HAMILTONIAN PATH £ NP; 
(B) p « DIREcrED HAMILTONIAN PATH for some NP-complete problem P. 
(A) is trivially true, and (B) is proved by the following reduction. 
DIRECTED HAMILTONIAN CIRCUIT « DIRECTED HAMILTONIAN PATH. 
Given G (V,A), we ·choos"' i ' ~ v iilnd const:nict G' = {V' ,A') with 
V ' v u {i"}' 
A' { (i,j) I (i,j) EA, j i i'} u {(i,i") I (i ,i 'l EA}. 
G has a hamiltonian circui t if and only i f G' has a hamiltonian path. 
(j) See [ Garey & Johnson 1974) . 0 
Karp's work has led to a large amount of research on the location of the 
borderline separating the "easy" problems (in P> from the "hard" (NP-complete) 
ones. It tu.rns out that a minor change in the value of a problem parameter 
(notably - for some as yet mystical reason - an increase from two to three) 
often transforms an easy problem into a hard one. Not only does knowledge of 
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the borderline lead to fresh insights as to what characteristics of a prob-
lem determine its complexity, but there are also important consequences with 
respect to the solution o f these problems . Establ ish ing NP-completeness of 
a problem can be interpreted as a formal justification to u s e enumerative 
methods such as branch-and- bound , since no substantially better method is 
likely to exist. Conversely, if a probl em is known to be in P, then branch-
and- bound should certainly not be used. Investigation of these aspects should 
prevent embarrassing i n ·cidents such as the p resentati on in a standard text-
book of an e numerative approach to the u ndirected Ch inese postman problem, 
for which a good algorithm had already been developed in [Edmonds 19658] 
(see also [ Edmonds & Johnson 1973)). 
It should be emphasized that membership of P versus NP-completeness only 
yields a very coarse measure of complexity. On one hand, there are signifi-
cant differences in complexity within the class of NP-complete problems . On 
the other hand, the question has been raised whether pol ynomial-bounded al-
gorithms are really good [Anthonisse & Van Emde Boas 1974]. 
One possible refin ement of the complexity measure may be based on the 
way in whi ch t he probl em data can be encoded. Taking the KNAPSACK problem 
as an example and defin ing a* maxi€T{ai}, we observe that the length of 
the input is 0(t log a*) in the standard binary encoding, and 0(ta* ) if a 
unary encoding is allowed. The KNAPSACK problem has been shown to be NP-
complete with respect to a binary encoding; however, solution by dynamic 
programming requires 0(tb) steps and thus yields a pol ynomial-bounded algo-
rithm wi th respect to a unary encoding. Similar situations exist for sever-
al machin e scheduling problems, as will be pointed out in Section 4.2. Such 
"quasi-polynomial " a l gorithms [ Lawl er 1975C] need not necessar ily be "good" 
in the p r actical sense of the word, but i t may pay none the less to distin-
gui sh between complexity results with respect to unary and binary encodings 
(cf. [ Garey et al . 1975 ] ). Unary NP-completeness or binary membership of P 
would then be the stron gest possible result, and it is quite feasible for 
a problem to be binary NP-complete and still to all.ow a unary pol.ynomial-
bounded solution. Here, we shall not expl ore this d istinction any further; 
all our results hold with respect to the s t andard binary encodi ng. 
Other refinements of the compl exity measure may be base d on the worst-
case anal ysis of approximate algorithms. For r e latively simple problems, 
there o f t e n exi st heuristics for wh i c h the ratio of the obtained solution 
value to the optimal valu e is bounded by a constant , whereas in other cases 
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this worst-case bound depends on the size of the problem (see [Graham 1969; 
Johnson 1973; Rosenkrantz et al. 1974; Garey & Graharn 1975 ; Gonzale s & Sahni 
1975]). Occasionally, there is no hope to obtain good algorithms even if we 
settle for approximation, since the problem of finding a feasible solution 
within any fixed percent.age from the optimum has been proved to be NP- com-
plete (see f sahni & Gonzales 1974; Pohl 1975)) . 
Altogether, the development of a measure that allows further distinction 
within the class of NP-complete problems remains a major research chall enge. 
In the remaining chapters of Part I we will study the complexity of various 
sequencing problems. The results in Chapter 3 with respect t o some types of 
quadratic assignment problems follow from Theorem 2.1 in a fairly straight-
forward way . Chapter 4 is devo ted to machine scheduling problems . In this 
area, a natural problem c l assification is available and it is pa.rticularly 
challenging to investigate the influence of various parameter values on the 
complexity o f the problems . 
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3. QUl\DRAT IC ASSIGNMENT PROBLEMS 
3.1. The quadr atic assignment problem 
The quadrat i c assignment problem (QAP) can be stated as f ollows. 
Given n4 coefficients aghij (g ,h,i ,j = 1, .•. ,n), find a permutation n 
of {t, ... , n} minimizing 
fQAP( n) = L~=I l;=I a n (i) n (j)ij" 
we will restrict our attention to the special case where, given two nxn-
matr ices (ci ) and (d .. ) , we have a h"j = c hd .. j 1J g l. g l.J and therefore 
fQAP(n) = l~=I l~=I cn(i)n(j)dij " 
This formulation is given in [ Koopmans & Beckmann 19571 in the context of 
the location of economic activities; fQAP(n) represents total transportation 
costs i f plants 1 , ... ,n are assigned to l ocations n (l), ... , rr (n) respectively, 
and dij units are shipped from plant i at location n(i) to plant j at loca-
tion n( j ) at cost cn(i )n(j ) per unit . The QAP arises in various other situa-
t i ons s uch as planning a presidential election campaign [ Lawler 1963 ] , ar-
ranging we<iding guests round a table [ Milller-Merbach 1970] , placing modules 
on a computer backplane rHanan & Kurtzberg 1972] (cf. Section 14.2.2) and 
scheduling parallel machines wi th changeover costs [Geoffrion & Graves 1975] . 
Some special cases of the QAP can be solved by polyn9mial-bounded algo-
rithms . For instance, if the locations are situated on a straight line at 
unit intervals so that c .j = l i - j l , and moreover di. = e.e. for some nonneg-
l. J 1 J 
ative e 1, ••. , en ' then an optimal assignment can be found in 0(n log n) steps 
[ Pratt 1972] . Other speci.al cases are discussed in [ Lawler 1975A]. 
The general QAP, however, is an NP-complete problem. This is implied by 
its membership of NP, which is obvious, and by the results presented in Theo-
rem 3 . 1. In this theorem, we formulate three NP-compl ete problems from Theo-
rem 2 . 1 as a QAP; any of these reductions suffices to establish NP-complete-
ness of t he QAP, and together they illustrate the generality of this sequenc-
ing problem. 
we note that, in order to state the QAP as a recognition problem, ~e 
add a threshold parameter y to the problem specification and investigate 
the existence of a solution n with value fQAP( n) ~ y. 
THEOREM 3 . 1 . The following problems a re reducible to the QAP: 
(a) CLIQUE; 
(b) LINEAR ARRANGEMENT; 
(c) DIREcrED HAMILTONIAN PATH. 
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Proof . The problems under (a), (b) and (c) have been formulated in Theorem 
2.1 in terms o f an undirected or directed graph, G = (V,E) or G' = (V',A ' ) 
respectively. Let in each case the vertex set be given by {1, •.• ,v}. 
(a) CLIQUE "' QAP : 
( ( (i ,j) € E)' cij (otherwise); 
=f (i,j = 1, ... ,k)' dij (otherwise); 0 
y = 0. 
For any permutation TI of V we have 
CLIQUE has a solution if and only i f there exists a TI such that 
( 11 ( i) , 11 ( j)) € E for i, j = 1 , .•. , k, i.e. f QAP ( 11 ) = 0. 
(b) LINEAR ARRANGEMENT "' QAP: 
n = V ; 
li-j l (i,j € V); 
r 0 ((i,j)€E), (otherwise) ; 
y = 2k. 
For any permutation ff of v we have 
fQAP<n> = 2L(i,j)€Eln Cil-n (jl I . 
It follows immediately that LINEAR ARRANGEMENT has a solution if and 
only if there exists a 1T such that fQAP(TI) ~ 2k. 
(c) DIRECTED HAMILTONIAN PATH « QAP: 
n == v; 
{° ( (i , j) € A')' c .. l.J 1 (otherwise); 
( (i = 1, ... ,v-1, j i+l)' dij = (otherwise); 
y = o. 
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For any permutation n of V' we have 
i;n-1 
fQAP(n) = l i=l c rr (i) n (i+l ) ~ O. 
DIRECTED liAMILTONIAN PATH has a solution if and only if there exists a 
n such that (n(i),n(i+l)) €A ' for i = 1, ... ,n-1, i . e. fQAP (n) = 0. 0 
It follows that finding an optimal QAP solution is likely to require some 
form of implicit enumeration. Branch-and-bound algorithms have been proposed 
in [ Gilmore 1962; Lawler 1963; Land 1963 ; Gavett & Plyter 1966; Burkard 1973; 
Hansen & Kaufman 1974 ] and reviewed in [ Pierce & Crowston 1971 ; Kaufman 1975] : 
they have been moderately successful in solving problems with n s 15. SUbop-
timal methods have been extensively tested with varying degrees of success; 
we refer to the survey in [Hanan & Kurtzberg 1972]. The QAP is clearly very 
difficult and little progress has been made since its first formulation. 
3 .2. The acyclic sul?graph problem 
The acyclic suhqraph problem (ASP) can be stated as follows. 
Given a directed graph G = (V,A) with a nonnegative weight c 1 j for each 
arc (i,j ) € A, find an acyclic sul:>graph of G of maximum total weight. 
If G' = (V,A' ) with A' c A is acyclic, then clearly A-A' is a feedback arc 
set of G, i.e. a set of arcs whose removal breaks all directed cycles. There-
fore , the ASP is equivalent to the problem of finding a feedback arc set of 
minimum total weight. 
Since all cij are nonnegative, we may restrict our attention to maximal 
acyclic subgraphs, i.e. acyclic subgraphs G' = (V,A ' ) such that no G" = (V,A") 
with A' ~ A8 is acyclic: in this case, A-A ' is a minimal feedback arc set. 
Let V = {1 , ... ,n}. Defining cij • 0 for (i,j) i A and taking A• vxv ob-
viously does not change the problem. Any maximal acyclic subgraph G' = (V,A') 
is now characterized by a permutation n of V such that A' = {(n(i),n(j)) Ii< j}. 
Thus, the ASP can be restated as follows. Given an nxn-matrix (c .. ), find a l.J 
permutation n of {1, •.. ,n} maximizing 
or, equivalently, minimizing 
i;n i;i-1 
fASP(n) = li•l lj-1 crr(i)n(j)" 
Note that the cij are allowed to be negative in this formulation . 
The ASP turns out to be a special case of the QAP; we obtain a QAP 
with fQAP(~) fASP{~) by d e fining (cij) as above and (dij) as fo1 lows : 
Ii= 1, ... ,n, j = 1, ... ,i- 1), 
(otherwise) . 
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None the less , the ASP is NP-complete. This follows from Theorem 2.l(d) and 
Theor em 3.2 . 
THEOREM 3.2. FEEDBACK ARC SET« ASP. 
Proof. Immediate from the above d i scussion. 0 
The ASP arises in widely varying s i tuations and there exists a large inco-
herent body of literature op the problem. For an extensive survey of its 
history, mathematical aspects, optimal and suboptimal algorithms, we refer 
to [Lenstra Jr . 1973A]; see Chapter 7 for a brief comment on the construe-
tion of relatively optimal solutions. we conclude this section by indicating 
some applicati ons. 
(i) ranking by paired compar isons rs1ater 19611 
A set of n dog foods has to be order ed according to the taste of a particular 
dog. Let V denote the set of dog foods and let arc (i,j) indicate that the 
dog prefers food i to food j . A complete set of ~n(n-1) paired compari sons 
yields a tournament on V, i.e. a graph G = (V, A) with l{(i,j) ,(j,i) }nA I = 1 
f or each pair {i,j } [Moon 1968]. An acyclic subgraph of maximum cardinality 
corresponds to a total ordering that "resembles the tournament as closely as 
possible" and minimizes the number of (feed-back) errors of the dog . 
Iii) aggregating individual preferences [ Ant honisse 1972] 
A group of persons has to rank n alternatives according to desirability. To 
this end, each of them determines an individual preference scheme , wh i ch need 
no t even be a consist ent par tial o r deri ng. Choosing c .. to be the number of 
l.J 
persons preferr ing alternative i to a l ternati ve j and solving the ASP, we ob-
tain an aggregate total preference ordering that minimizes the number of ne-
glected preferences. 
(iii) determining ancestry relationships [Glover et al. 1974] 
At a number of individual gravesi tes, n pottery types have been found at 
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various ground depths . Let cij be some weighted sum over all graves at which 
f d bel t · B solving the ASP we can determine the "most type i was oun ow ype J. Y 
probable" chronological ordering of the pottery types. 
(iv) triangulating input-output matrices [ Korte & Oberhofer 1968) 
Let (cij) be an input- output matrix between n sectors o f industries. An op-
timal ASP solution corresponds to a triangulation of this matrix, i . e . a 
"ranking from raw material to consumer" that maximizes the total supply from 
higher to lower placed sectors. 
3 . 3. The travelling salesman problem 
The travelling salesman problem (TSP) can be stated as follows. 
Given a directed graph G = (V,A) with a weight c .. for each arc (i,j) € 
l.J 
A, find a hamiltonian circuit on G of minimum total weight. 
If cij = cji for all (i,j) €A, then we have a symme"tric TSP (STSP) which 
corresponds to finding a minimum-weight hamiltonian circuit on an undirected 
graph G = (V,E). A problem for which thQ latter equalities need not hold is 
called an asymmetric TSP (ATSP) . 
The TSP is the problem of a salesman who has to travel through a number 
of cities with intercity distances cij' visiting each of them exactly once 
before r eturning home. If the salesman is allowed to visit each city at least 
once, his problem is equivalent to a TSP with cij equal to the length of a 
shortest path from city i to city j; in that case, cik s cij+cjk for all 
i,j,k € V and the problem is called euclidean. 
Let v • {1, ..• ,n}. Defining cij ==for (i,j) t A and taking A• VXV 
obviously does not change the problem. There is now a one-to-one correspon-
dence between the (n-1 ) ! hamiltonian circuits on G and the (n-1) ! cyclic 
permutations of v, i.e. pe rmutations JJ of v s uch that for any i € v we have 
/cil 'Ii Ck= 1, ... ,n-1), JJn(i) .. i; 
µk(i) is the k-th city reached by the salesman from city i. The TSP may now 
be r estated as follows . Given an nxn-matrix (c .. ) , find a cyclic permutation l.J 
µ of V minimizing 
li<!V ciµ(i) " 
For each cyclic permutation IJ of V we can find n permutations n of v by 
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choosing i ( V and defining w(k) = µk(i) fork= 1, •.• ,n; nk(il is the k-th 
city in a salesman tour. We seek to find a permutation 11 of v minimizing 
~n-1 
fTSP(n) = lisl cn(i)n(i+l) + cn(n) w(l). 
From the latter formulation it is clear that the TSP is a special case of 
the QAP; we obtain a QAP with fQAP(n) = fTSP(n) by defining 
d12 d23 • ··· = dn-1,n = dnl = l, 
dij 0 (otherwise). 
Some special cases of the TSP can be solved by polynomial-bounded algorithms . 
For instance, if there are real functions f and g with f(xl+g(x) ~ 0 and real 
numbers a 1 , ••• ,an 1 b 1 , ••. ,bn such that 
taj f(x)dx bi bi g(x)dx (bi>ajl' 
then an optimal 
aj 
solution can be found in Ocn2 ) steps rGilmore & Gomory 1964]. 
c i j ai+bj (i > j), 
then the TSP is equivalent to a linear assignment problem rr.awler 1971]. 
The general ATSP and STSP are easily shown to be NP-complete by Theorem 
2.l(e,g) and Theorem 3 . 3. 
THEOREM 3.3 . 
(a) DIRECTED HAMILTONIAN CIRCUIT « ATSP; 
(b) UNDIRECTED HAMILTONIAN CIRCUIT "' STSP. 
Proof . Immediate. 0 
Solution methods for the TSP have been surveyed in [Bellmore & Nemhauser 
1968; Isaac & Turban 1969; Eilon et al. 1971; Christofides 1975] . Branch-
and-bound approaches for ATSPs and STSPs will be described in Chapter 9. 
For suboptimal algorithms we refer to [ Lin 1965; Christofides & Eilon 1972; 
Lin & Kernighan 1973 ] ; see also Chapter 7. Some applications are discussed 
in Chapter 14 . 
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4. MACHINE SCHEDULING PROBLEMS 
4.1. Classification 
Machine scheduling problems can be verbally formulated as follows. 
A job J. (i = 1, •.. ,nl consists of a sequence of operations, each of 
l. 
which corresponds to the uninterrupted processing of Ji on some machine 
l\ (k 1, ... ,ml during a given pe.riod of time. Each machine can handle 
at most one job at a time . What is according to some overall criterion 
the optimal processing order on each machine? 
The following data can be specified for each Ji: 
a number of operations ni; 
a machine order vi, i . e. an ordered ni-tuple of machines; 
a processing time pik of its k-th operation, k = 1, ... ,ni (if n1 
for all Ji, we shall usually write pi instead of pil l; 
a weight wi; 
a release date or re·ady time ri, i . e. its earliest possible starting 
time (unless stated otherwise , we assume that ri 0 for all J 1 l; 
a due date or deadline d.; 
l. 
a cost: function f 1 : 2'l -+ lR, i ndicating the cos.ts incurred as a non-
decreasing function of the completion time of Ji. 
We assume that all data (except vi and fi) are nonnegative integers . Given 
a processing order on each~· we can compute for each Ji: 
the st:arting time Si; 
the completion time Ci; 
the lateness Li = Ci-di; 
the tardiness T1 = max{O,c1-di}; 
ui =if c1 s di then O else 1 . 
Machine scheduling problems are traditionally c l assified by means of four 
parameters n,m,i,K. The first two parameters are integer variables, denoting 
the numbers of jobs and machines respectively; the cases in which m is con-
stant and equal to 1, 2, or 3 will be studied separately . If m > 1, the 
third parameter takes on one of the following values : 
F 
p 
in a flow-shop where ni = m and vi = (M1 , ..• ,Mml for each Ji; 
in a permutation flow-shop, i.e. a flow-shop where passing is 
not permitted so that each machine has to process the jobs in the same 
order; 
G 
I 
in a (general) job-shop where ni and vi may vary per job; 
in a parallel-shop where each job has to b e processed on just 
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one of m identical machines, i.e. ni 
defined. 
1 for all Ji and the vi are not 
Extensions to the more general situation where several groups of parallel 
(possibly n on-identical) machines are available will not be considered. 
The fourth parameter i ndicates the optimality criterion. We will mainly 
deal with regular criteria, i.e., monotone functions K of the completion 
times c 1 , ••• ,cn such that 
ci s c~ for all i 
These functions are usually of one of the following types: 
K = f 
max 
K = If. 
1 
max.{f. (C . )}; 
1 1 1 
I~=l fi (Ci). 
The following specific criteria have frequently been chosen to be minimized: 
K C max.{C.}; 
max 1 1 
K = Iwici I:=l wiCi; 
K = Lmax maxi{Li}; 
K = IwiTi I:=l wiTi; 
K = Iwiui I:=l wiui. 
We refer to [ Rinnooy Kan 1976] for equivalence relations between these and 
other objective functions. 
Some relevant problem variations are characterized by the presence of 
one or more elements from a parameter set A, such as 
prec (precedence constraints between the jobs, where "Ji precedes Jj" 
(notation: Ji< Jj) implies Ci S Sj); 
tree (precedence constraints between the jobs such that the associ-
ated precedence graph can be given as a branching, i.e. a set of directed 
trees with either indegree or outdegree at most one for all vertices); 
ri <::0 
r <::O 
n 
CiSdi 
c ~d 
n n 
(possibly non-equal release dates for t he jobs); 
(a possibly non-zero release date for one job, say ~n); 
(all jobs have to meet their deadlines) ; · 
(one job, say Jn' has to meet its deadline); 
no wait (no waiting time for the jobs between their starting and comple-
tion times; hence, Ci = Si+LkPik, for each Ji); 
(a constant upper bound on the number of operations per job); 
piksp* (a constant upper bound on the processing times); 
pik=l (unit processing times); 
wi =1 (equality O·f the weights; we indicate this case also by writing 
Ici' IT1 , I u 1 >. 
In view of the above discussion, we can use the notation nlmlt,AIK to indi-
cate specific machine scheduling problems. 
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The theory of scheduling is surveyed extensively in [ Conway et al . 1967; 
Coffman 1976; Rinnooy Kan 1976) . Here, we will deal with the following as-
pects. In the remaining sections of this chapter we investigate the complex-
ity of machine scheduling problems . In Chapters 10 to 13 we present branch-
and-bound algorithms for various specific types of problems : 
the n ~ llprec,r ~OIL problem in Chapter 10; I i max 
the n l l lpreclLfi problem, and more especially the nJll ILwiTi problem, 
in Chapter 11 ; 
the nlmlPlc max 
the n lmlGlc 
problem in Chapter 12; 
problem in Chapter 13. max 
In Chapter 15 we discuss an application, involving the n l tl ILwiCi and the 
nll l r.~O I L problems. 
l. max 
4.2. Complexity 
All machine scheduling problems of the type defined in Section 4.1 can be 
solved by polynomial-depth backtrack search and thus are members of UP. The 
results on their complexity are summarized in Table 4.1. 
The problems which are marked by an asterisk (•) are solvable in poly-
nomial-bounded time. In Table 4.2 we provide for most of these problems ref-
erences where the algorithm in question can be found; we give also the order 
of the number of steps in the currently best implementations. 
The problems marked by a note of exclamation ( ! ) are NP-complete. The 
reductions to these problems are listed in Table 4.3~ A dagger (t) indicates 
that NP-completeness is proved only with respect to a special type of en-
coding of the problem data; we will discuss this question after the prooF 
of Theorem 4. 4 . 
Question-marks (?) indicate open problems. we wil l return to them in 
Section 4.3 to motivate our typographical suggestion that these problems 
are likely to be NP-complete. 
Table 4 .1 contains the "hardest" problems that are known to be in P 
and the "easiest" ones that have been proved to be NP-complete. In this re-
spect, Table 4.1 indicates to the best of our knowledge the location of the 
borderline between easy and hard machine scheduling problems. 
The remaining part of this secti on will be devoted to the proofs of the 
theorems, mentioned in Table 4.3. First, we will give a simple example of the 
interaction between tables and theorems by examining the status of the general 
job-shop problem, indicated by nlmlGlc . 
max 
TABLE 4.1. COMPLEXITY OF MACHINE SCHEDULING PROBLEMS 
n jobs 
c 
max 
machine 
* prec , ri~o 
2 
* 
* 
* 
machines 
F 
F,no wait 
F , tree 
F,rn ;,o 
G,n1 ,;2 
G,nis 3 
m machines 
ms3 :F 
? m=3:F,no wai t 
F,no wait 
* 
n 2 2:G 
m-.:;3 :G,n . s2 
- - J. 
* I,tree,pi2 l 
* I,prec,ri~o,ci~di,pi~1 1 ? m~3:I,prec,pi=1 
I,prec,p1s2 I,prec,pi•l 
L 
max 
* tree 
prec,p1 • 1 
prec,w
1
=1 
rn<:O,w1 =1 t 
r ;,Q 
n 
• c
1
sd1 , w1=1 
C Sd 
n n 
• prec 
• prec,ri~O,p1=1 
r ;,Q 
n 
* r 1<:o,p1=1 
* p1sp* ,wi=l 
? w
1
=t 
? tree , pi :;;;: 1 
prec ,pi ml ,wi ~1 
r
0
"0,w1 =1 
* r i;,Q,pi=l 
* Pi sp. 
* w1 :ir. 1 
? tree,pi=J 
prec,p
1 
=1,w
1 
= 1 
r n;;,o, wi =I 
* problem in P; see Table 4.2. 
F,w1=1 
? F,no wait,w .= l 
J. 
* I , prec,·pi~l ,wi:n l 
I ,prec ,p1!62 ,w1•1 
F 
I,w.=1 
l. 
? open problem; see Section 4. 3 . 
NP-complete problem' .s ee Table 4. 3. 
F,no wai t ,w1~1 
• I,ri~O,pi;.;1 
* r ,w 
1 
:;:;l 
I ,prec,p1=1,w1•1 
t NP- completeness proof i s given wi th ~espect to a special t ype of encoding; 
see the remark following the proof of Theorem 4.4. 
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TABLE 4 . 2. REFERENCES TO POLYNOMIAL-BOUNDED ALGORITHMS 
Problem 
nlllprec , r.<?O [c 
.i. rnax 
nllltree1Iw1c1 
n l 11c1 sa1 1Ici 
n[tlprec lL rnax 
n[ l lprec,ri<?O,p.=llL 
l. max 
n[l j r.~O,p.=l[Lw.T. 
.l. .l. l. l. 
n[l jpisp* l lTi 
nlllr.<?O,p.=lliw.u. 
l. .l. l. l. 
n l tlpisp. IIwiui 
n l111 Iu1 
nl2 1Flc max 
n l2IF,no wait lc max 
n l2jG,n.s2!c 
i max 
n l2lr,prec , r . <?O ,c.sa. ,p.=l lc 
i. 1 i. i. max 
n l2!I,prec,p1=1!Ici 
n[mlI,tree,p.=l[C 
l. max 
n [ mlI,r1~o,pi=1 [ Lwici 
n [m!rlic. 
l. 
References 
[Horn 1972; Sidney 1975) (1) 
rsmith 1956] 
( Lawler 1973] 
( Lageweg et al. 1975); 
h.l., Section 10.2 .1 
[ Lawler 19641 
[ Lawler 1975C] (2) 
[Lageweg & Lawler 1975) 
[ Lawler & Moore 1969) (2) 
[ Moore 1968] (3) 
[Johnson 1954] 
[ Gilmore & Gomory 1964) 
[Jackson 1956] 
[ Garey 1975) (4) 
[ Coffman & Graham 1972; 
Garey 1975] 
[Szwarc 1960; 
Hardgrave & Nemhauser 1963] 
(Hu 1961 ) 
[Lawler 1964) 
[Conway et al. 1967] (5) 
order 
0 (n2 > 
0 (n log n) 
0(n log n) 
0<n2 > 
0<n2> 
Ocn3> 
5 
O<n p*l 
0(n2 ) 
2 Oen p*) 
0 (n log n) 
0(n log n) 
Oen2> 
Oen log nl 
0(n2) 
0<m2 > 
Oen> 
0Cn3 ) 
O<n log n) 
(1) An 0(n log n) algorithm for the more general case of series parallel 
precedence constraints is given in ( Lawler 19750]. 
(2) 
e3> 
(4) 
(5) 
I . e., there e xist unary polynomial-bounded algorithms for the nJ1! !IT. 
l. 
and nit ! IIw.U. problems . 
l. l. 
An O(n log n) algorithm for the more general case of agreeable weights 
(i.e. pi < p. - w. ~ wj) is given in ( Lawler 1975B] . 
2 J l. 
An O(n ) algorithm for the nl2II,prec,pi=1 lc problem is given in 
max 
( Coffman & Graham 1972); see also (Garey & Johnson 1975) . 
Polynomial-bounded algorithms for the more general case of parallel 
non-identical machines are given in ( Horn 1973; Bruno et al . 1974A; 
Bruno et al: 19748] . 
TABLE 4 .3. REDUCTIONS TO NP-COMPLETE MACHINE SCHEDULING PROBLEMS 
Reduction 
LINEAR ARRANGEMENT a nJl jprec,pi=l lLwiCi 
LINEAR ARRANGEMENT a n 11 I prec I L c. 
l. 
KNAPSACK a n i l fr ~OILc.t 
n l. 
KNAPSACK a n l tlr ~O I Lw.ci 
n l. 
KNAPSACK a n l t [c Sd II w.C. n n i i 
KNAPSACK a nlt Jr ~O [ L 
n max 
KNAPSACK a n [ l j ILwiTi 
CLIQUE a n j l[prec,p.=l[LT. 
l. l. 
KNAPSACK a n[l l r ~O[LT . 
n l. 
KNAPSACK a nJl [ IIwiui 
CLIQUE a n [l jprec,p .=l [ l u. 
l. l. 
KNAPSACK a n l l[r ~Ojlu. 
n l. 
KNAPSACK a n l 2[F,tree jC 
max 
KNAPSACK a n l 2[F,r ~O j c 
n max 
KNAPSACK~ n l 2IG,n. ~3 J c 
l. max 
PARTITION a n[2 I I IC 
max 
)-SATISFIABILITY a n l 2 [ I,prec,p. s 2[C 
i max 
n l l[r ~o[1c.t a n j 2 [F [Lc.t 
n i i 
3- PARTITION a n [2 !F[Lc. 
l. 
PARTITION a n [ 2[1[Lw.C. 
l. l. 
n ' [2 j I,prec,p.s2[c « n l 2!1,prec,p.s2!Ic. 
i max i. l. 
n[t j r ~O j L « n[2[F[L 
n max rpa.x 
n[2 j I[c « n [2[IjL 
max max 
n[l j r ~O l tT. « n[2[F[LT . 
n i i 
n [2 I I [Cmax « n[2 I I[LT1 
n [t[ r ~O l tu. « n [ 2IF ILu. 
n l. l. 
nj2[Ijc « nl2 t I IIu . 
max i 
n [2 [F,r ~o [ c « n [ 3 [F[c 
n max max 
)-PARTITION« n [ 3 [Flc 
max 
DIRECTED HAMILTONIAN PATH« nlm [F,no wait[c 
max 
KNAPSACK~ n[ 3IG,n. s 2jc 
l. max 
)-SATISFIABILITY« nlm[I,prec,p.=l[c 
l. max 
DIRECTED HAMILTONIAN PATH« n lmj F,no waitf LC. 
l. 
n' lm[I ,prec,p. =l [c « n lm [I ,prec,p. ;l l Lc. 
i max i i 
Reference 
h .l - ' Theorem 4.G(b) 
h.1.' Theorem 4 . G(a) 
h . 1. ' Theorem 4.4(1) 
h.1 . ' Theorem 4.4(k) 
h.l . ' Theorem 4 .4 (j) 
h.1.' Theorem 4.4(c) 
h.1 - ' Theorem 4.4(i) 
h.1.' Theorem 4.S(b) 
h . l.' Theorem 4.4(d) 
r Karp 1972Bl; 
h . l .' Theorem 4.4(h) 
(Garey & Johnson 1975 ] ; 
h.1.' Theorem 4.5(a) 
h.l.' Theorem 4.4(e) 
h.l.' Theorem 4.4(g) 
h.l. ' Theorem 4.4(f) 
h.1. ' Theorem 4.4(a) 
( Bruno et al. 1974B]; 
h.1.' Theorem 4.2(a) 
[Ull.man 1975 ] 
h . l . ' Theorem 4 . 1 (k) 
[Garey et al. 1975] 
[ Bruno et al. 1974B] ; 
h . l.' Theorem 4 .2 (.b) 
h.l.' Theorem 4.1(1) 
h. l .' Theorem 4.1 (k) 
h . l.' Theorem 4 .1 (i) 
h.1.' Theorem 4 .1 (k) 
h.l . ' Theorem 4 .1 (i) 
h.l.' Theorem 4.1 (k) 
h.l.' Theorem 4 .1 (i) 
h.l.' Theorem 4.1 (k) 
( Garey e t al. 1975 ] 
h.l.' Theorem 4.7(a) 
h.l.' Theorem 4 .4 (.b) 
[Ull.man 1975 ) 
h.l.' Theorem 4. 7 (.b) 
h . l.' Theorem 4 .1 (1) 
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In Tabl e 4 .1, we see that 
and that two minor extensions, 
the nl2 IG,n.s2]c problem is a member of P 
i max 
n]2 ]G,n.S3!C and n]3!G,n.s2 lc , are NP-
l. max i max 
complete. Sy Theorem 4.l(c,h), t hese problems are special cases of the 
general job-shop problem, which is thus shown to be NP-complete by Theorem 
4.l(b). Table 4.2 refers t o an Oen log n) algorithm [Jackson 1956] for the 
n ]2]G,n. s 2 ]c problem. Table 4.3 tells us that reductions from KNAPSACK 
i max 
to both NP-complete problems are presented in Theorem 4 . 4(a,b}; the NP- com-
pleteness of KNAPSACK has been mentioned in Theorem 2.1 (h). 
Theorem 4. 1 gives some elementary results on reducibility among machine 
scheduling problems. It can be used to establish either membership of P or 
NP-completeness for problems that are , roughly speaking, either not harde r 
than the polynomially solvable ones or not easier than the NP-complete ones 
in Table 4.1. 
THEOREM 4 . 1. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
(g} 
(h} 
(i) 
(j} 
Ck) 
(l) 
If n' l m' ]J!. ',X' IK' « nJmlt ,X ] K and n l m]t , :>.IK e: P, then n 'lm']J!.' , X'IK ' e: P. 
If n' l m'IJ!. ',X']K ' « nlmlJ!.,X l K and n ' lm ' IJ!.',ll'IK' is NP-complete, then 
nlm li,ll lK is NP~complete. 
nlm' lt , >- IK"" n!mj.e.,X l t< if m' s m or if m' is constant and m is variable. 
nj2 !F IK and n l2 1P jK are equivalent . 
nj3 !Fjc and n j 3 jPjc are equivalent . 
max max 
n jm]F,X !K « n ]m!G, X]K . 
n jm]J!. , X]K « n ]mjJ!.,XvX'jK if A' c {prec,tree,r.20,r 20,c.sa. ,C Sd } . 
i. n i. l. n n 
n jm]J!.,>-uX' jK « n ]mjJ!.,>-jK .i·f X' { .- .- 1 1} c ni~n*,pik~p*,pik= ,wi= · 
n jm]J!. , A]Cmax « n ]m]R.,AIK if K e: {Lmax' LTi , Iui} . 
n lml.e.,>-IJ:w.C . « n]ml ~.>-!J:w.T .. 
l. l. l. l. 
n ]m-l ]F,r 20, A] t< « n]m !F , A!K if A c {w.=1}. 
n i 
n' lm! I,prec,pisp* lc « nlm ] I ,prec,p.Sp j~c . 
max i. *li 
Proof. Let P' and P denote the problems on the left-hand side and right-hand 
side respectively. 
(a ,b) Clear from .the definition of repucibility. 
(c) Trivial. 
(d,e) P ' has an optimal solution with the same processing order on each ma-
chine (cf. Section 12.1). 
(f,g,h) In each case P' obvi ously is a special case of P. 
(i) Given .any instance of P' and a threshold value y ' , we construct a corre-
sponding i nstance of P by defining di = y ' (i = 1 , ... ,n), y = o. p • has 
(j) 
(k) 
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a solution with value s y' if and only if P has a solution with value ~ y. 
Take d. = 0 (i = 1, ... ,n) in P. 
l. 
suppose that in P' the machines and the ope rations of each job are in-
dexed from 2 to m. We specify P by adding a machine M1 and defining 
pil = ri (i = 1, ... ,n') (i.e., p 11 - ... = pn-l,l = 0, pnl 2: 0). Any 
solution to P' corresponds to a solution to P with the same value for 
K, and vice versa. 
(l) Given any instance of P' and an integer y', 0 $ y' S n'p*, we construct 
a corresponding instance of P by def ining 
n" (n '-1 )y', 
n n'+n°, 
y ny'+!n"(n"+ l), 
and adding n" jobs Jn'+j (j 1, ..• ,n") to P' with 
pn'+j,1 = 1• 
Ji < Jn'+j (i 1, ... ,n'+j-1 ) . 
Now P ' has a solution with value s y' if and only i f P has a solution 
with value s y: 
c 
max 
s y' .. Ici s n'y' + 
n" 
Ij=l (y'+j> y; 
c 
max 
;> y• 
'* LC i > y' + L;:1 (y ' +l+j> y. 0 
Remark. The proofs of Theor em 4.l(c,k) involve processing times equal to 0, 
implying that the operations in question require an infinitesimally small 
amount of time. Whenever these reductions are applied, the processing times 
can be transformed into strictly positive integers by sufficiently (but 
polynomially) inflating the problem data. Examples of such constructions can 
be f ound in the proofs of Theorem 4.4(f , g). 
In Theorems 4.2 to 4.7 we present a large number of reductions of the form 
P « nlml i , AI K by specifying nlmli,AIK and some y such that P has a solution 
if and only if n lmji,A)K has a solution with value K S y . This equivalence 
is proved for some principal reductions; in other cases, it is trivial or 
clear from the analogy to a reduction given previousl y. The NP-completeness 
of n lml i,AIK then follows from the NP-completeness of P as established in 
Theorem 2.1. 
First, we deal with the problems on identical machines. Theorem 4.2 
presents two reductions which are simplified versions of the reductions 
given in [ Bruno et al. 1974B) . 
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THEOREM 4.2. PARTITION is reducible to the following problems: 
(a) nl 2 I I lcmax; 
(b) nl2III Lwici. 
Proof. Define A= Li€T ai. 
(a) PARTITION« nl21I lc : 
max 
(b) 
n = t; 
pi = ai 
y • iA. 
( i £ T ) ; 
PARTITION« n l 2III I w.C.: 
.l. l. 
n = t; 
pi• wi = ai (i e Tl; 2 
Y - l1sisj s t aiaj ~ !A · 
Suppose that {:f1 li e s} is assigned to M1 and {J 1 l i € T~S} to M2 ; let 
c = li€S ai - !A. Since p 1 • wi for a l l i, the value of I w1c1 is not 
influenced by the ordering of the jobs on the machines and only depends 
on the choice of S [Conway et al. 1967] : 
It is easily seen (cf . Figure 4.1) that 
K(S) K(T) - (Li€S ai) (Ii€T-S ai) 
lis iSj St aiaj - C!A+c) <!A- cl 2 y+c ' 
and it follows that PARTITION has a solution if and only if this 
n l 2 I I I Lw.C. problem has a solution with value s y. l. l. 
s T-S s 
T-S 
value K(T) va 1 ue K (S) 
0 
Figure 4 . 1 
Next, we investigate t he complexity of the n l 2 l r l K problem for some irregu-
lar choices of K. The criteria in question have not been mentioned in Sec-
tion 4. 1 and, accordingly, the results presented in Theorem 4.3 have not 
been included in Tables 4 .1 and 4.3. 
We will only consi der acti ve schedules, i.e. s chedules where we cannot 
decrease the starting time of any operation without increasing the starting 
time of at least one other one. 
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THEOREM 4.3 . PARTITION is reducible to the following problems: 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
Proof. Define A = Ii€T ai, T = t(t+l)A+A, o 
(a) PARTITION« nj2 j 1 j 1/c : 
max 
l· T(t+l-i)(2iA+a.). 
l.€ l. 
(b) 
n = t + l; 
a. (i € T); 
l. 
p n A; 
y = 2/3A . 
In any active schedule, Jn is the last job on some machine , and Cmax 
en s 3A/2 = 1/y. PARTITION has a solution if and only if this bound 
can be attained. 
PARI'ITION « n l 2!1!Ic.·c : 
l. max 
n = 2t; 
pi = iA+ai , Pt+i 
y = ~O'T. 
iA (i € T); 
A schedule which minimizes Ici is obtained by sequencing Ji and Jt+i 
in the i-th position on both machines [Conway et al. 1967] and has a 
value Ic . = o. If PARTITION has a solution, then there exists such a 
l. 
schedule with C = il~ 1 P. ~T. I f PARTITION has no solution, then max i.= i. 
we have for any schedule that cmax > ~T. 
(c) PARTITION« n l 2 !1Jic./c : 
i. max 
n = 2t+l; 
iA (i € T); 
pn T; 
y = 1 + 2cr/3T. 
Cf. reductions 4.3(a,b). 0 
Remarks. 
ad (a) . It follows that the problem o£ finding the worst active nj2jrjc 
max 
schedule is NP-complete. 
ad (b).Taking y = ~T, we can use the same construction to show that the 
n l 2 ! 1,min{Ic . } jc problem (i . e . , minimizing C over all schedules 
l. max max 
minimizing Ic. on two identical machines) is NP-complete (cf. [Bruno 
l. 
et al. 1974A]). 
ad (c) . The criterion Ic./C corresponds to the average number of jobs in 
l. max 
the shop. 
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Most of our results on different machines involve the KNAPSACK problem, as 
demonstrate.a by Theorem 4 .4. 
THEOREM 4 . 4. KNAPSACK is reducible to the following problems: 
(a) nJ2 IG,nis3lc ; ma.x 
(b) n l 3IG,n.s2jc ; 
l. ma.x 
(c) nl1lr ~OIL ; 
n ma.x 
(d) nl1 lr ~oll:T.; 
n l. 
(e) n I t I r ~o I Z: u . ; 
n l. 
(f) nl2 IF , r ~olc ; 
n max 
(g) nl2IF,treelc ; 
ma.x 
(h) n l1 l IIw.U,; 
l. l. 
(i) nl1 l l~w .T.; l. l. 
(j) n I 1 IC Sd 1 l:w. C.; 
n n l. i 
(k) nl1 l rn~olZ:w1Ci; 
(1) n I 1 I r :?:0 I Z: C. t. 
n l. 
Proof . Define A= l· a.; a - max. T(a1}. We may assume that 0 < b <A. l€T 1 * l.€ 
(a) KNAPSACK« n l 2IG , n.s3lc : 
1 max 
Ml 
Mz 
n = t+l ; 
~i - (Ml), pil ~ ai (i € T); 
~n = (M2 ,Ml,M2)' pnl = b, pn2 = l, pn3 = A-b; 
y = A+l. 
If KNAPSACK has a solution, then there exists a schedule with value 
cmax = y , as illustrated in Figure 4.2. If KNAPSACK has no solution, 
then ~iES ai - b = c ~ 0 for each S c T, and we have for a processing 
order ({J1 j1 E: S}, J:n' { J 1 11 E T-S}) on M1 that 
= A+c+l > y; 
c < 0 • C > p + p + \' p = A.-c+l > y . 
max - n l n2 liET-S il 
It fo~lows that KNAPSACK has a soluti on if and only if this 
nl2IG,n.s3 lc p roblem has a so~ution with value $ y. 
1 ·max 
s n T-S 
-n n 
t I i T 
0 b b+l A+l 
Fi~e 4.2 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
Ml I 
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KNAPSACK a n l3 IG ,n. s2lc : 
i max 
n = t+2; 
Vi 0\,M3), pil = pi2 = a. l. (i E T); 
v 
n - 1 (Ml ,M2), Pn-1,1 b, Pn-1,2 2(A-b); 
v (M2 ,t13) ' Pnl 2b, pn2 A-b; n 
y = 2A. 
If KNAPSACK has a solution, then there exists a schedule with value 
Cmax = y, as i llustrated in Figure 4.3. If KNAPSACK has no solution, 
then LiES ai b = c i 0 for each S c T, and we have for a processing 
order ({Jili E s}, Jn-l ' {Jili E T-S}) on Mi that 
c > O - cmax ~ LiES pil + pn-1,1 + pn-1,2 = 2A+c > y, 
c < O - cmax ~ min{LiES pil + pn- 1,1 + l ,pnl} + pn2 + LiET-S pi2 
= 2A+l > y, 
which completes the equivalence proof. 
s 
n 
f 
b 
n-1 
s 
i 
2b 
T-S 
n-1 
-:-:-:-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:·:·:·:·:l 
n 
t 
A+b 
T-S 
t 
2A 
KNAPSACK a n I 1 I r ~OIL , 
n wax 
KNAPSACK a n I 1 I r ~o I LT., 
n l. 
and 
KNAPSACK a nl11rn~ol}:u1 : 
n = t+l; 
r. 
l. 
0, pi ai, d. l. A+l (i E T); 
r 
n 
b, pn 1 • d n b+l; 
y = 0. 
Cf. reduction 4.4(a) and Figure 4.4. 
s n T-S 
-
I 
T t t t 
0 b b+l A+l 
Fi~e 4.4 
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(f) 
(g) 
KNAPSACK« n l 2IF,r ~o l c : 
n max 
n = t+l; 
r. 0, Pu ta., pi2 (i E T); J. J. 
r tb, pnl n l' pn2 
t(A-b); 
y = t(A+l ). 
If KNAPSACK has a solution, then there exists a schedule with value 
cmax ~ y, as illustrated in Figure 4.5. If KNAPSACK has no solution, 
then LiES ai - b = c # 0 for each s c T, and we have for a processing 
order ({J. j i Es}, J , {J. j i E T-S}) on M1 that J. n J. 
KNAPSACK« nl2 IF,treejc : 
max 
n = t+2; 
Pu tai, pi2 
pn-1,1 1 ' Pn-1,2 
pnl 1' pn2 
J 
n-1 < J n; 
y = t(A+l)+l. 
(i E T); 
tb; 
t(A-b); 
Cf. Figure 4.6. We h~ve for a processing order ({Ji l l E R}, Jn-l' 
{Jili E S } , Jn' (Jili E T-S-R} ) on Ml that 
R # lil .. cmax ·~ t + pn- 1,l + pn-1,2 + Pn1 + Pn2 = t(A+l)+2 > y. 
The remainder of the equivalence proof .is analogous to that of reduction 
4.4(f). 
n-1 S n T-S 
n- 1 S n T- S 
M2 ~I -!3~~.;~»~~~«~~~~§:~~~~~~~:l~~ .............. -.=:::j_1_ 
T T T t t t 
0 1 tb+l tb+IS!+l tA+ISl+l t(A+l)+l 
Figure 4.6 
(h) KNAPSACK"' nl1llLw .U.: 
l.. l. 
n = t; 
. Pi = w . l. ai, di 
y = A-b. 
b 
Cf. [Karp 1972B] and Figure 
I 
s T-S 
Ml 
t T 
0 b 
(i) KNAPSACK "' n [ 1 I I L w. T. : 
l. l. 
n = t+l; 
(i E: T); 
4.7. 
J.,~, t A 
.Pi = wi ai, di = 0 (i E: 'T); 
pn = 1, w
0 
2, dn b+l; 
4.7 
Y = l1s1sjst aiaj + A - b. 
Cf. Figure 4.4 . we have for a processing order ({J. Ii E: S}, J , 
i n 
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{J. Ii E: T-S}) that l· S a. - b = L . Since p. = w. and d. = 0 for all 
1 ii:: l. n 1 l. l. 
(j} 
i E: T, the value of l · T w.T. is not influenced by the ordering of S 
l.E: l. l. 
and T-S (cf. the proof of Theorem 4.2(b)}, and we have 
liE:T aici + 2Tn 
l1siSjst aiaj + liE:T-S ai + 2 max{O,Ln} 
y+ !Ln i ~ y. 
The equivalence follows immediately. 
KNAPSACK"' nl1 !c sa IIw.c.: n n ii 
n = t+l; 
Pi= wi = ai, di= 0 (i E: T); 
Pn = 1, wn = 0, dn = b+l; 
Y = l1siSjSt aiaj + A - b. 
Cf. reduction 4.4(i) a nd Figure 4.4 . 
(k) KNAPSACK« n l llr ~oliw.c . : 
n ii 
n = t+l; 
ri = 0, pi wi = ai (i E: T); 
rn=b,pn 1,wn 2; 
Y = l1sisjst aiaj +A + b + 2 · 
Cf. reduction 4.4(i} and Figure 4.4. 
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(l) KNAPSACK« n lllr ~olic.t: n i 
n = t+t ' +u+l; 
ri 0, pi T+ai (i£T {1, • .. ,t}) ; 
(i £ T ' {t+l , . • . ,t+t'}) ; ri O, pi = T 
ri o, pi = u (i £ u • {t+t'+l, ... ,t+t '+u}); 
rn tT+b , pn 1; 
y = u+!u(u+l)u; 
where 
t ' t(t+l) a* ; 
T (t'+l ) (b+l)+t 1 ; 
u 
v 
0 
iCt+t') (t+t'+l)T+(t+l)T; 
u (o+l) ; 
~ p = (t+t')-r+A+l. lUu i 
If JCNAPSACK has a solution, then' · a. = b for some s c T. De fining lu:s i 
S' = {t+i li £ T-S} c T', we have for a processing order ({Ji l i £ S ' } , 
{J
1
li £ S}, Jn' {J
1 l i £ T ' -S ' } , {J1 li £ T- S}, {J1 li £ U}) that 
and 
L1eu ci • l1es •us ci +en+ lie(T '-S' )u(T-Sl ci 
S l~=l i(T+a*) + (tT+b+l) + l~:~:l ( iT+b+l) + l~=l 
., '(t+t ') ( t +t'+1)T+tT+(t ' +1) (b+l)+t(t+l)a* ·= U 
lieu C1 • l~=l (o+iv) • uo+iu<u+l)v . 
Renee, 
Ic1 s u+uo+~u(u+llv = y . 
ia 
* 
Conversely, if 1c1 s y for some schedule, we claim that 
(A) {Ji li i U} precedes {J
1
li £ U}; 
(B) Si s o for some i £ U; 
(C) exactly t jobs precede Jn; 
(D) S = t-r+b . 
n 
I t follows from (A) and (B) that, {Jili i u} is scheduled without inter-
ruption from 0 too . By (C) and (D) , exactly t jobs from {Jil i £TUT ' } 
occupy a period of length t-r+b . This implies that KNAPSACK has a solu-
tion, as is easily seen. 
We now turn to the proofs of (A), (B) , (C), and (D). 
(A) If J 1 ,, i' i u, succeeds some Ji' i E U, then we have 
Ic1 ~ c 1 , + IiEU ci > v+iu<u+l)v = y. 
(B) If Si > o for all i E U, then we have 
lei > liEU ci ~ u(o+ll+~u(u+l)v = y. 
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Since le. s y and, 
l. 
by (A) and (B), ~ C ~ u o +! uCu+l)u, we n ow know i €U i 
that liiU ci s u. 
(C) Let exactly s jobs from {J . Ii € TuT' } precede J . 
l. n 
If 0 S s S t-1, then we have 
\ \S \t+t' 
liiU ci ~ li= l i T + (tT+b+l ) + li=s+l (iT+ (t-S)T+b+l) 
u-t'+(t+t'-s) (t- s) T+(t-s) (b+l) 
> U- t'+(t'+l) T > u. 
If t+l s s s t +t', then we h a v e 
\ \S \t+t' 
liiU ci ~ li=I iT + (ST+l) + li=s+l (iT+l) 
u+ ( s-t-l)T+t+t'-s+l 
~ u+l > u . 
(D) Note that s ~ r 
n n 
tT+b. If Sn > tT+b, then we have 
u+l > u. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.4. 
Remark. The dagger t indicates that the NP-completeness p r oof for the 
0 
n l tlr ~o ! Ic . problem is valid only with respect to a binary encoding whereby 
n l. 
subsets of identical jobs are represented by a nUJDber indicating their car-
dinality and a single copy of the data. In this encoding, the above trans-
formation is polynomial in the length of the binary KNAPSACK input, which 
is Oct log a*). In the straightforward encoding whereby every job is repre-
sented by two entries r i ,pi , the transformation is exponential. The s .pecial 
encoding would not be nece·ssary if KNAPSACK were unary NP-complete; unfor-
tunately this is not the case, as has been poin ted out in Chapter 2. we 
note that a similar reduction, given 1n (Garey et al . 1975) : 
3-PARTITION « n l2 1Fi l ci' 
can be adapted for application to the n l 1Jr.~ollc . problem. Since 3-PARTITION 
.l l. 
is unary NP-complete, the unary NP-completeness of t hese two problems is then 
proved without the abov e compl icat ions. 
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The results for single-machine scheduling subject to precedence cons traints 
are coll ected in Theorems 4.5 and 4 .6. In these r eductions, the jobs will 
not be numbered from 1 up to n. They correspond to the ver tices and edges 
of an undirected graph G = (V,E); therefore, there wil l be vertex jobs J i 
J
(h) ( h ) 
or i (i ( VJ and edge jobs J (i,j) or J (i ,j ) ( (i,j) ( E) . 
THEOREM 4 . 5. CLIQUE is reduc ible to the following problems: 
(a) n l l lprec,p1=1 ILUi; 
(b) nltlprec ,p1 =lltT1 . 
Proof. Let V = {1, ... ,v} . Define e 
(a) CLIQUE « n l tlprec,p1=1 IIui: 
IE I , 2. ~k(k-1) I k' 
n • v+e; 
di v+e (1 € V); 
d( .. ) k+t ((i , j) € E); l.,) 
Ji< J (i,j) (i € V , (i,j) € E); 
y = 2. '. 
Cf. [ Garey & Johnson 1975] and Figure 4 . 8(a). 
0 
0 
k 
clique 
vertices 
k 
k 
i.. 
clique 
edges 
k' ,f_ I 
remaining remaining 
vertices edges 
k+f. 
k+f.v 
f 
v+l 
v+i..v 
t 
v+e 
v+ev 
v-k, f. ' 
(a) 
(b) 
e-2.. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~....JFigure 4.6 
(b) CLIQUE« nltJprec,p1=1ILT1 : 
n • v+ev; 
d
1 v+tv 
(h) ( ) d(i , J") v+ev (h = 1, ... , v -1 ), d ': . ( l. ,J ) 
J < J(l) < J(2) (v) i (i, j) ( i, j) < ••• < J(i , j) 
y a 2. ' k ' +if. ' (2. ' +l)v. 
(i € V); 
k+tv ((i , j)EE) ; 
(i E V, (i , j ) € E); 
It follows from our choice of due dates that T(h) o f (i ,j ) = or h = 1 , ... , 
v-1, (i ,j) ( E in every feasible active schedule . Hence , we can assume 
the edge jobs in a s et {J(l) J(v) } (i,j)' ·· ·· (i,j) to be scheduled consecutive-
ly and we may replace such a chain by one composite edge j b J 
0 (i , j) 
wi th P(i ,j) = v and d(i,j) • k+f.v, for each (i,j) E E. 
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Consider any processing order in which Jh is the first late ver-
tex job. It is easily seen that Sh > v+t v, and therefore Jh is preceded 
directly by an edge job J(i,j)" Interchanging J(i,j) and Jh will decrease 
LTi, and repeated improvements of this kind will eventually lead to a 
schedule in which all vertex jobs are on time . Thus, we have for any 
schedule that 
i. ' 
LTi ~ li=l (k'+iv) = y . 
If CLIQUE has a solution, then this bound can be attained, as illus-
trated in Figure 4 .8 (b) . If CLIQUE has no solution, then at least l'+l 
edge jobs are late and we have 
0 
With respect to Theorem 4 . 6, the suggestion to start from the LINEAR ARRANGE-
MENT problem is due to E.L. Lawler. 
THEOREM 4.6. LINEAR ARRANGEMENT is reducible to the following problems: 
(al nl1Jprecl1ci, 
(b) nll lprec,p1•1 11w1c 1 . 
Proof. Let V • {1, .•. ,v}. Define e •!El, u1 "' l{Ci,jl lCi,j) £ E}I, i.e. the 
degree of i . We may assume that e > maxi{ui}. 
(a) LU:EAR ARRANGEMENT "' n J 1 I prec I l C i: 
n • ve; 
(1) 
pi - 1, 
(h) 
pi 0 (h 2, •. • ,e-u1 l (i E V); 
(h) 
p(i,j) "' 0 (h .. 1, 2) ( (i, j) ( E)' 
J(l) J ~2) (e-uil (1) (2) (i ( v' (i ,j) t: E); < < . . . < Ji < J(i,j) < J (i, j) i 1 
y"" ~v(v+l)e+k . 
Through our choice of processing times we may 
in a set {J~l) , ..• ,J~e-ui)} and the edge jobs 
1 1 
assume the vertex jobs 
( 1) (2) 
in a set {J(i ,j) ,J)i,j) } 
to be scheduled consecutively. Replacing these chains by composite ver-
tex jobs Ji and composite edge jobs J(i,j)' we obtain the following 
equivalent nJl lprecliw
1ci problem: 
n • v+e; 
pi= 1, wi: e-ui 
p(i,j) = O, w(i,j) 
Ji < J(i,j) 
y = ~v(v+l)e+k. 
(i £ V); 
2 ((i,j) £ E); 
(i E V, (i,j) £ E); 
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(b) 
Consider a permutation 11 of v, indicating that Ji (i € VJ is scheduled 
in position n(i) among the vertex jobs. We may assume that each J(i,j) 
((i,j) € E) is inserted directly after the last one of its corresponding 
vertex jobs Ji and Jj. Thus we have for this schedule that 
c. = ll (i)' 
l. 
CC. · i = max{11{i),11(j)}, l. ,] 
and its value is given by 
l · V(e-u.)ll(i) + l<· .) 2 max{n(i.) ,n(j)} 
l.€ l. l., J €E 
eii€V rr(i) + L(i ,j)€E(2 max{n(i),n(j)}-n(i)-11(j)) 
~v(v+He +Le· ·i E ln(i)-11(j) I. l. , J € 
It follows that LINEAR ARRANGEMENT has a solution if and only if there 
is a schedule with value s y. 
LINEAR ARRANGEMENT "' nJ 1 Jprec,p. =t J Iw.C.: 
l. l. l. 
n = vt+e; 
( 1) 
w. 
l. 
w,. ·i = 2 l. ,J 
(t-1) 
w.i 
(t) 
0, wi e-u. l. 
J:l) < J(2) < ••• < J:t) J 
l. l. l. < (i,j) 
y 'v(v+l)et+t(k+l) ; 
where 
t = (v+3le2 . 
(i € V); 
( (i,j) € E). 
(i e V, (i, j) € E) ; 
Replacing the chains {J~l) , .•• ,J~tl} by composite Ji's, we obtain an 
equivalent nJ1Jprec l iw. C. problem: 
l. l. 
n = v+e; 
p i = t, wi = e-ui 
Pc· · i = 1, w(. ·i l.,J l. ,] 
Ji< J(i,j) 
y = 'v(v+l)et+t(k+l). 
2 
(i € V); 
((i,j) € E); 
(i e V, (i,j ) e E); 
Note that this is an inflated version of the nJ tJ precliw.C. problem 
l. l. 
under (a) . Suppose that Ji occupies position ll(i) among the vertex 
jobs. It i s ·easily seen that we may again restr~ct ourselves to sched-
ules in which the last vertex job preceding J(i,j) is either Ji or Jj. 
For such a schedule we have that 
t n (i) s ci $ t~(i)+e, 
tln(i)-ll (j) I s lci-cj I s tin (i) - n(j) l +e , 
max{C
1
. , CJ. } < C<. ·i < max{c . ,c. }+e, 
l. ,] l. J 
and hence 
t I n < i l - 11 < j l I < 2c - c - c < t I n ( i l - 11 ( j l I+ 3e . ( i 'j) i j 
If Ic · ") El11(i)-n (j) I s k , then we have 
1, J E: 
Iwici = elicv ci + Lc i, j) E: E(2CCi,j)-ci-cjl 
< eli V(tn(il+e) + /.( . ") E( t ln (i) - n (jl l+3e) ( . l.' J ( 
!vCv+l~et + (v+3le2 + tL(i , j) £Eln (i)-n(jl l s y . 
If I(i,j)E:Ei"rr(i)-n(j) I > k, then we have 
Iwici elicV ci + L(i,j) E: E(2C(i, j) -ci-Cj) 
> eliE: V tn(i) + L(i , j)£E tln(i)-n(j) I 
i vCv+ l )et + tL(· ") E l11Ci) - 11(j) I :! y . 
1,) " 
This proves the equivalence of both problems . 
The NP-completeness proofs for the problems with a no wait assumption are 
based on the well-known relation between these problems and the TSP which 
has been i .ntroduced in Section 3. 3 . 
0 
Given an n lmlF,no wait lk proolem, we define cij to be the lll,i,nim11.11!1 length 
of tha time interval between s1 and Sj if Jj is scheduled directly after Ji. 
If we define 
(4.1) 
it is easily proved (see Section 14 . 5.2) that 
cij = m~{Pik-Pj,k-1}. (4.2) 
Finding a schedule that minimizes Cmax is now equivalent to solving the TSP 
with v = {O, •.. ,n} and weights cij defi ned by (4 . 2) and by c0h = 0, chO a Phm 
for h 'I 0. 
THEOREM 4.7. DIRECTED HAMILTONIAN PATE is reducible to the following problems: 
(a) 
(b) 
n l m!F,no waitlc ; 
. max 
n l mlF,no wait !Ic .• 1 
Proof. 
(a) DIRECTED HAMILTONIAN PATH a n jmjF,no wai tlc · max 
Given G' = (V',A'), we define 
n = IV' I , 
m n (n- 1)+2 . 
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(b) 
All jobs have the same machine order CM1 ,M2, ••. ,Mm-l'Mm) . To each pair 
of jobs (J.,J.) (i,j = 1, . .. ,n, i ~ j) there corresponds one machine 
l. J 
~ = M . . (k = 2, •.. ,m-1), such that for no Jh some MK(i h) directly 
k K (l. 1 J) I 
follows an M .• Such an ordering of the pairs (i,j) can easily be 
K (h,J) 
constructed. Due to this property of the ordering, partial sums of the 
processing times can be defined unambiguously by 
kµ+ >. if k K (h,j) and (h,j) € A', 
kµ+ >-+l if k K(h,j) and (h,j) t A' I 
phk kµ-A if k+l K(i,h) and (i,h) € A ', 
k µ->--1 if k+l K(i,h) and (i,h) t A ' I 
kµ otherwise, 
f ork= l, •.• ,m, h = 1, .• . ,n, where 
A ~ 1, 
µ ~ 2A+3. 
The processing times are given by (cf. (4.1)) 
phl phl, 
phk Phk-Ph,k-1 (k = 2 , ... ,m). 
Through the choice of µ , these processing times are all strictly posi-
tive integers. 
We can now compute the c . . 1 as defined by (4.2). Through the choice 
l.J 
of A, it is immediate that Pik-Pj,k-l is maximal fork= K(i , j). Hence, 
if (i,j) € A' I 
if (i,j) t A'. 
Since Pim mµ for all Ji, it now follows that G has a hamiltonian path 
if and only if this nlmlF,no waitlc problem has a solution with value 
max 
Cmax s (n-1) (µ+2>-J+mµ . 
nlm!F,no waitJic . . 
l. 
DIRECl'ED HAMILTONIAN PATH ~ 
G' has a hamiltonian path if and only if the n lmjF,no waitlic. 
, l. 
constructed as in (a), has a solution with value 
[c. s in<n-1) (µ+2A)+nmµ . 
l. 
problem, 
0 
4 • 3 . Remarks 
The results presented in Section 4.2 offer a valuable insight into the loca-
tion of the borderline b e tween "easy" and " hard " machine scheduling problems . 
Computational experi e nce with man y p r obl ems pr·oved to be NP- compl ete confirms 
the impression that a polynomial- bound e d algort t hm for one and thu~ for all 
of them is highly unlikely t o e xist . As indicated in Chapter 2 , NP- complete-
ness thus func tions as a formal justif ication to use enumerative methods of 
solution s uch as b r anch- and- bound . 
Man y classic a l machine scheduling probl ems have now been shown t o be 
efficiently s o l vable o r NP- complete . Some notable e xcept ion s a r c ind i cated 
by question marks in Tab l e 4 .1. These o pen proble ms are br iefly disc ussed 
below. 
The most notorious o ne i s the n l t llLT p r oblem . Extens ive invest igation s 
l. 
have failed to uncove r e ither a polynomial - bounded algorit.hm or a reduction 
proving its NP- completeness . The e xis t.ence of an 0 (n 5 p ) algorithm r Lawler 
" 1975C ] implies that the problem is definite l y not una r y NP - complete . Howe v e r , 
we conjecture that i t is bi nary NP-complete a nd t hat an enumerative a ppr oach 
is unavoidable (see [ Fisher 1974 ) and Chap ter 1 1 ) . This wo u ld i nd ica t e a ma-
jor difference between the I w.T. and I w. U. p r o b lems, as demonstrated by 
l. 1 1 l 
Table 4.1 . 
With respect to the n l l lprec!Iw.c. problem, the e~act locati on o f the 
l 1 
borderline has been dete rmi ned (see Tabl e 4 . 2 Note ( 1) and Theorem 4 . 6) ; 
with respect to other criteria of the It. type the s i t uation is less clear 
l 
and especially the status of the nlt l tree,p1= 1ILwiTi and n l 1 ! tree,p1~ 1 1 Lw1u1 
problems needs inve stigation. 
A conjecture with respect to the nl3IF,no wa i t lc and n l2 IF,no wait[Ic1 ma x 
problems is not obvious; both problems may well be e fficiently s o l v able . Stim-
ulating prizes h ave been put up to promote researc h in this directi on (s ee 
[ Lenstr a et al. 19751). 
The question of the comple~ity of the n! J ! r,prec,p.~1lc proble m has 
l. max 
been raised already in [ Ullman 19751 . 
Finally, let us stress again that the complexity measure provide9 by 
the NP-completeness concept does not capture certain intuitive variations 
in complexity within the class of NP-c•omplete problems. For instance, in 
Chapters 1 2 and 13 we will report on 'the successful incorporation of an 
nlllri~OILmax algorithm in l ower bound comp u t ations for the n l ml P !cma x a nd 
n lm j G j c probl ems; note, however, that these problems are all NP- complete 
ma>e 
and t hus equivalent up to a polynomial- bounded reduction . In order to for-
malize these differences , a further investigation of the consequences of 
allowing a unary encoding (i.e ., including the piks p* condition) seems a n 
interesting research topic. 
Pa/Lt II. EnumeJ!.lltive. me..thod6 
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5 . RECURSIVE IMPLEMENTATION 
The complexity results presented in Part I indicate that for many sequencing 
problems a good algorithm is highly un1ikely to be found . It appears that 
with respect to these problems we have to settle for some form of enumera-
tion of the solution space whereby the feasible solutions are identified 
and an optimal one is obtained . For all but the smallest problems the num-
ber of feasible solutions is so large that the use of a computer for the 
actual computations is unavoidable. Thus, the computational performance of 
any enumerative method not only depends on algorithtnic details such as 
those presented in Part III but also on the computer implementation. This 
latter topic forms the subject of Part II . 
More s pecifically , t he following chapters will be devoted to a discus-
sion of a recursive approach to the implementation of enumerative methods. 
We hope to demonstrate that such an approach leads to procedures that are 
elegant, easy to understand , easily programmed and easily proved. While 
these positive aspects will probably be recognized by most p rogrammers , a 
familiar argument against recursive procedures suggests that none the less 
they require inordinate running times. Thus, ironically , many recursive 
approaches advocated in the literature are implemented after COll\Plicated 
manipulations in an iterative fashion [ Barth 1968; Bitner e t al. 1975; 
Gries 1975]~ We will demonstrate on a simple example that with respect to 
efficiency a recursive implementation need certainly not be inferior to an 
iterative one; this remains true even if we consider a measure of efficien-
cy that is computer and c ompiler independent. 
The example referred to above is closely related to many sequencing 
probl ems and involves the generation of all permutations of a finite set. 
In Chapter 6 we discuss various types of r ecursive permutation generators 
and present some results concerning their e fficiency relative t o iterative 
generators . 
Since feasible solutions of many sequencing problems are characterized 
by permutations, generators of permutations can be used in a straightfor-
ward way to solve such problems by explicie enumeration of all feasible 
solutions . We give some examples in Chapter 7, but it should be clear that 
this approach will solve only relatively small problems. 
However, the advantages of a recursive approach carry through to forms 
of i mplicie enumeration a s well . We illustrate this in Chapter 8 b y pre-
senting general frameworks for a popular type of implicit enumeration meth -
od known as branch-and-bound, in which again recursion plays a crucial role . 
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6. AN EXAMPLE: GENERATION OF PERMUTATIONS 
6.1. I ntroduction 
Methods for generating combinatorial configurations can be classified as 
either lexicographic or minimum-change methods. The first mentioned type of 
method generates the configurations in a "dictionary" order, whereas the 
second type produces a sequence i n which successive configurations differ 
as l ittle as possible . The relative advantages of min:Lmum-change methods 
have been discussed in the literature: the entire sequence is generated ef-
ficiently, each configuration being derived from its predecessor by a sim-
ple change; moreover, a minimum-change generator "may permit the value of 
the current arrangement to be obtained by a small correction to the immedi-
ate previous value" [Ord-Smith 1971 J . 
The very "cleanliness" fLehmer 1964] of these combinatorial methods 
allows a proper demonstration of what we believe to be the advantages of a 
recursive approach to the implementation of enumerative methods. 
The algorithms which are to be presented in this chapter a r e defined 
as ALGOL 60 procedures. They contain no label s and generate the entire se-
quence of configurations after one call. Each time a new configuration has 
been obtained, a call of a procedure "problem" is made. Parameters of this 
procedure are the configuration and, for minimum-change algorithms, the 
positions in which it differs from its predecessor . The actual procedure 
corresponding to "problem" has to be defined by the user to handle each 
configuration in the desired way. 
Previously published iterative generators usually have been organized 
in 5uch a way that each call generates one configuration from its predeces-
sor only. This necessitates continual recomputation of the information that 
is needed to find the next configuration in the sequence. A mechanism for 
performing this kind of computations efficiently has been described in 
[ Ehrlich 1973A] . We do feel, however, that much of the clarity of essential-
ly recursive algorithms is lost within any iterative implementation. 
For generators of various types of combinatorial configurations such 
as subsets, combinations and permutations , we refer to fWel l s 1971 ; Ehrlich 
1973A; Even 1973 ; .Lenstra 1973; Lenstra & Rinnooy Kan 1975B; Reingold et al . 
1976) . Permutation generators have been surveyed in [ Lehmer 1964; Ord- Smith 
1970; or~-Smith 1971 ] . 
In Section 6.2 two minimum-change generators of permutations are pre-
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sented. The first one produces a sequence in which each permutation is de-
rived from its predecessor by transposing two adjacent elements . Its basic 
principles have been discovered by Stei nhaus [ Gardne.r 1974 ] and were redis-
covered independently in [ Trotter 1962 ] and [ J o hnson 1963] . Trotter's itera-
t ive algorithm was for a number of years the fastest' permutation generator. 
A more efficient iterative implementation has been presented in [Ehrlich 
19738]; see also [ Gries 1975; Dershowitz 19751 . The second minimum- change 
generator proceeds by transposing two (not necessari1y adjacent) e1ements . 
Its transposition rules have been developed by Wells [ Wells 1961 ) and sim-
p1ified by Boothroyd in recursive [ Boothroyd 1965) .and iterative [Boothroyd 
1967A; Boothroyd 1967B] implementations. In [Ord- Smith 1971 ) , the latter 
algorithm was found to be t he fastest of six generators, including those of 
[ Trotter 19621 and [ Boothroyd 1967Al . 
The lexicographic generator of permutations in Section 6.3 produces 
all permutations n of the set {1, ... , n} in such a way that n(n)rr(n-1) ... n(l) 
i s an increasing n-ary number. A slight modification leads to a more effi -
cient pseudo1exicographic generator. 
In Section 6.4 our r e cursive generators are comparecl to previously 
publishecl procedures. 
6.2. Minimum-change generators 
Given a set {n*(l), ... ,n*(n)}, we define an undirected graph G(n) whose 
vertices are given by the n! n-permutations of this set; (rr,p) is an edge 
of G(n) iff n and p differ only in two neighbouring components. A hamilton-
ian path in G(n) corresponds to a sequence of permutations in which each 
permutation is derived from its predecessor by transposing two adjacent 
e1ements. 
According to Steinhaus's method, we may construct such a sequence in-
ductively as fo11ows. For n = 1, it consists of the 1-permutation. Let the 
sequence of (n- 1)-permutations be given. Placing rr*(n ) at the right of the 
first (n-1)-permutation, we obtain the first n-permutation. The n-1 next 
ones are obtained by successive1y interchanging n*(n) wlth its left-hand 
* neighbour. After that, n (n) is found at the left of the first (n-1)-permu-
tation. Rep1acing this Cn-1)-permutation by its successor in the (n-1)-se-
quence gives us the (n+l)-st n-permut:.ation, and the n-1 next ones arise 
from successive transpositions of ~* (n) with its right-hand neighbour. Then 
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n*(n) is found at the right of the second (n-1)-permutation 1 which is now 
replaced by the third one, and the process starts all over again. It is 
easil y seen that the first and last permutations in the sequence are given by 
rr* ( rr*(l) , ..• , rr*(n)) and p* = (11*(2), 11*01,rr*(3) , ..• ,rr*(n)) r espectively ; 
they are adjacent and thus we have found a hamiltonian circuit in G(n). 
Steinhaus's method can be described more formally by a sequence S(2) 
of n!-1 transpositions. Denoting the transposition of rr*( i ) and the h-th 
element in t he current permutation of {rr* (l), . .• , n*(i-1)} by i+-+h , we de-
fine the transposition sequence S(i) recursively by 
S(il = S(i+l),i+->-h1 ,S(i+l),i+-+h2 , ... ,S(i+l) ,i+->-hi_1 ,S (i+l ) 
where 
* if TT (i) moves r i ghtwards, 
* if 11 (i) moves leftwards, 
and S(n+ll is empty. Figure 6.1 and Table 6.l(mcl) show the graphs G(n) for 
n ~ 4 and the sequence for n = 4. Note that G(4) is the edge graph of a 
solid truncated octahedron, replicas of which fill entire 3-space. Similar 
TABLE 6.1. PERMUTATION SEQUENCES 
mcl mc2 lex plex 
1 1234 1234 4321 4321 
2 1243 2134 3421 3421 
3 1423 2314 4231 4231 
4 4123 3214 2431 2431 
5 4132 3124 3241 2341 
6 1432 1324 2341 3241 
7 1342 1342 4312 4312 
a 1324 3112 3412 3412 
9 3124 3412 4132 4132 
10 3142 4312 1432 1432 
11 3412 4132 3142 1342 
12 4312 1432 1342 3142 
13 4321 1423 4213 4123 
14 3421 4123 2413 1423 
15 3241 4213 4123 4213 
16 3214 2413 1423 2413 
17 2314 2143 2143 2143 
18 2341 1243 1243 1243 
19 2431 3241 3214 1324 
20 4231 2341 2314 3124 
21 4213 2431 3124 1234 
22 2413 4231 1324 2134 
23 2143 4321 213.4 2314 
24 2134. 3421 123.4 3214 
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statements of this remarkable property hold for all n [ Lenstra Jr. 19738] . 
The following minimum-change genexator of permurations produces the 
sequence described above. 
G( 1) G(2) 
1 12 21 
• • • 
Figure 6.1 Graphs G(n). 
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procedure pm mcl (problem,n,pi); value n,pi; 
integer n; array pi, procedure problem; 
begin ~pin; integer k,q; boolea.n array r r 1:n); 
procedure r i te( i ); value i; integer i; 
.!!_ i < n then 
begin boolea n rj; r eal pii; integer ti,j; 
pii:• pi( q ) ; j:• i+l; 
q: • q-1; 
rj: - r[j ] ; if rj then. rite(j) else left(j); 
for ti : • 2 step 1 until i do 
begin k:• q+ti; 
pif k-1 ) : • pi[k] ; pi[k]:• pii; problem(pi,k-1); 
rj:= !rj; if rj then rite(j) else left(j) 
end; 
r [ j ) : s ! r j 
end else 
begin q: • 0; 
for k: • 2 step 1 until n S!£ 
begi.n pi[k-1]:= pi[k); pi[k):~ pin; problem(pi,k-1) 
end 
procedure left(i); value i ; integer i: 
ifi<nthen 
~ ~ r j ; real pii; integer ti,j; 
pii:• pi( q+i ] ; j:• i +l ; 
rj : • r[j ] ; !!_rj then rite(j) else left(j); 
for ti:• i-1 step - 1 ~ 1 do 
begin k: • q+ti; 
~; 
pi( k+ll : • pi[kl; pi( k l : • pii; ,problem(pi,k); 
rj: • Orj ; !!_ .rj ~ rite(j) ~ left(j) 
r r j J := Orj; 
q:• q+l 
end ~ 
begin for k:• n-1 step -1 until I S!£ 
~; 
begin pi[k+l ) : • pi[ k ] ; pHkl:= pin ; problem(pi ,kl 
end; 
q:= I 
pin : = pifn]; q:= 0; fork : • 2 step 1 until n do r[kl: • f a lse; 
problem(pi,0); ~ n > I ~ left(2) 
~pm mcl. 
A call "pm mcl (problem,n,11*)" has the following effect: 
if n 1, then a call "problem(11*,0l" is made; else 
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* * * * * * a hamiltonian path in G(n) from 11 top = (11 (2) ,rr (1) ,11 (3) , ... ,11 (n) 
is traversed; 
* * in vertex 11 a call "problem( 11 , 0)" is made; 
in each vertex 11 , reached by transposition o f the elements in positions 
k and k +l , a call "problem(11,kl" is made. 
The latter two assertions are clear from inspection. To prove the first one, 
we note that a call "rite(i)" {"left(i)") performs a series of i - 1 transpo-
* sitions of 11 (i) with its right (left) neighbour, where the predicate r(i) 
indicates which direction has to be chosen. By induction on i we can show 
that a call "rite(i )" or " left(i )" generates all permutations in which the 
* * current order of 11 (l ) , ... , ir (i-1) is preserved, only transposing adjacent 
elements, whereas just before such a call and inunediately after its execu-
tion, 11 and q have the following property: 
the indices (i , ... ,n) can be rearranged as (j 1 , ... ,j ,j . , ..• ,j) q q+i n 
with jl > ••• > jq, jq+i < ••• < jn' such that 11(k) = 11*(jk) for 
k = 1, ... ,q,q+i, ... ,n. 
The first assertion now corresponds to the effect of a call "left(2)", which 
indeed activates the whole process . This completes the proof. 
Using the integer q to determine the place of the transpositions is 
easier and more efficient than keeping track of the inverse permutation for 
that purpose, as is done in [Ehrlich 1973A; Ehrlich 19738). 
In order to add to the t ransparency and efficiency of the procedure, 
two simple constructions have been applied. First, we have distinguished 
between the leftward and rightward moves of the elements by means of two 
procedures calling themselves and one another. Further, the deepest level 
of the recursion has been written out explicitly. This device clearly re-
duces the number of checks to see if the bottom of the recursion has been 
reached already; it enables us also to deal separately with the n-th ele-
ment, which is involved in (n-1) /n of the transpositions. 
Let G ' (n) be an extension of G(n) on the same vertex set; ( 11 ,p) is an edge 
of G'(n) iff 11 and p differ in only two components. A hamiltonian path in 
G' (n) corresponds.to a sequence of permutations in which each permutation 
is derived from its predecessor by transposing two elements. 
Such a path is defined by a sequence of n!-1 transpositions. Denoting 
the transposition of the elements in positions k and t by k.._..t , we may de-
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fine the transposition sequence corresponding to the Well s-Boothroyd method 
by 
T(n) T(n-ll,mn-l.,_,.n,T(n-1),mn_2++n, ... ,T(n-1) ,m1++n,T(n-1l 
where 
if n is even and k < n-2, 
if n is odd or k ~ n-2; 
note that T(l) is empty. Table 6 . l(mc2) shows the resulting sequence for 
n = 4. 
The above description leads directly to our second minimum-change gen-
era tor of permutations. 
procedure pm mc2 (problcm,n,pi) ; ~ n,pi; 
inteqer n; array pi: procedure problem: 
~ real pik,pim; 
procedure even(n); value n; integer n: 
.!.!, n > 2 then 
begin real pin: integer k,m: 
m:• n-1; pin:• pim; 
odd(m); 
for k:= m, m, m-2 step -1 until 1 do 
~ pi[n]:• pik:= pi[k]; pif kl:= pin; pin:~ pik; 
probl em(pi,k,n); odd(m) 
~ 
end ~ 
begin pif2):• pifl]; pifl 1:• pim; problem(pi,1,2) 
end; 
procedure odd (n) ; ~ n: inteser n: 
~ real pin; integer k,m; 
m: • n-1: pin:• pifnl: pim:• pifm); 
even (m); 
for k: • m step - 1 ~ I do 
begin pi[nJ:= pik:= pi[m]; pi[m):= pim:= pin; pin: = pik; 
problem(pi,m,n); even(m) 
end 
problem(pi,0,0); if n > 1 ~ 
~ if (nf2)x2 • n then~ pim:= pifn]; even(n) end~ odd(n) 
end 
~pm lllC2. 
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* A call "pm mc2 (problem,n,11 )"has the following effect: 
* if n = l, then a call "pr oblem(n ,0,0)" is made; else 
a hamiltonian path in G'(n) from n* to p* is traversed, where 
* p 
* * * * * * 
{
(n (2), •.. , 11 (n-3),11 (n-l),11 (n), 11 (n- 2 ), 11 (1)) 
* * * * (11 (1), ••• , 11 (n-2),11 (n), 11 (n- 1)) 
if n is even, 
i f n is odd; 
* * in vertex n a cal l "problem(11 , 0, 0 )" is made; 
in each vertex n, reached by transposition of the elements in positions 
k and t, a call "problem(11,k, ~ )" is made. 
The inductive proof is left to the reader. Again, we have distinguished be-
tween two types of changes, viz. n even and n odd, and the case n = 2 has 
been handled separatel y. 
We make one final remark on minimum-change sequences of permutations . Given 
an undirected graph H(n) on n vertices, we define an undirected graph G8 (n) 
on the set of n-permutations; (n ,p) is an edge of GH(n) iff 11 can be ob-
tained from p by a single transposition of the elem.ents in positi ons k and 
l , where (k,t) is an edge of H(n). One [Lenstra Jr. 19738) can prove that 
GH(n) contains a hamiltonian circuit iff H(n) contains a spanning t:ree. The 
"only if "-part is obvious; the "if"-part follows by an inductive argument. 
The transposition graph H(n) of Steinhaus's method is a tree with edge set 
{(k,k+l) [k = l, ••• ,n-1 }; it is properly contai ned in the transposition 
graph of the Wells-Boothroyd method. 
6.3. Lexicographic generators 
A lexicographic generator of permutations can be constructed even more sim-
p ly. At each level of the recursion exactly one component of n is defined 
and at the bottom a call "problem(11)" is made. 
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procedure pm lex (problem,n}; ~ n; 
integer n; procedure problem; 
integer h; integer array pi[ 1: n]; 
procedure node(n); value n; integer n; 
if n • 1 then problem(pi) ~ 
inteqer k,m,pin; 
m: = n-1; pin: • pi[n]; 
node(m); 
for k:- m step -1 ~ l do 
begin pif n ] : = h: = pi[ k l ; pi[ k ] := pin; pin:= h; 
node(m) 
end; 
for k: = n step -1 ~ 2 do pifk) := pi[k-1 ] ; pi[l] := pin 
for h:= n step -1 ~ 1 do pi[h]:= n+l -h; 
node(n) 
end pm le><. 
A call "pm lex (problem,n)" has the following effect: 
all permutations 11 of { 1, ..• ,n} are gene.rated in such a way that 
11(n)11(n-l) ••• 11(1) is an increasing n-ary number; 
for each permutation 11 a call "problem(11)" is made. 
To prove the first assertion, let us assume that, given a permutation 11, a 
call "node(t)" is made. It is easily checked that just before the i. calls 
"node(R.~1)" on the next level of the recursion, the then current permutation 
p is given by 
p • (p (1), ••. , p (k-1) ,p (k) , p (k+l), ••• ,p (1-1} , p (R.) ,p (R.+1}, ... , p (n)} 
• (n(l}, ... ,11 (k-l) ,n(k+l} ,rr(k+2) , •.• ,11(R.} ,11 (k) , n(R.+1) , ••• ,11(n)), 
for k = .e. , .e.-1 , ••• , l. By induction on .e. it can be shown that a call "node (R.} " 
generates all permutations 11 in which 11(R.+l}, ..• , 11 (n} remain unchanged, in 
increasing order, whereas just before such a call and immediately after its 
execution, 11 satisfies 11(1) > 11(2) > ••• > 11(t}. The observation that the 
effect of a call "node (n) " corresponds to the first assertion completes the 
proof. 
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our pseudolexicographic generator of permutations is derived from the lexi-
cographic one ; their difference can be characterized by the replacement of 
the above equalities by 
P (p (1) '• • • ,p (k- 1) ,p (k) ,p (k+l) '. • • 1P (t-1) , p (t) ,p(t+l ) I••• ,p (n)) 
(rr ( 1 ), . .• ,1T (k-1) ,rr (t) ,.11 (k+l), •• . ,rr (t-1 J ,rr (kl ,rr(t+l), • . • ,rr (n)) . 
This simplification of th.e transposition rules leads to a gain in efficiency 
at the expense of losing the lexicographic ordering. 
procedure pm plex (problem,n); value n; 
integer n; procedure problem; 
begin integer h; integer array pi(! : n ] ; 
procedure node(n); value n; integer n; 
if n = 1 then problem(pi) else 
integer k,m,pik,pin; 
m: = n-1; pin:= pi[n]; 
node (m); 
for k:;;; m step - 1 until l do 
begin pi[n]:= pik:= pi[k ] ; pi[k):= pin; 
node (m); 
pi(k) : = pik 
end; 
pi[n] := pin 
for h:= n step -1 until 
node(n) 
do pi[h] : = n+l-h; 
end pm plex. 
Again, the recursive approach makes the construction and analysis of this 
generator a l most.trivial. Tabl e 6.l(lex,plex) shows the lexicographic and 
pseudolexicographic sequences for n = 4 . 
6.4. Computational experience 
The algorithms presented in Sections 6 . 2 and 6 . 3 have been compared to ALGOL 
60 versions of several minimum-change generat ors, mentioned in Section 6 . 1 . 
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Table 6 . 2 shows the result of the comparison. The running times have 
been measured during one uninterrupted run on the Electrologica XS computer 
of the Mathematisch Centrum; a procedure with an empty body was chosen for 
the actual parameter "problem". Our minimum-change al.gorithms turn out to 
be faster than corresponding previously published procedures. Although the 
time differences are not spectacular, a recursive approach should certainly 
not be rejected on grounds of computational inefficiency a priori· 
Results like the above ones unavoidably remain computer and compil.er 
dependent. It is of interest to note in this context that some experiments 
using PASCAL on the Control Data Cyber 73-28 of the SARA Computing Centre 
in Amsterdam instead of ALGOL 60 on the Electrologica X8 showed a nineteen-
fold increase in speed for a recursive subset generator and a fourteen-fold 
increase for an iterative one. On the other hand, the running times of the 
iterative generators may be reduced by up to twenty percent by a different 
transformation of these generators into PASCAL procedures producing all 
configurations at one call. 
In order to develop a computer independent measure of efficiency , let 
us define 
a • lim number of array subscript evaluations 
~ number of generated configurations 
array access being a dominant factor in this type of ALGOL 60 procedure 
[Ord- Smith 1971 1. For recursive algorithms, evaluation of a is accomplished 
by the solution of recursive expressions . For the iterative algorithms ex-
cept Ehrlich's ones, only lower bounds can be given; it is not clear if 
finite limits exist. 
TABLE 6. 2. COMPARISON OF VARIOUS PERMUTATION GENERATORS 
generator restrictions time 
pm mcl n ?:. 1 42.9 
[Trotter 1962; Ord-Smith 1971 ] n ?:. 2 91.3 
[ Ehrlich 1973B) n ?:. 3, n ;, 4 58 .1 
pm mc2 n ?:. 1 54. 3 
[Boothroyd 1965) n ?:. 1 103.3 
[ Boothroyd 1967B; Ord-Smith 1971] n ?:. 5 83.6 
pm lex n ?:. 1 92.4 
pm plex n ?:. 1 82.5 
time : CPU seconds on an Electrologica X8 for n = 8 . 
a : average array access (in the limit) . 
a 
3 
?:.7 
3 
3.35 
6.72 
>3 .16 
6.44 
5.44 
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7 . EXPLICIT ENUMERATION 
Generators of combinatorial configurations can be used to solve many combi-
natorial optimization problems through enumeration and evaluation of all 
feasible solutions . Needless to say, only very small problems can be solved 
by such a brute force approach, even if the minimum-change property of the 
generators is exploited. However, they can be applied to validate more com-
plicated solution methods by checking their results on small problems . 
As an illustration we will show how generators of permutations can be 
used to solve sequencing problems P of the form 
where 11 runs over all permutations of {l , ... ,n} . Several problems of this 
type have been introduced in Chapter 3 . We recall that the criterion function 
of the quadratic assignment problem (QAP) is given by 
where (cij ) and (dij) a.re nonnegative nxn-matrices . If we take dij • 1 for 
i > j, dij • 0 otherwise, we obtain the acyclic subgraph problem (ASP) . 
Analogously, the choice d 12 = d 23 - = dn-l,n = dnl = 1, dij • 0 otherwise, 
leads to the travelling salesman problem (TSP), that is called symmetric if 
cij cji for all i,j. 
If we define the reflection of 11 by 11 = (11(n), ... ,11(l)), it is obvious 
that fASP(;) • Lifj cij - fASP (n) for the ASP and fTSP(n) = fTSP(T) for the 
symmetric TSP. It follows that for these two problems it suffices to enumer-
ate a reflection-free set of permutations. Further, since 
fTSP ((n(k+l) , .•• ,n(n),n(l), .•. , n(k))) • fTSP(11) for any k, we may fix one 
of the components of 11 when solving a TSP. The (n-1 } ! /2 solutions to a sym-
metric TSP are the hamiltonian circuits in a complete undirected graph; they 
are called rosary permutations [Harada 1971; Read 1972; Roy 1973 ) . 
In the first minimum-change generator of permutations, discussed in 
* * Section 6.2, the elements 11 (1) and 11 (2) are transposed half-way. If a 
permutation 11 is generated before this transposition, then its reflection 
11 occurs thereafter. Hence the first n!/2 permutations form a ref1ection-
free set (cf. (Roy 1973]) . Generally, the n!/m! permutations preserving the 
original order of . n*(l) ,_ .. ,n* (m) can be generated by a simple adaptation 
of "pm mcl " : 
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procedure pp mcl (problem,n,m,pi); .•. , 
begin 
if n > m then left (m+l) 
end pp mcl. 
The above sequencing problems may now be solved by calls 
pm mcl (qap,n, 11) 
pp mcl (asp,n,2, 11) 
pp mcl (tsp,n-1,if symmetric ~ 2 else 1,lf) 
where "qap", "asp" and "tsp" are procedures which compute the changes occur-
ring in the criterion functions of these problems. 
A more sophisticated application of generators of combinatorial conf igura-
tions arises in the context of a suboptimal approach to combinator ial opti-
mization problems. Several heuristic methods involve the systematic explora-
tion of a neighbourhood of some g i ven solution, starting anew from improved 
solutions until no further improvement is found and a local optimum has been 
obtained [Reiter & Sherman 1965) . This exploration can sometimes be described 
in terms of checking all combinations of m out of n elements, and a minimum-
change generator, such as the procedure "cb me" from [ Lenstra & Rinnooy Kan 
19758) , might then profitably be applied. 
For instance, a solution 1f to the ASP is called relatively optimal 
[Lenstra Jr . 1973A) if 
l~=j+l (c11 (j ) ir(i)-clf ( i) 11( j,> 2 O} ~k-l for j ,k 
' i=j (clf (i) lf (k)-clf (k) lf (i) ) 2 O 
1, .... ,n . 
such a solution can be constructed by systematic generation of all pairs 
(j,k) with 1 s j < k s n . This can be done very efficiently with a special 
version of "cb me" for m = 2; in the phase of verification, when no further 
improvement is found, thi s method checks each element of the matrix (cij) 
exactly once . 
A solution to the symmetric TSP is called m-opti.mal if it is i mpossible 
to obtain a better solution by replacing m of its edges by a different set 
of m edges [Lin 1965) . A 3-optimal method based on "eh me" proved to be more 
efficient than the algorithm presented in [ Lin 1965] . 
Analoqously, one can obtain an efficient subopt imal algorithm for the 
QAP. The approach is applicable also to other types of difficult sequencing 
problems, e . g. in the area of machine scheduling. 
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8 . IMPLICIT ENUMERATION 
The pe:r:mutation generators presented in Section 6.3 can easily be adapted 
to be used for implicit enumeration purposes by adding a lower bound calcu-
lation on all possible completions of a partial configuration. In the early 
fifties, Lehmer used such an approach to solve the linear assignment problem 
(~) [Tompkins 1956); similarly, the enumeration scheme of "pm plex" has been 
applied to the travelling salesman problem ( Barth 1968 ) . The fact that our 
recursive generators coupled with a simple lower bound may well outperform 
sophisticated implicit enumeration algorithms that suffer from a large com-
putational overhead (see Section 11.3) underlines the applicability of re-
cursive programming to implicit enumeration methods of the branch-and-bound 
type in general. 
In this chapter we present a quasi-ALGOL description of branch-and-bound 
procedures, indicating in which case a recursive approach might be suitable. 
For a formal characterization of branch-and- bound procedures, we refer to 
the axiomatic framework in fMitten 1970) and its correction in [Rinnooy Kan 
1974]; see also (Agin 1966; Balas 1968) for analyses of the case i n which the 
set of feasible solutions is finite and fKohler & Steiglitz 1974] for the 
case of permutation problems . Some standard examples of branch-and-bound 
methods have been surveyed in [ Lawler & Wood 1966) . 
suppose then, that a set X of feasible solutions and a criterion function 
* f: X .,. :R are given, and define the set X of optimal solutions by 
x* = {x*lx* c x, f (x*> • min{fCx> l x c X}} . 
A branch-and-bound procedure to find an element of x* can be characterized 
as follows. 
Throughout the execution of the procedure, the best: solution x* found 
* so far provides an upper bound f (x ) on the value of the optimal solution. 
A branching rule b associates to Y c x a family b(Y) of subsets such 
that UY'cb(Y) Y' nx* Ynx*; the subsets Y' are the descendants of the 
pa.rent: subset Y. This rule only has to be defined on a class X with 
x c X and b(Y) c X for any Y € X. 
A bounding rule lb: X -+- :R · provides a lower bound lb (Y) s f (x) for all 
x £ Y c X. Elimination of Y occurs if lb(Y) ~ f(x*> . 
A predicate ~: X -+- {true , false} indicates if during the examination o f 
Y (e . g. during the calculation of lb(Y)) a feasible solution x(Y) is 
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* genera ted which has to be evaluated. Improvement of x occurs if 
f(x* ) > f (x (Y)) . 
A search strategy c hooses a s ubset from the collection of generated 
subsets which have so far neither been eliminated nor led to branching. 
It t urns out that, of the t hre e search disciplines that have been used most 
f requentl y, t wo are suitable for recursive implementation. To illustrate 
this point, we shall now present three general procedures: 
"bb jumptrack" impl ements a breadth- first search where a subset with 
minimal lower bound is selected for examination; this type of tree 
search is known as frontier search; 
"bb backtra ck! " implements a depth-first search where the descendants 
of a parent subset are examined in an arbitrary order; this type is 
known as newest active node search; 
"bb backtrack2" implements a depth-first search where the descendants 
are chosen in order of nondecreasing lower bounds; this type is some-
times called restricted flooding. 
During the tree search, the parameters na and nb count the numbers of subsets 
that are e l iminated and that lead to branching respectively. We define the 
operatj,on ~ :zt: " in the statement "s:zt: S" to mean that s:= s* with z(s*) = 
min{z(s)Js € S } ; hence, ":t:" indicates an arbitrary choice. 
procedure bb jumptrack (X,f,x*,b,lb,~ , na,nb); 
begin local Y,Y' ,8 c X, Y,Y' t: X, LB: X + R; 
na:= nb:= O; Y: = ~; 
LB(X):= l b(X); i f ~ (X) then x*:fE: {x*,x(X) }; 
if LB(X) ~ f(x*> then na:= 
~e YI- i6 do 
e l se Y:= {X}; 
begin Y:LBt: Y; 
end 
nb: = nb+l; 8: = b(Y); Y:= (Y-{Y}) u8; 
while 8 I- i6 do 
~ Y' :€ 8; B:= 8-{Y'}; 
LB(Y ' ):= lb(Y'); if ~(Y ' ) then x*:fE: {x*,x(Y' )} 
end; 
Y' := {Y' IY ' E: Y, LB(Y') <?: f(x*>}; 
na:= na+IY' I ; Y:= Y-Y' 
~ bb jumptrack. 
procedure bb backtrack! (X, f ,x*, b,lb, ~ .na , nb ) ; 
~ ~Y' E X; 
procedure node (Y) ; 
~ l ocal 8 c X, LB £ .R; 
LB: s lb( Y); if ~ (Y) then x*: fE (x * ,x (Y) } ; 
* if LB ~ f(x ) t hen na : = na+I e l s e 
end 
na:= nb:= O; 
node(X) 
end bb backtrack!. 
nb : • nb+l; 8: = b( Y) ; 
while B -/- Ill do 
begin Y' : £ 8; 8: - 8-{ Y' ) ; 
* if LB < f (x ) the n node(Y' ) 
end 
procedure bb backtrack2 (X,f ,x* , b,lb ,~ , na,nb) ; 
~ local 8 c X, Y' E X, LB: X -+ R; 
procedure node(Y); 
begin ~ Y c X: 
nb:= nb+I; Y:= 8:= b(Y); 
while B -# Ill do 
Y' : E 8; B:= 8-{Y'}; 
I.a(Y'):= lb(Y'); if C(Y' ) then x * :fE {x* ,x (Y') } 
end; 
while Y -# Ill do 
end 
na:" nb:= 0: 
Y':LBE Y; Y:~ Y-{Y'}; 
* i f LB(Y') ~ f(x) t hen na:= na+l else node(Y') 
LB(X) :<= lb(X); if C (X) then x* :fE {x* ,x (X)}; 
* if LB(X) ~ f (x ) then na:= else node(X) 
end bb backtrack2. 
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Anyone familiar with branch-and-bound will have noticed that the above 
descriptions provide only a minimal algorithmic framework. Numerous :problem-
dependent variations may be included in an actual procedure. For instance, 
elimination of y may be possible already during the calculation of lb(Y) or 
may be due to elimination criteria based on dominance rules or feasibility 
considerations. In a minor (and in our experience quite successful) variation 
on "bb backtrack!" , the descendants Y' of a parent subset Y are not chosen 
arbitrarily, but according to some heuristic, e.g. preliminary lower bounds 
lb' (Y') with lb(Y) s lb' (Y') s lb(Y'). Many similar variations are possible 
but do not affect the basic mechanisms outlined above. 
From our experience with the implementation of branch-and-bound algo-
rithms we may conclude that again the-recursive approach produces transparent 
procedures, in which much administrative work is taken over by the compiler 
without a noticeable negative effect on overall efficiency. 
The actual solution of a problem by branch-and-bound can be conveniently 
represented by means of a search tree consisting initially of a single node 
representing x. If a subset Y leads to branching, jb(Y) I nodes are created 
representing the subsets Y' € b(Y); edges are created between the parent 
node and its descendants. Nodes can be eliminated by lower bounds or elimi-
nation criteria. 
A main characteristic of many branch-and-bound procedures is the unpre-
dictability of their computational behaviour. Their worst-case performance 
may be close to explicit enumeration, and no satisfying analyses of a verage-
case behaviour have been presented up to now (see, however, [.Karp 197SB]). 
Extensive computational experience seems to be the only way to test their 
quality. Branch-and-bound should not be used before one feels sure that the 
complexity of the problem is such that no better approach can be found (cf. 
Chapter 2). However, this is often the case, and methods of branch-and-bound 
are widely used for solving combinatorial optimization problems. This will 
be amply illustrated in Part III . 
Pll!Lt III. Sequenc.lng by .<..mp.Uc.l:t e.nu.meJUJ.ti.on 
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9 . THE TRAVELLING SALESMAN PROBLEM 
9 .1. Introduction 
The travelling salesman problem (TSPl has been formulated in Section 3.3 as 
follows. 
Given a directed graph G = (V,A) with a weight cij for each arc (i , j) € 
A, find a hamiltonian circuit on G of minimum total weight. 
we shall distinguish between the asymmetric TSP (ATSP) and the symmetric 
TSP (srSP) where cij cji for all (i,j) € A. In the latter case we may con-
sider the pair of arcs { (i,j),(j,i)} as one edge Ci,jl and view the srsp as 
the problem of finding a minimum-weight hamiltonian circuit on an undirected 
graph Gm (V,E). 
It has been pointed out in Section 3.3 that G may be assumed to be a 
complete graph with v = {l, ... ,n} , A= vxv and cii for all i € v. 
In order to characterize feasible solutions, we note that a hamiltonian 
circuit or tour corresponds to a subgraph on V for which three requirements 
are satisfied: 
(I ) every vertex has indegree one; 
(2) every vertex has outdegree one; 
(3) the subgraph is connected. 
This leads to the following formulati on of the TSP as a 0- 1 linear programming 
problem where xij = 1 (xij = 0) denotes inclusion (exclusion} of arc (i,j): 
minfL( i,j) EA c ijxij I 
\' (j V) (9 . 1) li.;V xij 
\' X (i E V) (9. 2) LjeV ij 
'c· ·>s x s;lsl-1 cscv, st-0,stvJ l l. 'J € xs ij (9.3a) 
xij € {0,1} ((i ,j) EA)} . 
Conditions (9.1) ,(9.2),{9.3a) correspond to requirements (1) ,(2),(3) respec-
tively. Alt ernatively, (9 . 3a) may be replaced by 
Li.;S LjEV-s xij ~ 1 (S c V, S </- 0 1 S t V) (9.3b) 
The subtour elimination constraints (9.3a) are equivalent to the loop con-
straints (9 . 3b) since 
l(i,j)o::sxs xij 
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The 0-1 l i near program contains many red·undant constraints. For instance, it 
is sufficie nt t o impose (9.3al only for S c V with 1 ~ IS I ~ [ ~nl , and it is 
easily s een t hat (9.1 ) and (9.3b) imply (9.2). For linear characterizations 
of t he travell i ng salesman polytope we r e fer to [ Grotschel & Padber g 1974; 
Gr otschel & Padberg 1975 ) . Nevertheless, the above formulation will be a use-
ful tool i n describing the various solution approaches that wil l be reviewed 
i n thi s chapter. 
Both the ATSP and the STSP have been proved to be NP-complete in Chapter 3; 
the only satisfactory solution methods are based on implicit enumeration . The 
branch-and-bound algorithms developed so far have in conunon that each node in 
the search tree is characterized by a set R of required arcs and a set F of 
forbidden arcs; the subset of solutions corresponding to this node contains 
all tours including Rand excluding F. We note as a general principle that 
we may add to F each arc that together with one or more arcs from R could 
create a nonhamiltonian cycle or subtour . Each (i,j) € F can be removed from 
the problem, which may be realized by putting c 1 j:= ~. In the case o f the ATSP 
we can view each vertex pair {i, j } with (i,j) € R as a singl e vertex with 
ch{i , j} ~chi and c{i,j}k = cjk' I n the case of the STSP, thi s would destroy 
the symmetry of the problem and the set R has to be taken explicitly into 
account. 
In Section 9.2.1 we shall consider three bounding rules developed f or 
the ATSP and their refinements for the STSP . In Section 9.2.2 we investigate 
various branching rules that determine the successive augmentations of R and 
F. In Section 9.2.3 we describe some algorithms that were actual ly implemented. 
Our computational experi ence with these methods is reported in Section 9.3. 
Concluding remarks are contained in Section 9.4. 
9.2. Algorithms 
9. 2 . 1 • Lower boun.ds 
Generally, lower bounds will be obtained by relaxing one of the three require-
ments (1), (2) and (3) characterizing a feasible tour. 
We may view each of these conditions as imposing a matroid structure on 
A. An optimal tour corresponds to a maximum-weight independent subset in the 
intersection of three matroids, where (1) and (2) define partition matroids 
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a nd (3) defines a graphic matroid. By ignoring one of the matroids, we obtain 
a two- matroid p roblem whi ch, in general , can be sol ved by a polynomial-bounded 
a lgorithm r Lawler 19761. 
(a) the matching approach 
Let us first relax the constraints by ignoring the connectivity requirement 
( 3 ) . We thus obtain a weighted bipartite matching or linear assignment prob-
lem: 
minfl:(i, j)d\ cijxij I l i €V 
Lj•V 
xij 
xij 
x . . 
l.J 
;;, 0 
(j € V) I 
(i ( V) I 
( (i ,j) 
€ 
A) ) . 
This problem can be solved in 0(n3 ) steps f Lawler 1976] . Originally, the as-
signment bound has been proposed in [ Eastman 1958]; it can be strengthened 
by a device due to fChristofides 1972 1. For the ATSP, the bound has been used 
quite successfully in [Shapiro 1966; Bellmore & Malone 1971; Thompson 1975). 
For the STSP, it has been less successf'ul; the subgraphs corresponding to 
the optimal assignment can be expected to contain a large number of 2-cycles 
( i,j ,i). 
However, viewing the STSP as the TSP on an undirected graph G = (V,E) we 
can combine the degree requirements (1) and (2) into the single constraint 
that every vertex should have degree two. We define 
vd = {iii € v, !Rn{ (i,jl Jj£V} I = d) ford= 0,1,2 
as the set of vertices incident to exactly d required arcs . Removing the sets 
v2 and R from the problem and relaxing (3), we now obtain a weighted b-match-
ing problem: 
where b. 
l. 
[ Edmonds 
1971]. 
xij € {0,1} ((i,j) £ E) }, (9.4) 
4 
= 2-d for i € Vd (d 0 ,1 ). This problem can be solved in O<n) steps 
1975) . ~atisfactory results have been reported in [Bel lmore & Malone 
We note in passing that Edmonds' b - matching algorithm employs constraints 
of the form 
( (i,j} € El. 
It is a well-knGwn secret [Edmonds 1974) that we can enforce xii€ {0,1} by 
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inclusion 
b. b. 
i. cij J (0-T-Q) 
exclusion 
b. b. 
i. cij J 
Oi--B 
original problem new problem 
Figure 9.1 
replacing each edge e = (i,j) by three edges (i,ie),(ie,je),(je,j) and de-
fining b. = bj = 1, c .. =c .. , c .. = cj . = 0. Each variabl e in the new l.e e l.l.e l.J l.eJ~ eJ 
problem will be assigned a value from tO,l}; the combinations representing 
inclusion and exclusion of e in the original problem are shown in Figure 9.1 . 
(b) the reduction approach 
A weaker ATSP bound is provided by any lower bound for the linear assignment 
problem and, more specifically , by the value of any feasible solution to the 
dual weighbed bipartite matching problem: 
c .. ((i,j) e A)} . l.J 
In [Little et al. 1963] such a feasible dual solution (ui,vj) with value lb 
is obtained by reduction of (ci j ) according to algorithm LBl below. 
procedure algorithm LBl (V,A ,n,c,u,v, l b); 
begin ~ i,j; 
for i:= 1 to n do u. := min{c .. I (i, J"l " A} ; 
-- - - l. l.J 
for j:= 1 ton do v.:= min{c . . -u
1
J (i,J.l i; A}; 
-- - - J l.) 
lb:= sum{u1 Ji e V} + sum{vjJj "V} 
~algorithm LBl. 
Similarly, for the STSP we can replace (9.4) by 
0 S xij s 1 ( (i, j) E: E) 
and imitate t he approach of Little et al . by seeking a feasible solution to 
the dual weighted b-matching problem: 
((i,j) € E)}, 
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where bi~ 2- d for i E vd (d • 0 , 1). Such a feasible dua l s o l uti on Cu1 ,w1j ) 
with value lb can b e constr ucted by algorithm LB2 below (cf. [ Lie s e gang 
1974 ) ) . The sets v 2 and R are assumed t o be removed from the p roblem. The 
oper ation ": E " in the s t a t ement " s : £ S " has been defined to mean tha t s 
becomes an arbitrary ele ment sel ected from the set S (see Chapter 8) . 
p r ocedure a l gori thm LB2 (V0 , v1 , E, n , c , u ,w,lb) ; 
begin local 6 , i, j : 
for i : = t o n do u i : = min{if j < i t hen c 1 j - uj else ci jl (i,j) E E}; 
for i : a ton d o for j : = I t on do wij : = 0 : 
for i : = to n do i f i E v0 t h en 
beg in j : E { j lCi , jl E E, c 1 j -u1 -u/ wij = 0) : 
6 : = minf c 1k -u1-uk+wikl (i ,k) ( E, k cl j} : 
u i := ui+o; 
w · = wi.J.+6 ij 
end: 
lb:• 2 sum{u i li E v0 } + sum{u 1 li E v 1l - sum{w1 jl (i,j) EE} 
end algorithm LB2. 
Let u s define 
The i n i tial a~signrnents to ui and wi j correspond to the reduction of (cij) 
in a l gorithm LBl and yie l d a feasible dual solution (ui,wij) with I Wi l ~ 1 
for each i E V. In the case of the STSP, however, we would like to have 
iw1 1 ~ 2 for each i E v 0 . Therefore, for each i E v 0 we choose a j E w1 and 
d etermine the subminimum 6 = min{c 1k-u1-'\;+wik l (i,k) E E, k cl j}: if iw1 1 = 1, 
then 6 > 0 and increasing ui and wij by 6 contributes 26-6 = 6 to the lower 
bound while maintaining dua l feasibility. 
Both algor ithm LB1 and LB2 operate in Ocn2> steps. 
( c) the spanning tree a.pproach 
If we ignore the degree requirement (2) instead of the connectivity constraint 
(3) , the resulting problem is to find .a minimum-weight connected subgraph on 
V with indegree one for every vertex. Such a subgraph consists of a spanning 
arborescence, i.e. a directed tree rooted at some vertex r with indegree one 
for every vertex in v-{r } , and one additional arc directed to the root r: it 
contains exactly one (di.rected) cycle, passing through r . We may arbitrarily 
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fix r = 1 and thus obtain an ATSP bound by constructing a minimum-weight 
spanning 1 -arborescence, consisting of 
a minimum-weight spanning arborescence on v rooted at vertex l; 
a minimum-weight arc directed to vertex 1. 
The two-matroid problem of finding an optimal arbor escence can be solved by 
2 
the algorithm from [ Edmonds 1967; Karp 1972A] in OC IA! log nl or Oen l steps 
(Tarjan 1975B] . 
Similarly , for the STSP we may relax the degree requirements (1) and 
(2) and look for a minimum-weight connected subgraph on V containing exactly 
n edges with degree two for vertex 1 . Assuming that cij - 00 for ea·ch (i, j) 
€ R, we now obtain an STSP bound by constructing a minimum-weight spanning 
1-tree, consisting of 
a minimum-weight spanning tree on V-{1}; 
a minimum-weight pair of edges incident to vertex 1. 
The one-matroid problem of finding an optimal tree can be solved by several 
efficient algorithms of order 0(1E l log n) [Kruskal 1956) , 0cn2 ) rPrim 1957; 
Dijkstra 1959] and OC!Ellog log n) [Tarjan 1975A]. 
Let {ui l i € V} be a g i ven set of penalties with Ii€V ui = 0 and let f* 
denote the optimal solution value for the STSP. Replacing (c .. ) by (cij+u .+u.) 
l.J l. J 
does not change the weight of any tour but may lead to a different wei ght w(u) 
of the optimum spanning 1-tree. Thus we have 
f * ~ max {w(u) } . 
u 
An ascent method for obtaining a lower bound lb by calculating or approxi-
mating maxu{w(u)} is given by algorithm LB3 below. We note that 
a call "algorithm SlT (V,E , c , u,d,w)" delivers a spanning 1-tree that is 
of minimum weight w with respect to (c .. +ui+u.) and has degree a
1
. for 
l.J J 
vertex i € V; 
if di = 2 for a ll i € v the 1-tree is a tour a nd the STSP has been 
solved; 
if d . < 2 (d. > 2) vertex i is "too · " ( ' ) 
1 1 expensive 'too cheap" and ui is 
decreased (~ncreased) by t(di-2); 
if no improvement of lb occurs during p succeeding iterations, the pro-
cess is terminated. 
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procedure algorithm LB3 (V,E,n,c,lb,p,t); 
local u,d,w,q,i; 
lb: = -«>; q: = p; 
for i:= 1 ton do ui: = O; 
for q:= q-1 while q ~ 0 do 
end 
algorithm S lT (V,E,c,u,d,w); 
if lb < w then begin lb: = w; q:= p end; 
if sum{ ld.-21 Ii€ V} = 0 then q: = O else 
l. ~-
for i:= 1 ton do u.:= u . +t(d. - 2) 
- l. l. l. 
end algorithm LB3. 
This bounding approach has been introduced in [Held & Karp 1970; Christofides 
1970 ) . For appropriate choices of p and t as well as for alternative penal-
izing strategies we refer to [Held & Karp 1971; Helbig Hansen & Krarup 1974; 
Camerini et: al. 1974; Christofides 1975; Thompson 1975) . None of these meth-
ods does always lead to ma.xu{w(u)} and, moreover, there may exist a nonremov-
able duality gap f*-max {w(u)}. However, excellent results have been obtained 
u 
with this STSP bound, especially within the framework of the subgradient op-
timization approach [Held et al. 1974 ] that appears in many other contexts 
as well. 
9.2.2. Enumeration schemes 
Suppose that the current node of the search tree is characterized by a set 
R of required arcs and a set F of forbidden arcs . If calculation of a lower 
bound does not lead to elimination of this node, we have to apply a branching 
rule. Below we shall discuss the branching strategies that have been proposed 
in combination with the respective bounding approaches . 
(al the matching approach 
If the subgraph corresponding to the optimal assignment is not a tour, it 
consists of at least two disconnected subtours . Let us select the smallest 
of those. subtours, consisting of, say, vertex set S = {i1 , .•• ,is} and arc 
set {a1 , ... ,as}. We can "' break" this subtour by forbidding one of its arcs 
(cf. (9.3a)) or, alternatively, by requiring one of its vertices to be adja-
cent to a vertex not in S (cf. (9.3b)). We will now formulate four branching 
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schemes, each of which eliminates the subtour by creating s descendant nodes, 
characterized by sets 1\ and Fk Ck= 1, . .. ,s) · 
(A) [ Eastman 1958; Shapiro 1966] 
1\ • R, 
Fk • Fu{ak}. 
(A') [Bellmore & Malone 1971] 
~ • Ru{aj l j = 1, ... ,k-1), 
Fk a Fu{~}. 
CB) ( Eastman 1959; Bellmore & Malone 1971 ] 
!\ • R, 
Fk • Fu{ (ik,ill i € S} . 
(B') [Garfinkel 1973 ] 
!\ ., R, 
Fk = Fu{(ij,ill j = 1, ... ,k-l, 1 ~ v-s}u{ (ik,i) Ii€ s} . 
strategy (A) is based on constraint (9.3a); (A') is a variation on (A) with 
the additional feature that the subsets of solutions corresponding to the 
descendant nodes are disjoint. Strategy CB) is based on C9.3b); its refine-
ment (B') creates mutually exclusive subsets. We note that the latter two 
schemes, un.li.ke the first two, cannot make use of the specia.l structure of 
the STSP. 
The choice of a subtour of minimum cardinality is justified by two ob-
servations: 
a relatively narrow search tree wi.ll be created; 
imposing (9.3a) ( (9.3b)) for S with ISI = s eliminates ( (n-s)!/e+'] 
(((n-s) ! /e+i][ s!/e+i l > feasible assignments, which is maximal for mini-
mal s (cf. ( Bellmore & Malone 1971 ]l . 
In the case of stra tegy (A' ) , the orderi ng of (a1 , ••. ,as) is of importance . 
The subset of solutions corresponding to CR1 ,F1> = (R,Fu{a1 }> is the largest 
one and should have a large l ower bound; the CRs 1 F
5
) problem is the most con-
strained one and should preferably contain the optimal tour. Therefore, the 
arcs should be ordered according to increasing likelihood of their presence 
in the optimal tour , for instance, according to nonincreasing assignment 
bounds for the (R,Fk) problem. A recursive search strategy selecting the 
descendants in the order (Rs,Fs) , .•• ,(R1 ,F1l seems then most suitable. Simi-
lar remarks apply to strategy CB') with respect to the ordering of (i1 , ..• ,is). 
From computational experience reported in ( Bellmore & Malone 1'971; Thomp-
son 1975] it appears that the "disjoint" enumeration schemes (A') and (B ' ) 
are superior to (A) and (B) respectively. For the ATSP, the proper choice be-
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tween (A') and (B ') requires further investigat ion . 
(b) the reduction approach 
The branching approach taken in f Little et al . 1963 ] can be seen as a varia-
tion on strategy (A') out.lined above . We determine an arc a 1 whose removal 
leads to a maximum increase in the lower bound and an arc a 2 that forms a 
subtour together with the longest path consisting of a 1 and arcs f rom R. Two 
descendant nodes are then created with 
R
1 
= R , 
F 1 Fu { a 1 } ; 
R2 = Ru{ a 1 } , 
F
2 
~ Fu{ a
2
L 
A depth-first search proceeding along the branch corresponding to CR
2
,F
2
J 
appears to be appropriate . Furthermore, a large gain in efficiency is ob-
t ained by choosing the first encountered arc a 1 whose removal bridges the 
gap between the local lower bound and t he global upper bound; if such an arc 
e xists, the node corresponding to CR1 ,F1J will never be chosen [Lenstra 1972]. 
(c) the spanning t:ree approach 
The enumeratio n scheme from f Held & Karp 1971 ) r esembles the assignment strat-
egy in that we a gain start from the structure provided by the lower bound cal -
cul a t ion . Restricting ourselves to the penalties for which t he maximal 1-tree 
was obtained, we order its nonrequired edges according to nonincreasing in-
creases of the lower bound caused by their addition to F . We then create s 
descendant nodes according to strategy (A'), where s is the smalles.t index 
for which there exists a vertex i s uch that R does not satisfy its degree re-
quirements but R5 does; the nonrequired edges incident to i can be added to 
Fs . Also in this case it seems appropriate to sel ect the descendant nodes 
"from right to left" . Computational experience from [ Thompson 1975) suggests 
t hat Little's variation o n the above approach may lead to even better results . 
9.2.3. Implementations 
(i) algorithm LEA 
Algorithm LEA implements t he method of [Little et: al. 1963] for ATSPs . The 
bounding approach is given by algorithm LB! . The improved branching rule and 
the search strategy have been described in Section 9.2.2(b). 
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In the case of the STSP, there exists for every tour an equivalent re-
verse tour. Algorithm LEA avoids duplication by a simple modification of the 
branching rule that changes the leftmost nodes of the tree. If such a node 
corresponds to (R,F), we have R = .0, and if a 1 = (i,j) we characterize its 
first descendant by 
Rl _0, 
F 1 Fu{ (i,j),(j,i) } . 
(ii) algorithm HKO 
Algorithm HKO implements the method of [ Held & Karp 1971 ] for STSPs . The 
bounding approach is given by algorithm LBJ; we used the spanning tree algo-
rithm from [Dijkstra 1959] and choose p = 20 in the root node, p = 10 else-
where, and t = 1. The branching and search strategies have been described in 
Section 9.2.2(c). 
(.iii) algorithm HKl 
Algorithm HK1 is identical to algorithm HKO, except for the fact that in the 
root node the heuristic method of [ Lin 1965] is applied to obtain a good in-
itial upper bound. 
9.3. Computational experience 
9.3.1. Test problems 
The approaches sketched in Section 9.2.3 were tested on a set of 25 problems 
which can be divided into four groups. 
(1) hamiltonian symmetric 
Given an undirected graph G = (V,E), we define a hamiltonian STSP by 
c .. = {o 
.l.J 1 
((i,j) € E) I 
(otherwise). 
Clearly, G has a hamiltonian circuit if and only if this STSP has a solution 
with value 0. Four problems of this type were tested: 
the star graph given in Figure 9.2; 
the KOnigsberg graph given in Figure 9.3(b), representing Euler's famous 
Konigsberg bridge problem (cf. Figure 9.3(a)) and obtained by a general 
Figure 9.2 Star graph . 
(a ) The seven brigdes of KOnigsberg. 
Figure 9.3 
® 
(b) KOnigsberg graph; vertex ® is 
incident to all vertices •· 
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(and computationally useless) construction transforming a graph B into 
a graph G such that s has a eulerian path if and only if G has a hamil-
tonian circuit; 
the Tutte graph given in Figure 9 .4; 
the graph on 64 vertices corresponding to the 64 squares of a chess-
board, where i and j are adjacent if and only if they are at a knight's 
move distance. 
(2) euclidean sy111111etric 
Given 2n coordinates ai,bi, we define a euclidean STSP by 
cij = ~(ai-aj)2+(bi-bj)2 . 
We obtained six problems of this type by generating 2n integers ai,bi from 
a uniform distribution between 0 and 100 . Two problems from f Dantzig et al. 
1954; Beld & Karp 1962) , based on a road-map of the U.S . A., were also in-
cluded. 
(3) random symmetric 
We obtained six problems of this type by generating in<n-1 ) integers c1 j = 
cji from a uniform distribution between 0 and 100. The problem from [ Croes 
1958] was also included. 
(4) random asymmetric 
We obtained six problems of this type by generating n.(n-1) integers cij from 
a uniform distribution between 0 and 100. 
9.3.2 . Results 
Algorithms LEA, HKO and HKl were coded in ALGOL 60 and run on the Electro-
logica XS of the Mathematisch Centrum in Amsterdam. The text of the proce-
dures can be found in [Lenstra 1972] ; Table 9.1 shows the computational re-
sults. 
Algorithm LEA is quite successful on hamiltonian STSPs and useless on 
euclidean ones; for algorithms BKO and m<l, the situation is completely re-
versed. All methods perform rather well on random problems . For algorithm 
LEA, ATSPs are easier than STSPs, and algorithm BKl performs slightly better 
then algorithm m<O. 
TABLE 9 . l • RESULTS 
solution time 
problem type n 
alg . LEA alg .HKO alg.HKl 
hamiltonian symmetric 
star 13 4 >540 >540 
Kl>nigsberg 22 62 - >3400 
Tutte 46 612 - -
knigh t's tour 64 118 - -
euclidean symmetric 
20 >3600 70 53 
.20 >3600 63 57 
.20 - 47 58 
[Held & Karp 19621 .25 >3600 122 146 
.25 >3600 198 197 
25 - 194 227 
25 - 248 127 
[ Dantzig et al. 1954 ] 42 
- 3170 1410 
r andom symmetric 
[Croes 1958] 20 23 11 27 
20 42 60 73 
20 59 64 76 
20 77 76 89 
25 288 124 132 . 
25 576 1240 647 
25 92 126 40 
random asymmetric 
20 52 
20 7 
20 52 
30 86 
30 151 
30 352 
solution time : CPU seconds on an El'ectrologica X8. 
number of nodes : including eliminated nodes . 
algorithm LEA, HKO, HKl : see Section 9 .2.3. 
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number of nodes 
alg . LEA alg.HKO alg.m<l 
55 -
-
963 
- -
3693 
- -
125 
- -
-
21 1 
- 26 16 
- 20 20 
- 1 1 
- 41 31 
- 50 50 
- 55 24 
- 221 73 
235 1 1 
473 27 27 
642 26 26 
587 29 29 
2507 33 23 
4695 207 123 
631 37 1 
699 
37 
715 
653 
1117 
2773 
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Although our e xperiments involve problems which a re, by current stan-
dards , of a r el ati vely small size, some valuable conclusions may be drawn. 
In general, the dist inction between the several types of TSPs turns out to be 
very crucial and the choice of an algorithm to solve a particula.r TSP should 
depend on the type of the problem involved. Not surprisingly, it appears use-
ful to obtain a good initial upper bound . 
9 . 4 . Remarks 
Due to its deceptive simplicity and wide applicability , the TSP occupies a 
central position in research on problems of combinatorial optimization. The 
development of optimal TSP algorithms has reached the advanced stage where 
the specific computer implementation has become crucial. This applies to the 
selection of a procedure for computing lower bounds as. well as to the branch-
ing rule and the type of tree search to be chosen. 
Typical examples of this phenomenon are provided by the improvements of 
Held and Karp's a lgorithm described in f Helbig Hansen & Krarup 1974 ] and by 
the computational experiments reported in [Thompson 1975]. From the latter 
paper it appears that ATSP bounds based on linear assignment are generally 
stronger than those based on spanning arborescences, whil e, on the contrary, 
the b-matching approach to the STSP is completely dominated in efficiency by 
the spanning tree relaxation. Altogether, we feel that a large scale computa-
tional comparison of TSP algorithms, emphasizing t he various proposad imple-
mentation devices , is justified by the present confusion. 
With respect to new algorithmic developments, we note that quite recently 
a promising and powerful bounding approach has been developed by De Leve (see 
[ Wesseling 1975]). The investigation of elimination criteria has received lit-
tle attention and seems a worth-while research topic. 
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10. ONE-MACHINE SCHEDULING I: MINIMIZING MAXIMUM LATENESS 
10.1 . Introduction 
The one-machine problem which will be studied in this chapter is t he 
n j l jprec,r ~OjL problem . It can be formulated as follows. i max 
Each of n jobs J
1
, ••• ,Jn has to be processed on a single machine which 
can handle only one job at a t i me. Job Ji (i = l, ... ,n) is avai l able 
for processing at its release date ri' requires an uninterrupted pro-
cessing time pi and should preferably be completed by its due date di. 
Given precedence constraints define a partial o.rdering < between the 
jobs; "Ji < Jj " means that Jj cannot start before the completion of 
Ji. The sets Bi= {jj J j <Ji} and Ai• {jj J i < Jj} indicate the jobs 
which are constrained to come before and after Ji respectively. Given 
a feasible p r ocessing order of the jobs, we can compute for each Ji 
a starting time s. 
l. 
~ ri with S. l. ;;,, c. J 
for all j £ Bi, a completion time 
ci = Si+pi with c. l. 
~ s. 
J 
for all j £ A., 
l. 
and a lateness Li = c.-d .• 
l. l. 
We 
want to find a processing order that minimizes the maximum lateness 
Lmax = maxi{Li}. 
To stress the symmetry inherent to the problem, it is useful to describe it 
in an alternative way. Let M1 and M3 be non-bottleneck machines of infinite 
capacity and M2 a bottleneck machine of capacity one, and let K be some con-
stant with K ~ maxi {di}- Ji (i = 1, . . . , n) has to visit M1 ,M2 ,M3 in tha t order 
and has to spend 
a head r. 
l. 
on Ml from 0 tor.; l. 
a body pi on M2 from s. to c.; l. l. 
a tail qi on M3 from c. to L ' = Ci+qi . 1 .I. 
We want to minimize the maximum completion time L' 
max maxi {L.i_} L +K max 
on M3 . 
The problem, now defined by n triples (ri,pi,qi) and <, is clearly 
equivalent to its inverse problem defined by (qi,pi,ri) and < ' with Ji <' Jj 
if Jj < J 1 ; an optimal schedule for one problem can be reversed to obtain 
an optimal schedule for the other problem with the same solution value . 
A number of special cases of this problem in which all ri , pi or qi are 
equal can be solved by polyncmial- bounded algorithms, as will be indicated 
in Section 10. 2.1. Such a good method is unlikely to exist for the case in 
which pi and qi may assume arbitrary values and Ai =Bi = ~for all Ji. 
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The NP-completeness of this n j 1 I r i ~O I Lmax problem has been established in 
Chapter 4 and just ifies an enumerative approach such as branch-and-bound. 
Algorithms of this type have been proposed in [Dessouky & Margenthaler 1972; 
Bratley et al. 1973; Baker & Su 1974; McMahon & Florian 1975]. The first of 
these algori thms is not stated very clearly; the second one is surpassed by 
the fourth one in elegance and efficiency [ McMahon & Florian 1975]. The re-
maining two algorithms will be described and extended to the general 
n l l l prec,r.~O I L case in Sections 10. 2.2 and 10 . 2.3. Extensive computa-
i max 
tional experience is reported in Section 10 . 3. Some remarks, notably en the 
wide range of potential applications of this p r oblem, are contained in Sec-
tion 10.4. 
10.2. Algorithms 
10.2.1. Special cases 
Let us first assume that A. = B. = j1J 
l. l. 
for all J .• 
l. 
If all r 1 are equal, an optimal schedule is provided by Jackson's rule 
[Jackson 1955): L~ax is minimized by ordering the jobs according to nonin-
creasing qi. 
If all qi are equal, the problem is similarly solved by ordering the 
jobs according to nondecreasing ri . This result can be interpreted as a 
consequence of the symmetry discussed above. 
If all Pi are equal, such a simple solution method is usually not 
available, unless pi= 1 for all Ji. In the latter situation, algorithm JR 
below involving repeated application of Jackson ' s rule produces an optimal 
schedule [ Horn 1974; Baker & Su 1974) . 
procedure algorithm JR (n,r,q,C); 
begin ~ S,Q,t,i; 
S:= {1, ... ,n}; t:= O; 
~S#-11Jdo 
t:= 
Q:= 
i:€ 
max{t,min{rj l j 
{j l jt:S,r.s 
J 
{j I j € Q, qj 
ci := t:~ t+l 
~ 
end algorithm JR. 
€ s}}:; 
t}; 
max{qk lk t: Q}}; S:= s-{i}; 
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The proof of this result is straightforward and depends on the fact that no 
job can become available during the processing of another one, so that it 
is never advantageous to postpone processing the selected Ji . This argument 
does not a pply if pi= p* for all Ji and p* does not divide all ri; e.g., 
if n ~ P. g 2, r 1 = q 1 = O, r 2 ~ I, q 2 = 2, postponing J 1 is clearly advan-
tageous . However, algorithm JR does sol ve the general problem if we allow 
job splitting (i.e ., interruptions in the processing of a job); in this 
case we can interpret Ji as pi jobs with heads ri, bodies 1 and tails qi. 
Let us now examine the introduction of precedence constraints in the problems 
discussed so far. As a general principle, note that we may set 
max{r. ,max{rj+p. I j 
l. J 
max{q,,max{p.+qjlj 
l. J 
€ B.}}, 
l. 
€ A.}}' 
l. 
because in every feasible schedule Si ~ Cj ~ rj+pj for all j e Bi and 
Lj ~ Ci+pj+qj for all j e Ai. Hence, if Ji < Jj, we will assume that 
It follows that the case in which all qi are equal is again solved by order-
ing the jobs a ccording to nondecreasing ri. Such an ordering will respect 
all precedence constraints in view of the preceding argument. 
If we apply this method to the inverse problem to solve the case in 
which all ri are equal, the resulting algorithm can be interpreted as a 
special case of the general n i t lpreclLf. algorithm from [Lawler 1973]. 
l. 
Similarly, if pi = 1 for all Ji, algorithm JR will produce a schedule 
respecting all precedence constraints. 
In the ease of the 9'el'leral n I 1 I prec, r . ~O I L' problem, however, the 
i max 
precedence constraints are not respected automatically. Consider the 
slt l fJ4<J2 l,ri~OIL~ax example specified by the data in Table 10.1 (cf . 
[ Lenstra & Rinnooy Kan 1973]); note that r 4+p4 s r 2 and q 4 ~ p 2+q2 • If the 
precedence constraint J 4 < J 2 is ignored, the unique optimal sl1lri<!:OIL
1 
max 
TABLE 10.1. DATA FOR THE EXAMPLE 
i 2 3 4 5 
ri 0 2 3 0 7 
pi 2 2 2 2 
qi 5 2 6 3 2 
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o 2 3 4 s 6 7 a 9 10 11 12 Figure lO.l L-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_.Schedule for the example. 
schedule :ls given by (J
1 ,J2 ,J3 ,J4 ,J5 ) with value L~ = 11 (cf. Figure 10.1) • 
Explicit i nclusion of this constraint l.eads to Li:iax 12. 
10.2.2. The algorithm of Baker and Su 
The branch-and-bound algor ithm to be d:lscussed now has been presente d in 
[ Baker & Su 1974] for the problem without p r ecedence constraints. It will 
be referred to as algorithm BS. 
The enumeration scheme is defined by algorithm ASl below. Algorithm ASl 
generates all activo schedules, i .e. schedules where we cannot decrease the 
starting time of an operati on without increasing the starting time o f at 
least one other one. 
procedure algorithm ASl (n, r , p,C) ; 
~ ~i; 
procedure node(S,t); 
if S "' Ii! ~comment an active schedule has been generated else 
~ ~Q; 
Q:= {jlj ~ S, rj < min{max{t,rk}+pklk ~ S }}; 
~ Q,,; II! do 
begin i:~ Q; Q:= Q-{i}; 
c1 := max{t , r 1 }+pi; 
node < s-{ i } , c . ) 
end 
node ({ 1, . •. ,n},O) 
~algorithm ASl . 
l. 
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At the 1-th level of the recursion, jobs are scheduled in the 1-th position. 
If the first assignment to Q is replace d by Q:= S, all n! schedules are gener-
a t ed . By means of t he current assignment, only a ctive schedules are generated; 
i f r j ~ max {t,rk ) +pk for some j,k ~ S, J j is no candidate for the next posi-
t i on i n the partial schedule since it can be preceded by Jk wi thout post-
ponemen t o f C j • 
The bou nding rule is based on the observation that the value of an op-
timal schedu l e will not increase if we allow job splitting . A lower bound 
on all possible completions of a partial schedule (Jn (l) , ... ,Jn(t)) is pro-
d uced by the u se of algorithm JR to schedule the remaining jobs from cn(t) 
onwa rds while a llowing job splitting. If no job splitting occurs , this par-
t i cular completion is an optimal one, and the value of the complete solution 
is an upper bound on the value of an optimal solution. A partial schedule 
c a n be eliminated if its lower bound is not small er than the global upper 
bound. 
The branch-and-bound algorithm is now completely defined if we specify 
a search strategy indicating which partial schedule will be chosen for fur-
ther examination . The strategy used in [Baker & Su 1974) selects a partial 
schedule with minimum lower bound. We implemented the recursive scheme of 
algorithm ASl, selecting the unscheduled jobs in the order in which they 
appear in the solution, produced by algorithm JR. Experiments in which these 
descendant nodes were chosen in order of nondecreasing lower bounds showed 
a 50 to 60 per cent increase in solution time. Note that these three strate-
gies correspond to the procedures "bb jumptrack", "bb backtrack!" and "bb 
backtrack2"' respectively (see Chapter 8). 
The above algorithm can easily be adjusted to take precedence constraints 
into account. As noted previously, they are automatically respected during 
the lower bound calculat~on and the only necessary change is a replacement 
of the first assignment to Q by 
Q:= { j l j € s, Bjns = ~. rj < min{max{t,rk}+pklk € s, Bkns = ~}}. 
Algorithm BS is fairly straightforward and its general principles can be 
extended to other NP-complete sequencing problems with non-equal release 
dates. 
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10.2.3. The algorithm of McMahon and Florian 
A more sophisticated branch-and-bound algorithm for the problem without 
precedence constraints has been described in [McMahon & Florian 1975]. Al-
gorithm MF is based on algorithm LS bel ow, a heuristic method suggested in 
[ Schrage 1971 ] f or generating a good solution. 
procedure algorithm LS (n,r,p,q,C); 
begin local S,Q,t,i; 
S:= {l, .•• ,n}; t:= O; 
while S "I ~ do 
begin t:= max{t,min{r. I j 
J 
Q:= fj l j E S, r. s; 
J 
i :e fj l j E: Q, pj 
S:= S-{i}; 
end 
end algorithm LS. 
e S}}; 
t}; 
max{pklk e Q, qk max{q.tl.t e Q}}}; 
The schedu.le (J11 (l), ... ,J11 cni' produced by algorithm LS can be decomposed 
into blocks. J 11 (h) is the last job in a block if c 11 (h) s; r 11 (i) for 
i = h+l, ••• ,n, i.e., if no job is delayed when J
11
(h) is completed. A set 
of jobs {J11 (g)'···•J11 (h) } forms a block if 
(a) g = 1 or J 11 (g-ll is the last job in a block, and 
(b) J 11 (i) is not the last job in a block, for i = g, ..• ,h-1, and 
(c) J 11 Chl is the last job in a block. 
It follows that J 11 (g) is the first job in a block if S11 (g) = r 11 (g) s; r 11 (i) 
for i = g+1, ... ,n. 
With respect to Ji in block {J11 ( ) , ••• ,J11 (h)}, we define 
Pi fjls11 (g) s; sj s; Si} , q: = min{qjjj e Pi} and P: = {jlj e Pi, qj = q:} . 
We claim that lower bounds on the value of an optimal schedule are given by 
LB' i 
LB" i 
ri+pi+qi, 
* 
ti+qi 
* Ci+qi+1 
if 
if 
i 
€ 
* Pi, 
i i * Pi. 
LBi requires no comment, but the justification of LB~ is actually rather 
subtle. Defining Cji as the minimum completion time of Jj if this job would 
be scheduled as the last one of {Jklk e Pi}, we note that Cji ~ Cii = ci for 
all j € Pi. A valid lower bound is now given by 
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* In the case that i £ Pi, it is obvious that for all j £ Pi 
(10. l) 
* .. Suppose next that ii Pi . If j i Pi, we have 
cji +qj <?: ci +q~ +!. (10.2) 
consider finally the case that ii P: and j £ P:. If we move Jj to the last 
position of {Jk l k £ Pi} , a gap of at least one unit idle time is unavoidable, 
unless a Jk with rk s Sj < sk can be moved forward to start at Sj. From al-
* gorithm LS we know that, if such a job exists, then k £ Pi and pk s pj . Thus, 
a gap now threatens to occur between Sk and Sk+l. Repeating this argument as 
often as necessary, we conclude that Cji ~ Ci+l, and therefore 
* Cji+qj ~ Ci+qi+l. (10.3) 
Inequalities (10.1), (10.2) and (10.3) establish the validity of LBj'.· 
At every node of the search tree, application of algorithm LS yields 
a complete solution (Jn (l)'···•Jn(n)) with value L~ a nd a lower bound 
LB~ maxi{max{LBi ,LBi}} . We may adjust the upper bound UB on the value of 
an optimal solution by setting UB : = min{UB,L~ax}. If LB <!: UB, the node is 
eliminated; else, we apply the branching rule described next. 
Let the critical job Ji be defined as the first job in the schedule 
with Ci+qi = L~. The schedule can only be improved of Ci can somehow be 
reduced . The set of solutions corresponding to the current node can now be 
partitioned into disjoint subsets, each characterized by a particular Jj 
which is to be scheduled last of {Jklk £ Pi} . However, jobs Jj with j £ Pi, 
qj <!: qi-L' +UB need not to be considered, since in that case C.i+q . <!: 
m.ax J J 
Ci +q1-L' +UB = UB . Therefore, only for each Jj with j £ Pi' q < q -L' +UB lllA>< j i max 
a descendant node is actually created. 
We can effectively implement the precedence constraints 
{Jk < Jj lk £ Pi-{ j}} by adjusting rj and qk (k £ Pi-{j}) as described in 
Section 10 . 2.1 . During the next application of algorithm LS, Jj will then 
be scheduled last of {Jk lk £Pi}. To maintain disjointness at deeper levels 
of the tree, we would have to update rk and qk for k i Pi as well in view 
of previous choices. This would lead to the time consuming administration 
of a continually changing precedence graph. Dropping the requirement of 
disjoint descendants, we will force Jj to follow the critical Ji rather 
than the whole set {Jkik £ Pi-{j}}. This can be done by putting rj equal 
to any lower bound on Cji-pj not less than r 1 , such as max{rk+pklk £ P1 -{j}}, 
Ci-pj, or simply ri, as in [McMaho~ & Florian 1975 ] . Computational experi-
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ments have shown that the choice of a specific new rj has only a minor in-
fluence on the performance of the algorithm; in our implementation, we put 
rj:= max{ri+pi , ci-pj}. 
The search strategy used in [McMahon & Florian 1975) is of the jl.lJllp-
track type, selecting a node with minimum lower bound. Again , our implemen-
tation is of the recursive backtrack type, choosing the descendant nodes in 
the reverse of the order in which the corresponding jobs Jj appear in the 
solution produced by algorithm LS. 
Algorithm MF is easily adapted to deal with given precedence constraints. 
Since we may assume that ri < rj and qi> qj if Ji < Jj, they are respected 
by algorithm LS . Obviously , the lower bound remains a valid one. With re-
spect to the branching r ule, descendant nodes have to be created only for 
jobs Jj with j € Pi' q . < q.-L' +uB, AjnP. = ~- We could branch by adding J l. max l. 
the precedence constrai nts {Jk < Jj l k E Pi- {j}} ; many heads and tails would 
then have to be adjusted. If, however, we drop the requirement of disjoint 
descendants and aim to preserve only the original precedence constraints, 
we may just as well restrict ourselves to adjust r j in the way described 
above and update rk for all k € Aj. Since the tails still reflect the orig-
inal precedence constraints , new solutions produced by algorithms LS will 
respect those constraints. Again, more extensive adjustments turn out to 
result in additional computing time. 
10.3. Computational experience 
10.3.1 . Test prQbJems 
For each test problem with n jobs, 3n integer data ri,pi,qi were generated 
from uniform distributions between 1 and r*, p * and ~ respectively. sere , 
r* = R.p* and~ a Q.p*. In the precedence graph , each arc (J. ,J) with 
1. j 
i < j was included with probability P. Table 10 . 2 shows the values of 
(n,p* ,R,Q,P) during our experiments; the values used in previously reported 
tests are also given. For each combination of values with R s Q five problems 
were generated; i nversion of these problems provided test problems with 
R ~ Q (cf. Section 10.1). Significant and systematic differences between 
the solution times or a problem and its inverse would indicate advantages 
to be gained from problem inversion. 
as 
TABLE 10.2. VALUES OF PARAMETERS OF TEST PROBLEMS 
parameter r Baker & Su 1974 1 [ Mc Mahon & Florian 1975 ] h . l. 
n 10,20,30 20 , 50 20 , 40 , 80 
p* 2000/n 25 so 
R .Sn . Sn, 2 n . S , 2 , . Sn , 2 n 
Q . 75n, . 875n , n t .4, I, 3 . S , 2 ,. Sn , 2 n 
p 0 0 0 ' . 05 ' • l 5 , • 4 5 
t In this case, the qi are not dis tribute d uniformly. 
10.3.2. Results 
Algorithms BS and MF were coded in ALGOL 60 and run on the Cont r ol Data 
Cyber 73-28 of the SARA Computing Centre in Amsterdam. 
Tables 10.3 and 10 . 4 show the computational results for probl ems without 
precedence constraints, i.e. with P = 0. Algorithm BS solves 29 4 o ut of 300 
problems with up to 80 jobs within the time limit of ten seconds . The limit 
is never exceeded for problems of the type for which the method has been 
tested i n [Baker & Su 1974 ) . Inspection of the resul ts r evealed no obvious 
rule according to which problem inversion might be advantageous and this ad-
ditional feature was therefore not incorporated into algorithm BS. 
Even better results were obtained with algorithm MF. It turns. out that 
this method has been tested in [ McMahon & Florian 1975 ] on the very easiest 
types o f problems. In general, algorithm MF performs especially well on 
problems with R > Q. Accordingly, we also tested algorithm FM, which inverts 
a problem if max1 {ri}-mini{ri} < maxi{qi}-mini{qi} before applyinq algorithm 
MF . The remarkable quality of algorithm FM is clear from Tables 10.3 and 
10.4. 
Table 10.S shows the effect of precedence constrai nts, which was inves-
tigated only with respect to algorithms MF and FM. For problems wi.th P ;i: .lS, 
most of the solution time is spent on adjusting the ri and qi in accordance 
with the precedence constraints, as described in Section 10.2 . l; this takes 
. 06 seconds for n = 20, P = .15 and . 70 for n = 80, P = .45. For each posi-
tive value of P which we tested, the median number of generated nodes is 
equal to one; for P = .45 branching never occurs. Inversion a ccording to 
the rule given above leads to some improvement, albeit not so spectacular 
as in the case without precedence constraints. 
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TABLE 10.3. SOLl1l'ION TIMES FOR P 0: A SURVEY 
median maximum 
n p 
alg.BS alg. MF alg.FM a l g.BS alg.MF alg.FM 
20 0 .OS . 02 . 03 >10:2 .99 . 11 
40 0 .09 .06 .06 1.09 >10: 1 .17 
80 0 .23 . 16 .1 S >10:4 >10:3 .S7 
I 
TABLE 10.4. MAXIMUM SOLUTION TIMES FOR P = 0: THE INFLUENCE OF R AND Q 
n = 80 algorithm BS algorithm MF lgorithm FM 
R.j. Q+ .s 2 .Sn 2n .s 2 .Sn 2n .s 2 . Sn 2n 
.s . 26 . 2S S.S4 S.7S .19 .21 >10 : 1 .19 .25 .1S .14 
. 19 
2 
>10:1 4.84 >10: 1 
.19 
. Sn 3.43 .47 
>10: i >10:2 3.60 .10 
2n -11 
.10 . 11 2.Sl . 09 . 07 .13 . 13 .09 .08 .12 
TABLE 10.S. SOLUTION TIMES: THE INFLUENCE OF P 
median maximum 
n p 
alg . MF alg.FM alg.MF alg.FM 
20 0 .02 .03 . 99 . 11 
.OS .06 .OS . 41 .43 
. 15 .07 .07 .14 .15 
.45 . 07 .08 . 12 .11 
80 0 .16 .15 >10:3 
. 57 
.05 .36 .33 > 10:6 >10:4 
.1 5 .47 .42 .85 .57 
.45 . 73 .75 . 81 . 80 
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LEGEND TO TABLES 10 . 3 , 4 , 5 
Each entry in Table 10 . 3 (Tables 10 . 4,5) represents 100 (5 , 100) test problems. 
solution times : CPU seconds o n a Control Data Cyber 73- 28 . 
>l :k : the time limi t l is e xceeded k times . 
a l gor ithm BS 
algor i thm MF 
see Sect ion 10 .2. 2 . 
see Section 10 .2 . 3. 
a lgorithm FM a l gorithm MF with prob l e m inve rsion if 
maxi{ri}-mini{ r 1 } < maxi{q i}-mini{qil . 
n number of j obs . 
R relati ve r ange of r 1 . 
Q r e lative range o f qi. 
P : e xpec t ed density of precedence gra ph . 
10.3.3. Nisusi ng problem reductions 
Let us consider a particular instance of the KNAPSACK problem (see Theorem 
2.l (h) ) , d e fined by ai = 90+2i (i - 1, .•. ,9), b = 401. Clearly, this KNAPSACK 
problem has no solution. 
We applied improved versions of two well-known knapsack optimization al-
gorithms (see [ Lageweg & Lenstra 1972)) to this probl em. Moreover, we trans-
formed i t into two types of machine s cheduli ng problems, according to the re-
ductions given in Chapter 4 and a pplied three algorithms which are described 
in the present and following chapter. The results are presented in Table 10.6. 
TABLE 10.6. RESULTS FOR A DIFFICULT SCHEDULING PROBLEM 
solution time number of 
problem formulation solution method i n seconds nodes in 
on coq 73-28 search tree 
ma.x£ra1xi lraixiSb, dynamic programming .26 -
xido,1 }} [ Hu 1969 ] 
branch-and-bound .09 178 
( Koles ar 1967) 
n l 1lr ;i:olL algorithm BS 69.05 14121 n max (see Section 10.2. 2) (see Theor·em 4. 4 (d) ) 
algorithm FM 8.63 1254 
(see Sections 10.2. 3, 10.3.2) 
n l t l l rwiTi al.gori thm NA >300 >97214 
(see Theorem 4. 4 (i)) (see Section 11. 2) 
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10.4. Remarks 
The computational experience reported in Section 10 . 3 leads us to conclude 
that the n l llprec,r.2:0 IL problem can be satisfactorily solved by the 
i max 
algorithms described in Sections 10.2.2 and 10.2.3. If solution by implicit 
e numeration is indeed unavoidable, there seems to be little room for further 
improvement . 
This is a hopeful resul t, especially in view o f the wide applicability 
of this scheduling model. In Sections 12.2.4 and 13 . 2 . 1 the problem arises 
in the theoretical context of computing lower bounds for flow-shop and job-
shop problems. In Chapter 15 we describe a practical scheduling situation 
in which a processing order on a critical machine is obtained by solving a 
problem of this type. 
It might be worth-while investigating if the ideas underlying algorithms 
BS and MF could be applied to other machine scheduling problems. An interest-
ing candidate is the n l2I F , r.<:O lc problem. This problem can be interpreted l. max 
as a variation on the three- machine model introduced in Section 10.1: a non-
bottleneck machine M1 deals with the release dates and two bottleneck ma-
chines M2 and M3 constitute the flow-shop. Again, the case in which all ri 
are equal can be solved in 0(n log n) steps [ Johnson 1~54 ] , whereas the gen-
eral problem is NP-complete (see Chapter 4) . Similar remarks apply t o the 
i .nverse n I 2 IF I L problem. 
max 
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11. ONE-MACHINE SCHEDULING II: MINIMIZING TOTAL COSTS 
11.1. Introduction 
In this chapter we examine the general n j 1 jprec l Lf. problem. It can be for-
l. 
mulated as follows. 
Each of n jobs Jl, .•. ,Jn has to be processed on a single machine which 
can handle only one job at a time. Job J. 
l. 
(i = 1, ... ,n) is available 
for processing at time t = 0 and requires an uninterrupted processing 
time pi; costs fi (t), nondecreasing in t, are incurred if Ji is com-
pleted at time t. Given precedence constraints "J. < J." indicate that 
l. J 
Jj cannot start before the completion of Ji; we use the notations 
B1, = { j !J. < J.} and A.= { j!J. < J.}. We seek to find a processing J l. l. l. J 
order with associated completion times ci (i = l, ... ,n) that minimizes 
the total costs L~=l fi (Ci). 
Complexity results for various special cases of this problem have been pre-
sented in Chapter 4. For instance , there exist 0(n log n) algorithms for 
the n l l l tree!Iwici problem fHorn 1972; Sidney 1975] and for the n l 1I 1/.u i 
problem [ Moore 1968]; the n l llpreclic., nll J IIw.Ti and nll l Jiw.U. problems )._ l. l. l. 
have been p·roved NP-compl.ete. However, the complexity of the n j 1 I I LT. prob-
l. 
lem remains an open question. 
Altogether, it is not surprising that all methods for the general 
nl 1 11 [fi problem developed so far are based on implicit enumerati·on. Apart 
from the work on quadratic and general cost functions in f Schild & Fredman 
1962 ] and dynamic programming formulations for the general criterion in 
[Held & Karp 1962 ; Lawler 1964], most researchers have concen trated on the 
weighted tardi ness function fi(t) = wimax{O,t- di}; wi and di stand for 
weight and due date of Ji respectively. 
Especially with respect to the n l 1 ll LTi problem, many elimination 
criteria have been developed that lead to precedence constraints respected 
by at least one optimal schedul.e. Thes.e criteria have to be incorporated 
in some enumeration scheme and combined with a bounding mechanism to yield 
an enumerative algorithm. For instance, the elimination criteria from 
[Emmons 1969] were successfully implemented in a dynamic programming al-
gorithm [ Srinivasan 1971 ] that turned out to be superior to other nit! II T. 
l. 
algorithms surveyed in [ Baker & Martin 1974] . For more general cost functions 
no really powerful elimination criteria have been found so far. A branch-
and-bound algorithm for the nl1l IIw.T. problem, using a few simple elimina-
l. l. 
tion criteria, was developed in [Shwimer 1972] (see Section 11 .3.1 ) . In 
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general, the performance of branch-and-bound algorithms for these types of 
problems has been rather disappointing . This may be explained by the fact 
that only one or two jobs out of a subset of jobs on the processing costs 
of which a lower bound was sought actually contributed to this bound. 
In Section 11.2 we shall describe a new and general algorithm for the 
n l tlprec[ Lf . problem, incorporating elimination criteria which imply all 
l. 
criteria developed so far for the n J 1 I I LT. and n I 1 I I L w. T. problems, and a 
l. l. l. 
lower bound which at least does not suf£er from the defect mentioned above. 
In Section 11.3 we report on the algorithm's performance on the nltl IIw.T. 
l. l. 
problem; our method is compared to Shwimer's algorithm and to a simple brute 
force approach. Section 11 . 4 contains concluding rema.rks. 
We will use the notation P (Q) = l· Q p. for any Q c {1, ... ,n}. 
l.€ l. 
11.2. A new algorithm 
11.2.1. Enumeration scheme 
The enumeration scheme generates all feasible schedules according to al-
gorithm BF below. Algorithm BF fills a schedule from back to front. This is 
possible because there obviously exists an optimal solution without machine 
idle time; the total time needed to process a set of jobs is therefore in-
dependent o·f the processing order. 
procedure algorithm BF (n,p,A,C); 
local i ; 
procedure node(S,t); 
if S = 0 then comment a feasible schedule has been generated else 
begin local Q; 
~; 
<': S, Sl1A. 
J 
while Q f;. 0 do 
end 
i:€ Q; Q:= Q-{i}; 
Ci:= t; 
node(S-{i},t-pi) 
node({l, .. . ,n},sum{pili € {1, .. . ,n}}) 
end algorithm BF. 
Each node i n the search tree is characterized by a set {Ji l i e S } of un-
scheduled jobs, which have to be processed from 0 to P(S) =lies pi; 
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s . { l, . • . , n}-s will denote the index set of the j obs which have been sche<l.-
uled from P(S) to P( { l, ••. ,n ) ). We e n ter a descendant node by scheduling a 
Ji with i ( S , S nAi m 0 from P(S)-pi to P(S) . 
1 1. 2 . 2 . El imina tion crite ria 
At each node we can apply the elimination criteria 
in this section. Throughout, our theorems hold for 
problem; implications for the special case of the 
formulated as corollaries . 
which are to be presented 
the general nl1I 1Lf 1 
n l t ll Lw.T. problem are 
i i 
Any relation Ji < Jj which is established by previous application of 
elimin ation criteria i mplies that i £ Bj and j c Ai . We will restrict our-
selves to schedules satisfying these precedence constraints. 
THEOREM ll.1. At least one optimal schedule has Ji preceding Jj (i,j ( S) if 
(al f
1 
(t)-fj(t) is nondecreasing in ton the interval (P(Bjl+pj,P(s-A1 ll, 
and 
Proof . Consider any schedule in which Jj precedes Ji_ Denote by D the start-
ing time of Jj and by E the complet ion time of Ji. Compare this schedule 
with the schedule obtained by interchanging Jj and J 1 (cf. Figure 11.1) . 
The contribution to total 
because of condition (b) . 
P(Bj)+pj s O+pj 
and condition (a) that 
Jj 
I Ji 
D 
Fi~e 11. 1 
costs 
As to 
s E s 
Ji 
Jj 
E 
by all 
Jj, it 
P(S- A.) 
i 
jobs except Jj does not increase, 
follows from 
(11.1) 
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Because of condition (b), we have 
fi(D+pj) ~ fi(D+pi) · 
Together, ( 11. 1) and (11. 2) imply 
f. (E)+f. (D+pj) :?: f . (D+p. ) +fj (E), l. J l. 1 
(11.2) 
which means that the joint contribution of Ji and Jj to total costs also 
does not increase. 0 
COROLLARY 11.1. At least one optimal schedule has Ji preceding Jj (i ,j€SI if 
(a) di S max{dj,P(Bj )+pj} , 
(b) wi ~ wj, and 
(cl pi s pj. 
Proof. 
ing on 
If di s dj , then condition (b) implies that f 1 (t) - fj(t) is nondecreas-
the interval (0,P ( S) ) , and we can apply Theorem 11.1 with Bj = Ai a~ 
(cf. Figure 11.2(a)) . If d1 s P(Bj)+pj, then fi(t) is increasing 
t > P(Bj ) +p ., and it f o llows from condition (b) that f. (t)-f . (t) J l. J 
creasing on the interval as required in Theorem 11.1 (cf. Figure 
0 t 
Figure 11.2 (a) Figure 11.2 (b) 
for 
i s nonde-
1 1. 2 (b )) .o 
THEOREM 11.2. At least one optimal schedule has J 1 preceding Jj (i,j € S) if (a) 
(b) 
fj(P(Bj)+pj~ = fj(P(S-Ai)-pj), and 
fi (t)-fj(t) is nondecreasing in ton the interval (P (S-Ai) - pj,P(S-Ai)). 
Proof. Clearly, conditions (a) and (b) imply that f (t) -f (t) is nondecreas-i j ing on the interval (P(B.)+p , P(S- A )) , so in the case that p s p we can J j i i j 
apply Theorem 11.1. Suppose now that p 1 > pj. Again, consider any s~hedule 
in which Jj precedes Ji . Denote by D the sta rting time of Jj and by E the 
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D E 
Figure 11 . 3 
c cmpletion time of Ji . Compare this schedule with the schedule obtained by 
putting Jj directly after Ji (cf. Figure 11 . 3). The contribution to total 
costs by all jobs except Jj does not increase. As to Jj, it follo.1s from 
P(Bj)+pj S D+pj S E-pj S P(S-Ai) - pj 
and condition (al that 
fj(E-pj) • fj(D+pj) . ( 11 .3) 
Because of condition (b), we have 
fi (E)-fj(E) ~ fi (E-pj)-fj(E-pj) . (11.4) 
Together, (11.3) and (11.4) imply 
fi (E)+fj(D+pj) ~ fi (E-pj)+fj(E) , 
which means that the joint contribution of Ji and Jj to total costs also 
does not increase. 0 
COROLLARY 11.2. At least one optimal schedule has J 1 preceding Jj (i,jeSl if 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
dj ~ P(S-Ai)-pj' 
di s dj, and 
wi ~ wj . 
Proof. Condition (a) implies that fj(P (Bj)+pj) • fj(P (S-A1)-pj), and it 
follows from conditions (b) and (c) that t 1 (t)-fj(t) is nondecreasing on 
the interval (0,P(S)) (cf. Figure 11 .2 (a)) . 0 
THEOREM 11 . 3. At least one optimal schedule has Ji preceding Jj (i,j £ S) if 
( 11. 5) 
Proof. We can apply Theorem 11.2, since its conditions (a,b) follow from 
( 11. 5) . 0 
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COROLLARY 11.3. At least one optimal schedule has Ji preceding Jj (i,j€5) if 
d. ~ P(S-A .). 
J l. 
THEOREM 11.4. In at least one optimal schedule Jj (j € S) comes last among 
{J. Ii € s} if l. 
f.(pj) = f.(P(S)). 
J J 
(11.6) 
Proof. Since (11.6) implies (11.5) for all i € S, we can apply Theorem 11.3 
0 
COROLLARY 11.4. In at least one opt~mal schedule Jj (j € 5) comes last among 
{Jili € S} if 
d. ~ P(S). 
J 
Corollary 11.1 is given in [Shwimer 1972 ) . Corollaries 11 . 1, 11.2 and 11.3 
are extended versions of Theorems 1 , 2 and 3 in [Emmons 1969]. Our proofs, 
however, are considerably simpler than the original ones. Corollary 11.4 
can be found in [ Elmaghra.by 1968] . 
11.2.3. Implementation of the elimination criteria 
The only problem arising with the implementation of the elimination criteria 
in an nlllpreclLfi algorithm is the possible creation of precedence cycles; 
it is perfectly imaginable that two theorems lead to incompatible conditions. 
The nature of our elimination criteria, however, is such that applying them 
successively, while guarding against precedence cycles, will always lead to 
a collection of schedules containing at least one optimal one. We avoid the 
creation of precedence cycles by immediately constructing the transitive 
closure of the set of known precedence constraints whenever we find a new 
relati on Ji < Jj: 
Ah:~ l\u{j}uAj for every h 
€ 
{i}uB.; 
l. 
Bk: - Bku{i)uBi for every k 
€ 
{ j)uA . . 
J 
Furthermore, if we restrict ourselves to examining pairs (k,h) between which 
no relation has been found so far , we can never create a precedence cycle. 
For if we found that Jk < Jh and it then turned out that i € Bj for some 
i € ~· j € Bk, then we would have set k I!~, h £ Bk in a previous stage 
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and therefore would not have examined this pair again . 
In the case of general cost functions we can apply Theorems 11.1 to 
11 . 4 a t every node; the set S decreases and the sets Ai and Bi increase in 
s ize as we progress through the search tree . rn the case of weighted tardi-
ness functions we apply Corollary 11.4 at e very node, whereas Corollaries 
11 .1 , 11.2 and 11.3 are used only at the root node with S = {!, ... ,n}. In 
principle, all corollaries could be applied at every node, but the a dvantages 
of doing so are in this case outweighe d by the disadvantages of complicated 
and time-consuming bookkeeping. 
Corollaries II .I, 11.3 and 11.2 are now implemented by running through 
them in this order (keeping i n mind the a bove remarks) and repeating this 
process until no further improvements are possible . If after this process 
the earliest possible completion time P(B.)+p. of J. is larger than its due 
J J J 
date, then we ca n set d.:~ P(B . )+p . , thereby incurring costs w.(P(B.)+p.-d.) 
J J J J J JJ 
and increasing the chances of successful application of Corollary 11 . 4 . The 
l a tter corollary is checked at every node. To avoid contradictions with the 
pre cedence constraints found previously by the other corollaries, we restrict 
ourselves to the set {Jjl j ( S, SnAj = 0). 
11.2.4. Lower bound 
The lower bound LB on t he value of all possible schedules at a node has the 
form 
- * LB = F(S)+LB • 
Here F(S) denotes the known total costs incurred by the set (J.li € S} of 
l. 
* scheduled jobs, and LB is a lower bound on the total costs of scheduling 
the set {Jil i € S} of remaining jobs from 0 to P(S). 
To compute LB*, we puts= ls l and renumber the jobs in {Ji l i € s} 
from l up to s. our lower bound is now based on the observation that, if 
p = 1 
given by 
= ps = p*, the costs fij of putting Ji in the j -th position are 
and an op·timal schedule corresponds to a solution to the following linear 
assigTlme'nt problem: 
(11. 7) 
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where n runs over all permutations of {1, .. • ,s} (cE. [ Lawler 1964]) · 
If not all pi are equal, the above idea can be used to compute lower 
bounds in two ways. 
Assuming all pi are integers, we can find their greatest common divisor 
g and treat each Ji as a sequence of pi/g new jobs of equal length g. Problem 
(11.7) now becomes a (P(S)/g)xs linear cransportation problem, that produces 
a lower bound if we succeed in defining appropriate cost coefficients fij " 
For the case that f . (t) = w~max{O,t-d. }+w'.'t, suitable cost coefficients have 
l. l. l. l. 
been developed in [ Gelders & Kleindorfer 1974; Gelders & Kleindorfer 1975]. 
Three probl.ems remain with the transportation approach. 
(1) In the optimal solution to the transportation problem job splitting 
can occur. 
(2) Usually g is equal to 1 and the size of the transportation problem 
tends to be very large . It then becomes practically impossible to 
solve this problem at every node. 
(3) It seems to be difficult to define effective cost coefficients for 
general cost functions. 
For the above reasons, we prefer a different approach, which basically in-
volves redefining the cost coefficients for the sxs linear assignment problem 
so that fij becomes a lower bound on the costs of putting Ji in the j-th 
position. To accomplish this , we compute the earliest possible completion 
time C .. of J. if we put J. in the j-th position and if we observe the prec-
l.J l. l. 
edence cons.traints, given by Bi and Ai. Using the notation 
we have 
as can be easily checked. Redefining 
for \Bi i < j ~ J{l, . .. ,s}-A. I, 
l. f .. 
l.J 
otherwise, 
and using these cost coefficients in problem ( 11 .7) now gives the desired 
* lower bound LB . This is easily proved as follows . If an optimal schedule 
for our original problem is given by a permutation n* with minimum costs F*, 
then we have 
F* > \'S f > LB* 
-lj=l 1.*(j)j-
since the C .. underestimate the true completion t imes , the f are nondecreas-
*l.J i 
ing, and n is a feasible solution to problem (11.7). 
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11 . 2 . s . Implementation of the lower bound 
After the computation of the lower bound LB at the current node, the solution 
to (11 . 7) can also be evaluated as a schedule , which may lead to a decrease 
in the value UB of the best schedule found so far. If LB ~ UB the node is 
eliminated . Otherwise, the jobs in the set {J1 li e S, SnAi = 0} are candidates 
for the s - th position in the schedule. Choosing any of them leads to a new 
node in the search tree . Fortunately, we can do better than solving ab initio 
the assigmnent problem at each of these descendant nodes, by exploiting the 
solution to (11 . 7) at the current parent node. This problem can be reformu-
l ated as 
min{f:~~l r;=1 f ijxij r;=l xij (i 1t •••1 s) I 
l~=l xij (j 1, ... , s), (11. 8) 
x . . ~ l.J 0 ( i. j 1, ... , s)}, 
where x1 j = 1 corresponds to n(j ) = i in (11 .7). Its dual problem is given by 
max{f:~., 1 u 1 + l~=l vj I u 1+vj ,;; fij (i,j = 1, ... ,s) } . 
* An optimal solution to these problems has the value LB and is denoted by 
* * * Cx1 j l and (ui,vjl' respectively. 
At the parent node , we can with little computational effort obtain a 
lower bound LBr on the value of all schedules whereby Jr occupies the s-th 
* * position. Observing that Cu1 ,vj)i#r,j#s is a feasible dual solution to the 
assignment problem, obtained from (11.8) by deleting row rand columns, we 
define 
LB F(Su{r}) + \ u* +I v* 
r lVr i j#s j 
(F(SJ+f ) + (LB*-u*-v*l 
rs r s 
* * = LB + (f - u -v ) ~ LB. 
rs r s 
Clearly, any potential descendant node for which LBr ~ UB can be eliminated . 
From the remaining candidates a Jr with minimal LBr is scheduled in the 
s-th position, and we start to explore the corresponding descendant node. 
Application of the elimination criteria at this node may increase LBr. For 
example, if in the case of weighted tardiness functions a J. is scheduled 
J 
in position s-1 by application of Corollary 11.4, then we have fj,s-l = 0 
* * and LBr can be replaced by LBr-uj - vs-l ~ LBr . However, if this new LBr does 
not lead to elimination of the node, we have to solve its assignment problem. 
Indexing the jobs as at the parent node and considering only indices that 
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correspond to unscheduled jobs or unfilled positions, we can still profit 
from the optimal solution to the assignment problem at the parent node in 
the following ways. 
(al If we pass from the parent into the descendant node, the earliest com-
pleti.on 
fij " So 
problem. 
times c .. will not decrease, nor will the cost coefficients 
" " l.J (ui,vj) provides a feasibie dual solution to the new assignment 
(b) (x~j) provides a partial primal solution to the new problem a~d can 
serve as a starting point for finding an optimal solution. (xijl and 
* * * * * (ui,vj) can be made complementary by resetting xij = 0 if ui+vj < fij 
Remark (a) suggests an alternative bounding mechanism whereby the assignment 
problem is solved only at the root node and provides lower bounds throughout 
the whole search tree by means of sums of appropriate dual variables. (In 
fact, this idea has been implemented in [Gelders & Kleindorfer 1974; Gelders 
& Kleindorfer 1975] since it is not feasible to find a new optimal solution 
to their large transportation problem at every node again.) Although we ob-
tained reasonable computational results with this approach , we preferred 
the stronger bound; even then the trees may become quite large for moderate 
size problems. 
In selecting a method for solving the assiqnmen~ problems, ideally we 
would like to have a fast algorithm, not requiring an initial basic solution 
and producing a sequence of nondecreasing feasible dual solutions each of 
which may lead to early elimination of the current node. The dual method 
from [Dorhout 1975) turned out to be more suitable than primal methods such 
as the stepping-stone algorithm or primal-dual ones such as the Hungarian 
method. 
Dorhout's algorithm can be considered as a synthesis of ideas proposed 
in [Tomizawa 1971; Tabourier 1972). Essentially, the algorithm works on a 
complete bipartite graph G = (SuT,E) where the vertex sets s and T corre-
spond to the sets of unscheduled jobs and unfilled positions respectively; 
edge eij E: E (i € S, j € T) has a weight w.j =f .. -u.-v .. The algorithm 
l. l.) l. J 
starts with a feasible dual solution (ui,vj) and a partial primal solution 
(xij), which is complementary to the dual one and defines a matching on G . 
The algorithm constructs the shortest augmenting path from any exposed ver-
tex in S to the nearest exposed ·vertex in T, using the shortest path algo-
rithm from [ Dijkstra 1959) . The matching is then augmented and the dual so-
lution is changed in such a way that its feasibility is maintained and com-
plementarity is restored . 
11. 2 . 6 . .Example 
Consider the 1! 111Iw1T1 problem specified by the data in Table 11.1. 
TABLE 11 .l. DATA F"OR TtlE EXAMPLE 
i 2 3 4 5 6 7 
pi 12 13 14 16 26 31 32 
d. 
l. 
42 33 51 48 63 88 146 
wi 7 9 5 14 10 11 8 
Figure 11.4 
.__~~~~~~~~~~~___,Precedence graph for the example. 
LEVEL 0 
LEVEL 1 
LEVEL 2 LB -454 UB:-454 J6 
c• -454 Figure 11. 5 
n• 2 (2,1,4,5,3,6,lY Search tree 
<-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~for the example. 
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Since a.., = 146 > 144 ~ P({l, ..• ,7}), Corollary 11.4 implies J 7 comes last. 
Further application of the elimination criteria (here only Corollary 11 . 1) 
leads to the precedence graph, given in Figure 11.4. Figure 11.5 represents 
the search tree . Because J 7 can be scheduled in the last position, there is 
only one node at the first level , where J 3 , J 5 and J 6 are candidates for the 
sixth position. The ass.ignment problem at this node can be found in Table 
11.2; the cells in the optimal primal solution and the optimal values of the 
dual variables are printed in a different type face. We find LB= f({7})+LB* 
= 0+345 • 345; when evaluated as a schedule , the assignment solution 
(J
2
,J
1
,J4,J5 ,J6 ,J3,J7J has value UB = 455. Since LB5 = 345+(490-325) = 510 
> UB, only J 3 and J 6 with r.s3 = LB6 LB remain candidates for the sixth 
position. The two assignment problems at the second level of the tree are 
given in Table 11.3. If J 3 is scheduled in the sixth position, we have LB 
f({3,7})+LB* = 305+150 = 455 2 UB, and this node can be eliminated. If J 6 
is scheduled in the sixth position, we have LB= f({6,7})+LB* = 264+190 = 
454 ; the schedule CJ2 ,J1,J4 ,J5 ,J3,J6 ,J7 ) has value UB = 454 and hence must 
be optimal. 
TABLE 
Jl 
J2 
J3 
J4 
JS 
J6 
* v. 
TABLE 
* v 
11.2. 
0 
0 
.. 
0 
.. 
., 
0 
11. 3 . 
0 
0 
0 
0 
ASSIGNMENT PROBLEM AT THE F·IRST LEVEL 
2 3 4 * 5 6 ui 
0 0 175 392 0 
0 72 306 585 0 
0 20 150 305 -20 
0 0 98 () 
0 0 40 180 490 0 
0 0 0 0 264 -61 
0 0 40 61 325 
ASSIGNMENT PROBLEMS AT THE SECOND LEVEL 
2 3 4 5 * u. 
]. 
0 0 175 392 0 JI 0 
0 72 306 585 0 J2 0 
0 0 0 J3 
0 0 40 350 0 J4 0 
0 0 0 110 -41 JS 
0 0 40 151 * v 0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 4 5 
0 175 
72 306 
0 
0 
0 
0 
20 150 
98 
40 180 
40 170 
* u. 
]. 
0 
0 
-20 
0 
0 
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11.3 . computational experience 
11.3.1 . Compared algorithms 
Our genera l algorithm was tested on the case of weighted tardiness functions 
and compared to the algorithm from f Shwimer 1972 ) and a simple lexicographic 
algorithm . These three methods will be referred to as algorithms NA, JS and 
LE, respectively. 
Algorithm JS has been designed specifically for the nJ lJ JLwiTi problem. 
The enumeration scheme is equivalent to ours . Shwimer applies only two elim-
ination criteria, formulated here as Corollary 11.4 and the static part of 
Corollary 11 .1 (i.e ., di s dj). His lower bound tries to eliminate potential 
descendants in the parent node; instead of LBr he uses 
LB' = F(Su{r}) 
r 
+ min. S { }{w.max{O,P(S-{r}J - d.} ic - r i. l + minh s { . 1{wh }·T (S-{r,i})}, € - r,1 max 
where Tmax (Q) denotes the minimal maximal tardiness over all possible sched-
ules of the set {Jhjh € Q}, found by ordering these jobs according to nonde-
creasing ~ (cf. Section 10.2.1). It is clear that Shwimer's bound can be 
eomputed much more quickly than our bound LB, but that (loosely S.[)eaking) 
only two jobs contribute to its value. Moreover, Shwimer's bound depends 
explicitly on a property of the tardiness function. It is possible to solve 
the general nJ1J Jt problem [Lawler 1973], but the number of operations 
max 2 then increases from O<n log n) to O<n ). 
Algorithm LE is a straightforward extension of the lexicographic gen-
erator of permutaticns "pm lex", presented in Section 6.3. The method enu-
merates schedules according to algorithm BF (see Section 11.2 . 1) , always 
choosing a Jr with maximal dr from the remaining candidates in {Ji Ji€ S}. 
Corollary 11.4 can then easily be applied; no other elimination criteria 
have been incorporated. Also a simple bounding mechanism is used, with 
LB" = F(Su{r}). 
r 
For a more general remark on the possible use of such a quick complete enu-
meration method, we refer to Section 11.4. 
,...N ... "'l" ~ BIBLIOTHEEK MATHEMATISCH C L 1 '' ... 
-AMSTE.ADAM -
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11.3 .2 . Test problems 
We shal l now describe in detail the way in which we generated random data 
on which to test the se three methods. The reasons for this detailed approach 
will become apparent as we proceed. 
Each n l t ll iw.T. problem is comple tely specified by n integer triples 
l. l. 
(pi,di,wi). We regard these triples as a three-dimensional sample from a 
joint distribution with density function $(x,y,z). 
In all our tests, the third random variable w is independent of .12. and 
_£ (see [ Hemelrijk 1966 ] ) . We have 
$ (x,y,z) = $pcl(x,y) $w(z), 
where w is uniformly distributed over the interval (4.5,15.5) . 
In what follows, we shall introduce four parameters that determine 
$pd(x,y) and that we believed a priori to be of possible influence on any 
algorithm's performance. In fact, three of them are already mentioned as 
such in [ Srinivasan 1971 ; Baker & Martin 1974]. These papers indicate that 
the choice of a particular function may have a strong influence on the per-
formance of any tardiness algorithm in a way that may be characteristic for 
the algorithm in question. 
'I·he first parameter measures the correlation between E. and _£, p (£,_£) • 
It is intuitively plausible that there may be a significant difference be-
tween problems where longer jobs tend also to have later due dates, and 
problems where there i s no correlation whatsoever. If all weights are equal, 
then a problem with perfect correlation can be trivially solved by ordering 
the jobs according no nondecreasing di [ Enunons 1969]. To investigate the 
influence of correlation, we use two different kinds of functions ~pd(x,y) . 
Either 
in which case .12. and£ are independent random variables and p(p,d) O, or 
$pd(x,y) = $p(x)$dlpCylxl, 
in which case the due date generated depends explicitly on the processing 
time and P(£_,.£) depends on the particular form of the density f unctions 
i nvolved . 
In both cases, .12. is normally distributed with expectation µ and vari-
2 2 p 
ance a • We arbitrarily fix µ - 100. With regards to a , however, we have p p p 
to introduce as the second possibly significant r arameter the rclacive vari-
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ation of processin g times s = o /µ . We introduce s because our lower bound p p 
will presumabl y be sharper when processing t imes differ relatively little , 
a s will be obvious from Section 11.2. 4 . Hence, we may e xpe c t problems with 
small s to be r elatively easy for our a l gorithm. 
In the case of noncorrelated E. and £. £ is uniformly distributed with 
2 2 
expectation ~d a nd variance od Ad/12 , where Ad denotes the length of the 
interval on which $d(y) > 0 . 
We fix µd by introducing as a third parameter the average tardiness 
factor t = 1- µd/( n µp) . The value oft roughly indicates the average fraction 
of jobs t hat will be late r Baker & Martin 1974] . Problems with t = 1 or t = 0 
tend to be easy - if all jobs are late, then ordering the jobs according to 
nonincreasing wi/pi produces an optimal schedule, and if we find by ordering 
the jobs according to nondecreasing d 1 that no job is late, then clearly this 
schedule is optimal . 
Finally, Ad is fixed by the fourth parameter, the relative range of 
due dates r; Ad/(nµp). Intuitively, a large r increases the number of times 
that Corollaries 11.1 and 11.2 can be applied, thereby speeding up computa-
tions. 
In the case of correlated E. and ~· £1.e.=p is again uniformly distributed, 
with µd j p and Adlp specified analogously by t = 1-µd lp/ (np) and r = Adlp/(np). 
Specific values of s, t and r determine the value of P(£,_£). We haVE 
p (,.e..~l = (1-tl/.J<1+1/s2>r2;12 + (1-t) 2 
as can be established by straightforward calculations. 
Choosing for noncorrelated or correlated E. and 2_, and fixings, t and 
r, we can generate n triples (pi , di,wi) to obtain a test problem. Each gen-
erated value is rounded off to the nearest integer, and if a negative di is 
generated, we reset di:= 0, which implies adding a constant to fi(t) and 
therefore does not influence the final schedule. 
11 . 3 . 3. Res ults 
Algorithms NA, JS and LE were coded in ALGOL 60 and run on the Control Data 
Cyber 73-26 of the SARA Computing Centre in Amsterdam. 
Tables 11.4 and 11.5 show the computational results. They are classified 
according to the value of the average tardiness factox t, this factor having 
a major influence on the performance of the algorithms. There is a signifi-
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TABLE 11. 4. SOLUTION TIMES 
number median maximum 
n t of 
problems alg.NA alg.JS alg.LE alg.NA alg.JS alg.LE 
10 .2 24 . 1 .o .o . 3 . 1 .o 
.6 24 . 6 .8 1.4 3 . 3 42.4 47.9 
15 .2 12 .o .o .o .6 . 3 . 3 
.4 12 . 0 .6 . 2 8.2 3.9 14. 8 
. 6 12 6 . 3 76.7 >60 121. 8 >300 : 3 >60: 10 
. B 12 45.6 >30 0 >60 85.6 >300 : 12 >60: 12 
20 .2 6 . 0 .2 . 1 1.2 .3 . 2 
. 4 6 1. 1 2.2 1. 7 20. 3 10.2 21.6 
.6 6 180 . 8 >300 >60 >300:2 >300:6 >60:6 
.B 6 >300 >300 >60 >300:3 >300 :6 >60:6 
TABLE 11 . 5. NUMBERS OF NODES 
number median maximum 
n t of 
problems alg .NA alg.JS a lg.LE alg.NA alg. JS alg. LE 
10 . 2 2 4 1 2 6 8 14 64 
.6 2 4 56 132 3239 456 12284 96328 
15 . 2 12 1 1 1 28 69 572 
.4 12 44 86 305 541 586 36231 
.6 12 647 13066 - 9564 -
-
. 8 12 4532 
- - 9952 -
-
20 . 2 6 9 12 105 29 29 580 
. 4 6 25 281 3564 1206 1130 57671 
. 6 6 11105 
- -
- -
-
. 0 6 
-
- -
- - -
TABLE 11 . 6 . ALGORITHM NA ON FISHER'S TEST PROBLEMS 
number solution time number of nodes 
n o:f 
problems median maximum median maximum 
20 25 1.0 35 . 7 12 19987 
30 25 5.6 >300: 1 315 -
50 16 41.6 >300:3 6022 -
t.EGEND TO TABLES 1 1 . 4 I 5 . 6 
solution times : CPU seconds on a Control Dat a Cyber 73- 28. 
nwrbers of nodes : including eliminated node s . 
• t : k : the time l imit t is e xceeded k times . 
algorithm NA see Section 11. 2 . 
algori t h m JS 
a lgorithm LE 
sec Section 11.3.1. 
see Section 11. 3 .1. 
n number of job s . 
t aver a g e t a r diness f a ctor 
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cant d i fference be tween "easy" problems with t • .2 o r t • .4 and "difficult" 
proble ms with t • .6 or t = . 8. 
On the easy problems, algori thm LE is rather succ essful and runs quickly 
through large search t r ees . Algorithm JS also perfo rms well, notably for 
n • 15 and t • .4. Jn fact, Shwimer t e s t e d his method o nly on problems where 
t • (n - l ) /2n, i.e., t • .47 for n • 15. Algorithm NA e xhibits a s a t i sfactory 
and steady behaviour. Both the median and maximum numbe rs of nodes examined 
b y this method are significantly smaller than the numbers for the other two 
methods, so our lower bound is indeed more effective in pruning the search 
tree. For these problems, however, it s eems hardly worth- while to spend much 
tia:ie on the computation of sophisticated lower bounds. 
Turning to the difficult problems, we see that algorithm NA is by far 
superior to the other algorithms. This is most clearly shown by the results 
for the problems with 15 or 20 jobs. Of the latter set of twelve problems, 
algorithms JS and LE do not finish any problem at all ; algorithm NA succeeds 
in finishing seven of them and finds better solutions to the remaining five. 
The measures of performance become completely useless in this situation. Our 
results seem to contradict the remark in [ Srinivasan 1971 ) that problems with 
t • .65 are the most difficult ones; problems with t = .8 are clearly the 
most difficult here. 
We will now discuss the influence of the remaining three parameters p, 
s and r on the ~rformance of algorithm NA. 
As to the correlation p , no influence at all could be demonstrated. 
The reiative variation of processing times s has a significant influ-
ence for problems with 15 or 20 jobs, as demonstrated by the sign test 
(~ < .02) . For n • 20, eleven out of twelve problems ~ith s = .OS were fin-
ished with a median solution time of 8 seconds, while only eight out of 
twelve problems with s z .25 were finished with a median of 150 seconds. On 
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the average, 70 per cent of the nodes were eliminated by the underestimate 
LB r or by Corollary 11. 4 when s = • OS, and only 40 per cent when s =- • 25 · 
Furthermore, the first schedule found by algorithm NA, corresponding to the 
assignment in the root node, was at worst l per cent from the optimum when 
s = .OS and at worst 20 per cent when s = .25. As expected our l ower bound 
depends heavily on s. 
The reiative range of due dates r has a considera.l::>le influence- Problems 
with r = .95 are significantly easier than problems with r = . 20. 
Algorithm NA was also tested on a set of problems from [ Fisher 1974]. In 
this paper, a dual algorithm for the nlt l ILTi problem is developed, using 
a subgradient approach to produce strong lower bounds. Table 11.6 shows that 
algorithm NA performs rather well on Fisher's test problems. However, they 
are easy ones with equal weights, p = O, s = .S4, t = .Sand r = 1, and both 
methods can.not be compared from these data alone. 
11 . 4 . Remarks 
In view of our computational results, our main conclusion clearly has to be 
that the n l 1llLw.T. problem remains a very difficult one. The same remark 
l. l. 
applies a fortiori to the general nll lpreclLf. problem. Th e results indicate 
)._ 
that even stronger elimination criteria and sharper lower bounds are needed 
to cut down the size of the search tree. 
The usefulness of elimination criteria is strongly underlined by our 
experiments. An easy extension of our algorithm would be to check all of 
them at every node. Also it may be worth-while to look for more elimination 
criteria. We feel that we have t horoughly examined the possiple effects of 
interchanging two jobs , but one may look into the effects of moving three 
or more jobs at a time. 
The idea of computing lower bounds by solving linear assignment prob-
lems whose coefficients f .. . underestimate the costs of putting J. in posi-
. J.J l. 
tion j can be applied to a broader set of problems, e.g., to the nlm/P/Lf. 
)._ 
problem. In view of the lack of any algorithm in this area, this seems an 
interesting object for future research. 
For the one-machine problem this bounding principle has turned out to 
be very useful. It could be strengthened by considering only those solutions 
to the assignment problem that respect known precedence constraints. It is 
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difficult to predict the effectiveness of this approach , since the resulting 
linear assignment problem with precedence constraints is NP-complete (cf. 
'n"leorem 4 . 5). Moreover , the precedence constraints are observed already in 
the computation of the present cost coefficients . 
None the less, it seems necessary to develop a fundamentally stronger 
lower bound. The general n i t! Jif. bound from f Fisher 1974), which is based 
l 
on the use of Lagrangean multipliers, might be a step in the r i ght direction. 
Especially, very sharp bounds should be used in the upP"!r .. evels of the 
search tree, where pruning may lead to large reductions in the number of 
potentially optimal solutions. As we move down the tree, pruning leads to 
smaller reductions, and simpler lower bounds combined with more extensive 
e numeration become more attractive . This observation sugg~sts the use of 
lower bounds of varying computational complexity throughout the tree : a 
gliding lower bound. We tried to apply this idea in our algorithm by using 
lexicographic enumeration in the seven deepest levels of the tree. This led 
to a disappointingly small decrease in computation time, but the idea could 
become useful in the future. 
In spite of all the work done so far, the problem of minimizing total 
costs in one-machine scheduling is likely to remain a challenge to research-
ers for a long time to come . 
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12. PERMUTATION FLOW- SHOP SCHEDULING 
12.1. Introduction 
The general flow-shop problem, indicated by nlmlFlcmax' can be formulated 
as follows. 
Each of n jobs J
1
, . . . ,Jn has to be processed on m machines M1 , .•. ,Mm 
in that orde$- Job Ji (i = 1, ... ,n) thus consists of a sequence of m 
operations o
11
, ... ,o
1
m; o1k corresponds to the processing of Ji on~ 
during an uninterrupted processing time pik" We want to find a process-
ing order on each Mk (k = l, ... , m) such that the time required to com-
plete all Ji (i = l, .. . ,n) is minimized. 
It is well known [ Conway et al. 1967; Rinnooy Kan 1976) that there exists an 
optimal nlm l Flc schedule with the same processing order on M1 a .nd M2 and max 
the same processing order on Mm-l and Mm. This result cannot be extended any 
further, as is shown by the 2j4 jFjcmax example with P 11 = P 22 = P23 = P 14 = 1, 
P
21 
• p
12 
= p
13 
= p
24 
= 3; the unique optimal schedule is illustrated in Fig-
ure 12.1. If, none the less, we restrict ourselves to minimizat~on over all 
0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Figure 12.l 
permutation schedules (i.e. schedules with the same proce~sing order on each 
machine), the resulting problem is called the permutation flow-shop problem 
<n lml P l c ); it will be studied in the present chapter. To find the true max 
nlmlFlcmax optimum, we can apply any of the algorithms for the general job-
shop problem Cnlml G!Cma.x) , which is to be discussed in Chapter 13. 
In Chapter 4 we have seen that there exists an 0 (n log n) algorithm for t he 
nl21Plcmax problem [Johnson 1954), but that the nl31Plc
111
ax problem is already 
NP-complete. Thus, we shal l restrict ourselves to nlmlPlc algorithms of 
max 
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the branch-and-bound type. A number of these has been developed, each of which 
is based on the enumeration scheme described in Section 12.2 . 1 below. Elimina-
tion criteria that can be applied within this enumeration scheme are surveyed 
in Section 12 . 2.2 . In Section 12.2.4 we develop a conceptual framework for 
generating lower bounds; it leads to two bounds that together dominate all 
bounds presented previously but not each other. In Sections 12.2.3 and 12.2.5 
we consider the implementation of elimination criteria and lower bounds. Sec-
tion 12.2.6 presents some simple heuristics for obtaining ~ initial upper 
bound. In Section 12.3 we report on computational experience. Concluding re-
marks are co'ntained in Section 12. 4. 
12.2 . Algorithms 
12.2 . 1. Enumeration scheme 
The enumeration scheme used in all branch-and- bound algorithms developed so 
far generates all n! permutation schedules according to algorithm PS below. 
procedure algorithm PS (n,o); 
local i; 
procedure node(S,R.); 
if S = ~ then comment a permutation schedule o has been generated else 
begin local Q; 
Q:= S; 
while Q -;. 0 do 
begin i:€ Q; Q:= Q-{i}; 
a (i) := i; 
node(S-{i},R.+1) 
end 
node ( { 1 , ... , n} , 1 ) 
end algorithm PS . 
A node at the i - th level of the search tree is characterized by a partial 
schedule a= (o(l), .•. ,o(~-1)), indicating that Jo(i) occupies the i-th po-
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sition on each machine, for i = l, ... ,~-1. Any permutation a of the index 
set s of unschedu led jobs defines a completion of o, i.e . a complete permu-
tation schedule oo = (o(l), ... ,o(R.-1),o(l), ..• ,o(s)), where s = lsl = n-R.+1. 
By placing any Ji (i € S) in the R.-th position, we enter a descendant node, 
corresponding to a partial schedule oi = (o(l) , ... ,o(R.-1) ,i). 
12.2.2. Elimination criteria 
In this section, we shall be interested in finding conditions under which 
all completions of a partial schedule a' can be eliminated because a schedule 
at least as good exists among the completions of another partial schedule o". 
We define S' and S" as the index sets corresponding to o• and o" respectively, 
and C(cr,k) as the completion time of the last job in the partial schedule a 
on "\. Then o " dominates a' if for any completion a ' 0: ' of o' there exists a 
completion o"o" of o" such that C(o"cr",ml s cco •O: • ,ml. 
THEOREM 12.1 [Ignall & Schrage 1965; 5mith & Dudek 1967; McMahon 1969]. If 
S' = S" and C(cr",k) s C(<1',k) fork= 1, .. . ,m, then o-" dominates o'. 
Proof. Trivial. 0 
For the case that S' = S", the above criterion is the strongest possible one 
in the following sense: if C(o",k) > C(o' ,k) for some k, then processing times 
for the unscheduled jobs can be chosen in such a way that C(o"o,m) > C(a ' o,m) 
for every completion [ McMahon 1969]. 
For the case that S' u{ j} = S", several elimination criteria have been 
developed that give conditions for the dominance of o ' = oi by o" = aji . 
Defining Ak = C(oji,k)-C(oi,k), we can now formulate the following conditions, 
each of which has been claimed to imply dominance of oi ~Y oji. 
(a) [Dudek & Teuton 1964] 
C(oji,k) s C(oij,k) 
(Sl [Smith & Dudek 1967] 
1\-1 s pjk 
(y) [ Smith & Dudek 1969] 
l'ik-l s pjk and C(oj,k-1) 
(o) [ Bagga & Chakravarti 1968] 
~ s pjk 
s C(o-i,k-1) 
(k 2, ... ,m); 
(k 2, ... ,m); 
(k 2, ... , m); 
(k 2, •.. ,m); 
(E) f McMahon 1969; Szwarc 19731 
max{Ak-l' 6 k ) s pjk 
( 1; ) [ Szwa rc 1971 ) 
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( k • 2 , ••. , ml ; 
6 k-l s Ak s pj k (k ~ 2 , ... , m) ; 
(n) r s zwarc 1973 ] 
max{6tlt = 1, ..• ,k } S pjk Ck m 2 , ..• , m); 
( 8 ) [ Gupta 1971 ) 
6 k s min{pj 1 1t "" k, ... ,m} (k "' 2, ..• ,m). 
Elimination criteria (a), <e> and (6) have been proved incorrect through 
counterexamples in [ Karush 1965; McMahon 1969; Szwarc 197 11 . Wi th respect to 
the remaining ones we have the following theorems. 
THEOREM 12 .2. Condition (y) implies condition (E). 
Proof. If (y) holds, then 6k-l s pjk' and we have only to show that 6k s pjk" 
C(oji,k-l)+pik 
C(oj,k)+pik 
C(oi,k-1)+6k-l+pik 
s C(oi ,k- l)+pik+pjk 
S C(oi,k)+pjk; 
max{C(oj,k- 1) ,C(o,k) }+pjk+·pik 
s max{C(oi,k-1) ,C(o,k)}+pik+pjk 
= C(oi,k)+pjk" 
Together, (12.1) and (12.2) imply that 6k s pjk" 
(12 . 1) 
(12. 2) 
0 
THEOREM 12.3 ( Szwarc 19731. Conditions (E) , (C), (nl, and (8 ) are equivalent. 
Proof. See [Szwarc 1973; Szwarc 1975) . 0 
THEOREM 12.4 ( McMahon 1969; Szwarc 1971) . If condition (E), (Cl, <nl, or (0) 
holds, then oji dominates oi . 
Proof. First, we prove by induction on IPI and k that (C) implies 
C(ojip,k)-C(oip,k) s 6k for any p and k. (12. 3) 
For p = ~ or k = 1, (12.3) is trivially true . Assuming that (12.3) has been 
proved for p 
p = p ' h , k 
p ' h , ~ = ~-1 and p = p', k = 9., we have for the case that 
9. that 
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C(ojip'h,t)-C(oip'h,t) 
max{C(ojip ' h,t-1) ,C(ojip',t)}+pht-max{C(oip'h , 1-1) ,C(oip',1)}-pht 
s max{C(ojip'h,t-1 ) - C(oip'h, 1-l),C(ojip ' , t) -C (oip ', t)} 
s max{A
1
_ 1 , A1 } = A1 . 
Now, it follows from (12.3) and ( t) that 
C(ojip,k) s C(oip ,k)+pjk s C(oipj,k) for any p and k. 
Thus, by Theorem 12.1, ojip dominates oipj for every p . This implies that 
oji dominates oi. 0 
We refer to [ McMahon 1969] for a systematic example showing that (£), and, 
by Theorem 12.3, (t) , (n), and (6) as well, are again the strongest possible 
conditions for elimination in the previously mentioned sense. 
The above analysis can be extended to the case that S ' c S" with S "-s ' 
of arbitrary cardinal ity !McMahon 1969]. This leads to very stringent condi-
tions and it is questionable if the reduction in the size of the search tree 
compensates for the additional computational requirements at eac h node. 
Computational experience reported in [ McMahon 1971; Baker 1975] indi-
cates that enumerative methods based on the simple elimination criteria above 
are inferior to those based on lower bounds; inclusion of these criteria in 
tile latter type of algorithm leads to a gain in efficiency only for problems 
of moderate size (n s 15). Altogether, it seems that the elimination criteria 
discussed in this section are of little algorithmic value. 
12.2.3. Implementation or tl:le elimination criteria 
The elimination criteria from Theorem 12.4 were combined with some of the 
more successful lower bounds which will be presented below. 
In order to find out if oi is dominated by oji , it is sufficient to 
check condition Ct) . It follows easily that in that case 
pj 1 :s:pjk (k=2, ••• ,m). ( 12. 4) 
The dominance relation is transitive; however, the stronger condition (t) 
need not be transitive and we have to check (tl for each pair (i,j) such 
that (12 . 4) holds for j. Dominance cycles can occur and have to be avoided. 
Alto~ether, application of elimination criterion (CJ for all i,j ~ s requires 
O(ms ) calculations. 
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12 . 2.4. Lower bounds 
Give n a partial schedule o , we now want to find lower bounds on the value 
of all possible completions oo . We s ha l l be particularly concerned with the 
trade-off between the sha rpness o f a lower bound and its computational re-
quirements; a stronger bound eliminates relatively more nodes of the search 
tree , but if i t s computational requirement s become excessively large it may 
become advantageous to search through larger parts of the tree, using a 
weaker but more quickly computable bound. 
we shall gener ally obtain lower bounds by relaxing the capacity con-
s t raints on some machines , i . e . by treating bottl eneck machines of capacity 
one as non-bottleneck machines of infini te capacity. 
From the complexity results in Chapter 4 we know that any problem in-
volving three or more bottleneck machines is likely to be NP-complete. Let 
us therefore restrict ou.rselves to c hoosing at most two machines Mu and Mv 
(1 s u s v s m) to be bottleneck machines. Since any remaining sequence of 
non-bottleneck machines can obviously be treated as one non-bottleneck ma-
chine , it follows that each partial schedule o defines a problem involving 
a t most five machines, of which at most three are non-bottleneck ones. They 
a r e indicated by M(O,u-l)' M(u+l,v-l) and M(v+l,m)' and the processing times 
on these machines are de.fined by 
pi(O,u-1) • max{C(o,t) ~u-1 I + k=J!. pik t 1, •.• ,u} (i e S); 
pi(u+l ,v-1 ) Iv-1 k=u+l pik (i e S); 
Pi(v+l ,m) I==v+1 pik (i e S). 
The pi(O,u-l) may be interpreted as release dates of Ji (i e S) on Mu . Note 
that, if u ~ v, at most three machines are involved, including one bottle-
neck M . 
u 
Thus, by relaxing capacity constraints, we obtain a problem of sched-
uling {Jiji e S} on M(O,u-l)' Mu' M(u+l ,v-l)' Mv' M(v+l,m) in that order, 
where again the maximum completion time is to be minimized. Any lower bound 
for this problem .provides a valid lower bound on all possible completions 
oo; in fact, all lower bounds presented in the literature can be interpreted 
in these terms. 
To arrive at a further classification of possible approaches to this 
lower bound calculation, note that we may eliminate non-bottleneck machines 
H(g,h) from the problem and compensate for this by adding terms 
P*(g,h) = minieS{pi(g , h)} 
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to a lower bound on the remaining problem (if u = 1, v = u+l or v = m, we 
have p • C(o,1), p z 0 or p 1 ) = O, respectively). •(0,u-1) •(u+1,v-1) • Cv+ ,m 
The lower bound that we shall explore here is obtained by finding the optimal 
schedule with respect to this remaining problem. 
Any such approach can be characterized by a string n of at most five 
syr.ibols from {0,o ,•} where 
0 indicates a bottleneck machine; 
o indicates a non-bottleneck machine on which the various processing 
times are taken into account; 
* indicates a non-bottleneck machine that is to be elimin ated through 
the device introduced above. 
Thus, we obtain a lower bound LB(u,v,n) by finding the optimal value LB*(u, v,n) 
of the problem on machines Mu and Mv of type 0 and possible machines M(g,h) 
of type o , and adding to it terms p*(g , h) for machines M(g,h) of type *· If 
u # v, LB*(u,v,nl can be strengthened by exploiting the fact that Mv is not 
available before C(o,v). 
Defining Z = {Cu ,v> I 1 s us v s m} , we conclude that 
LB(~l,{2) = max{LB(u,v,fl) I (u,v) £ W} 
is a valid lower bound for any W c Z. 
If we do not distinguish between symmetric pairs of strings such as 
(•[Jo) and (o(]• ), we can obtain the nine different strings which together 
constitute the vertex set of the directed graph drawn in Figure 12.2. An 
arc cn,n •) in this graph indicates that n• dominates n in the sense that 
11 s 
tor any pAlr (u , v) we can find a pair (u' ,v' ) such that LB(u',v',n 'l ~ 
LB(u,v,n l. The correctness of the dominance rules expressed by Figure 12.2 
is easily proved . Apart from the relations implied by transitivity consider-
a tions , no other relations hold . Thus, for e xample , LB( Z,(o{):l)) can be larger 
or smaller than LB (Z( *[]o(]*)), d e pending on the proce ssing times; an e xample 
appears below . 
we shall now discuss each lower bound and compare it to bounds presented 
in the l i t erature , using the following notations: 
p* (v+l ,m) • 
ea> <•D•> 
Eliminating M(O,u-l) and M(~+l,m), we h a ve t~ minimize the maximum completion 
time C on Mu. Clearly LB (u,u, (*0 *)) = l· S p. and 
max l.£ iu 
LB(u,u,(*0 *)) = r*U + Li£S piu + q•u· 
Note, as a general principle, that we may replace r*U+q*V by 
min{riu+qjvji,j £ S, i I j}, leading to a possibly sharper bound. 
LB({ (u,u) lu ~ 1, ••. ,m},{*0 *)) is the so-called machine-based bound used 
in [ Ignall & Schrage 1965; McMahon 1971 ) ; through its use of riu instead of 
C(o,u) it is slightly stronger than the bounds used in [Lomnicki 1965 ; Brown 
& Lomnicki 1966; llcMahon & Burton 1967 ] . 
Eliminating M(O,u-l), we have to minimize the maximum lateness Lmax with re-
spect to due dates K-qiu on Mu (cf. Section 10.1). LB*(u,u,(*{]o)) is found 
by ordering the jobs according to nonincreasing qiu (cf. Section 10.2.l); 
adding r*u yield5 LB(u, u , (*{]o)) . 
Analogously, LB(u,u, (00*)) is obtained by ordering the jobs according 
to nondecreasing r. and adding q to the resulting solution value. Through 
l.U *U m- 1 
its use of rim instead of C(o,1) + lk=l pik' LB(m,m,(o[J•)) is stronger than 
the noninterference bound proposed in rAshour 1970] . 
(c) (o(]o) 
Computation of LB(u,u, (o[}o)) corresponds to solving an n l t l r.~O I L ' prob-
i max 
lem, defined by lsl triples (r. ,p. ,q
1 
) , on M (cf. Section 10.1). We have 
l.U l.U U U 
proved this proQlem to be NP-complete in Chapter 4. However, the excellent 
performance of some enumerative nlt l r. ~O IL ' algorithms, as reported i n 
l. max 
Section 10.3, justifies serious consideration of this lower bound approach. 
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M d M , we obtain LB*(u,v,C*D*D*)) by Eliminating M(O,u-ll • (u+l,v-l) an (v+l,m) 
solving the nl2IPIC problem on M and Mv by means of Johnson's a.lgorithm 
max u 
[ Johnson 1954] . The optimal order of the jobs can be determined in advance; 
it does not change if some jobs are removed, nor is it influenced by the 
availability of Mv from C(a,v) onwards. Applying the principle mentioned 
under (a), we find 
LB(u,v, (*D*D*> ) 
= LB*(u,V, (*D*D*ll + min{rhu+pi(u+l,v-l)+qjv lh,i,j e S, h # j}. 
(e) (*[):{]*) 
Eliminating M(O,u-l) and M(v+l , m)' we have to solve a special n l 31Plcmax 
pr~blem where Mu and Mv are separated by a non-bottl en.eck machine M (u+l ,v-l) . 
LB (u,v,(•[]o(]•)) is found by applying Johnson ' s nJ2JPlcmax algorithm using 
processing times piu+pi(u+l,v-l) and pi(u+l,v-l)+piv (i E S) [ Jackson 1956]; 
the availability of Mv on C(a,v) again does not change the optimal processing 
order. Adding min{ri +q . 1 ~.j Es, i # j} yields LB(u,v , (*[]o(]*)). The so-u )V 
called job-based bound from [ McMahon 1971 ) 
maxu{r*U + maxiES{pi(u,m) + rhES-{i}min{phu,phm}} } 
and the similar bound from (McMahon & Burton 1967) , using C(o,u) instead of 
r iu' are easily seen to be underestimates of LB( { (u,m) I u = 1 , ••• ,m- 1 }, (*[)o[J* )) . 
(f) <*D*Dol 'C•OoOol I C<iO*Oo>' (o(]oQo) 
The nJ2 IP IL' problem corresponding to LB*(u,v,<*D*Do>> has been shown to max 
be NP-complete in Chapter 4, as has the nl2IP ,ri~olc problem corresponding 
max 
to LB* (u,v, Cc0.0*> ) . Esse.ntially, we have replaced a non-bottleneck machlne 
in (o[}:>) by a .bottleneck one (cf. Section 10.4). No specific .algorithms have 
been developed for these problems as yet. Similar remarks apply to the ·NP-
complete problems correspondi ng to the remaining lower bOund approaches. 
I n v i ew of the above discussion, the lower bounds under (c) and (e) are ob-
vious candidates for further investigation. LB(Z,(*[jc:(}.)) dominates all pre-
viously developed bounds . There are, however, situations in which LB(Z,(o[Jo)) 
is stronger then LB(Z, (*(]o(}.-)), and vice versa. 
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Example. Take n = m = p 12 = p 13 = p 22 = p 31 = p 32 = 3, P 11 = p 33 = 2, 
p 21 = P23 = 1. The optimal 3l3 1Plcmax value is equal to 12, and we find that 
LB ( 2 I 2 I ( O[Jo) ) 12 > LB ( Z , ( *[Jo[]* )) = max { 11 , 11 , 1 1 } = 11. 
If we change the p
12 
to (i 1,2,3), then the optimal value equals 9, and 
LB(l,3,(*{]o[]*)) = 9 > LB(Z,(o(]o)) = max{8,6,8} = 8. 
12.2.5. Implementation of the lower bounds 
In this section we shall discuss in detail the implementation of each lower 
bound that was tested. For all lower bounds except LB(Z,(o(]o)) we replaced 
riu by C(o,u); since each of these bounds only involves r*u' very littl e is 
gained and, in fact, solution times are increased by using r i u instead o f 
C(o,u). 
In each case we appl.ied a recur sive search strategy of the type "bb 
backtrack2" where descendant nodes are chosen in order of nondecreasing 
lower bounds (see Chapter 8). We can distinguish two types of calculations: 
(1) calculations performed once at the root node of the search tree; 
(2) calculations performed at the node corresponding to a in order to ob-
tain lower bounds LB(w, n ) for all oi (i E S). 
(a) 
( 1) 
(2) 
LB (Z I (*0 *)) 
At the root node qiu is calculated for all (i,u) in 0(mn) steps. 
For each M , l· S p. is calculated and indices i' and i" with 
u l.€ J.\.! u u 
qi' u min{q. I i € s}. 
u' 
l.U 
qi" u min{q. Ii € s-{i ' }} 
u' 
l.U u 
are found in 0(s) steps. For each choice i € S, LB(u,u, (*D*l) is 
calcul ated in 0(1) steps as 
max{C(o,u),C(oi,u-1) } + liES piu ri· u 
if i # i~, 
+ u' 
qi",u if i i I"' u 
u 
then 
Altogether, calculation of LB(Z,(*0 *)) 
0Cmsl steps . 
for all oi (i 
€ Sl requires 
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(b) LB(Z, (*f):>)) 
(1) At the root node the qiu are calculated and, for all u, ordered into 
a nondecreasing sequence in Ocmn log nl steps. 
(2) For each choice i € s, LB(u,u,(*[]o)) is calculated in 0(s) steps by 
scheduling {J .j j E S-{i}} according to the ordering found in the root 
J 2 
node. Calculation of LB(Z, (*Doll f ·or all oi (i € S l requires 0(ms ) 
steps. 
We have not considered LB(Z,(c{]*)); this bound performed very poorl y in some 
initial testing. 
(c) LB(Z,(o(]o)) 
(1) At the root node the qiu are calculated and ordered in O(mn log n) steps. 
(2) Calculation of LB(Z,(oQ::>)l for all oi (i € S) requires the solution of 
0Cmsl n l llri~OIL' problems. 
max 
(d) LB(W,(•Q*°1t)) 
This bound was not implemented; it is dominated by LB (W, ( *[}o(]*)) and requires 
the same computational effort. 
(eO) job-based bound 
(1) At the root node p.( ) and min{p1 ,p. } are calculated for all (i,u) l. u,m u im 
in 0(mn) steps. 
(2) The job-based bound for oi on M can be rewritten as follows: 
u 
C(oi,u) + maxj€S-{i}{pj(u,m) + lheS-{i,j}min{phu'phrn}} 
C(oi,u) + Tu - min{piu'pim} + maxjeS-{i}{~ju} 
where 
Tu lh€Smin{phu 'phm} , 
uju pj(u,m) -min{pju'pjm} . 
Accordingly, for each Mu the Tu and uju (j £ Sl are calculated and 
indices i' and i" with 
u u 
ui',u max{u_ Jj € s}, 
U JU 
v i .. ,u 
u 
max{u. lj e s-{i ' }} 
JU U 
are found in 0(s) steps. For each choice i e s, the bound on M 
calculated in 0(1) steps as 
C(oi,u) + T - min{p. ,p } + {ui~,u 
U l.U im 
v. tl i.u,u 
if i r i~ , 
if i i '. 
u 
u 
is then 
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Altoqet her, calculation of t he j o b- based bound for a ll o i (i £ S) r e -
quires O<ms) steps . 
we not e that the composi t e bound LB (McH) • max{LB (Z, <•n•> ) , j ob-ba s ed bound} 
from r HcMahon 1971 l is the strongest lower bound developed so far . 
(e) LB(W, ( • [}:l(]• )) 
(ell W ,. w1 • {( u,m)j u • 1, .•• ,m- 1 }. 
(e2 ) W • w2 cons ists of m pairs of cri tical machines for which 1~21 piu' 
I~ .. 1 p i v and l~~ I (p1 u+piv) are relatively high; these pairs are deter-
mined in 0(mn) steps . 
( !) At t.he root node the p1u+pi(u+l,v- l) and pi(u+l,v-t )+p1v are calculated 
and a n optimal order of the jobs with respect to LB*Cu,v,(•[]o[]*)) is 
found for a ll (u,v) £ w in Ocmn log n) steps . 
(2) Note tha t for any subset of unscheduled jobs an optimal order with re-
spect to LB*(u,v,( *[]o(]*)) has been determined at t he root node. Calcula-
tion of LB(W, (•[Jo[]*)) for all o i (i £ S) can now easily be seen to re-
quire 0(ms2 ) steps . 
12 . 2.6 . Upper bounds 
The va lue of the best solution found during the tree search provides an upper 
bound on the va lue of the optimal solution. At the root node a heuristic 
method is used to obtain an initial upper bound. Two well-known methods are 
a vailable for this purpose. 
(A) r Palmer 1965] 
Calculate slope indices 
(i = 1, . . . ,n), 
order the jobs according to nondecreasing Ai and evaluate the resulting 
n lmlPlc schedule. This procedure requires 0(max{mn,n log n}) steps. 
ma:x 
CB) [ Campbell et al. 1970) 
Fort• 1, ..• ,m-1, apply Johnson' s n l2JPJc algorithm using processing 
ma:x 
. f t fID 
times lk=l Pik and lk=m+l - t pik (1 = 1 , ... ,n) and evaluate the resulting 
processing order as n lmlP lcmax schedule. Choose the best solution value as 
initial upper bound . This procedure requires 0(mn log n) steps. 
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The second method turned out to produce superior results . In the case of 
* LB(W, (*[Jo[]*)), it also outperformed evaluation of the optimal LB (u,v, (*[Jo()*) l 
schedule for all (u,v) ' w. Accordingly, in each implementation heuristic 
(B) was chosen to provide an initial upper bound. 
12.3. computational experience 
12.3.1. Test problems 
For each test problem with n jobs and m machines, mn integer data p ik were 
generated from uniform distributions between aik and Sik" The parameters 
aik and 6ik are characterized by the fo1lowing two aspects, thought to be 
of possible influence on an algorithm' s performance: 
correlation between the processing times of a job, in the sense that 
the pik (k = 1, .. . ,m} are consistently relatively large or relatively 
small; for problems with correlation, n additional integers Yi were 
randomly drawn from {1,2,3,4,S}; 
a trend within the processing times pik as k increases. 
For each chosen combination of n and m, four groups of three problems each 
were generated according to Table 12.1. A second set of twelve problems was 
obtained by inversion, i.e . , by renumbering~ as Mm+l-k fork= 1, .•• ,m; 
thus , problems with a positive trend are transformed into problems with a 
negative trend. 
TABLE 12 . 1. VALUES OF PARAMETERS OF TEST PROBLEMS 
aik : 6ik no correlation correlation 
no trend 1 : 100 20yi+l : ·2oy i +20 
positive trend : 12i(k-1)+1 : 12iCk-1l+lOO 2a <k-1 > +2oy i +-1 : 2~(k-1)+20y .+20 
l. 
12.3.2. Results · 
The algorithms were coded in ALGOL 60 and run on the control Data Cyber 73-28 
of the SARA Computing centre in Amsterdam. Tables 12. 2,3,4,5 show the compu-
tational results. 
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First, all lower bounds were tested on three sets of problems with 
nlm equal to 613, 6jS and 6j8 respectively. These experiments indicate that 
the "one-machine bounds" LB(Z, (•0•)), LB(Z, (*[Jo)) and LB(Z, (o{]o)) produce 
inferior results. Furthermore, the job- based bound can be cor.ibined quite 
easily with LB(Z , (•0•)) or LB(Z, (•[Jo)); the latter combination dominates the 
former one but leads to increased solution times. 
Consequently, only t.he composite bound LB(McM) and both "two-machine 
bounds" LB(W1 , (•[Jo()•)) and LB ( l~2 , (*[Jo[]* )) were compared on larger problems 
with nlm equal to 10j3, 1o j s, tsl3 , 2013 , 2ols , and sol3. Since LB(~11 , (•[)o[]•)) 
dominates LB(McM), the search tree created by the former bound is in most 
cases smaller than the tree created by the latter bound. However, 
LB(w1 ,<*[)o[]•)) is computationally more expensive. The behaviour of 
LBCW2 ,<*[)o[]•)) is rather erratic. Note that quite often these two-machine 
bounds achieve the minimum number of nodes, which is equal to n+l in the 
case that the initial upper bound is optimal and in<n+l) otherwise . 
An increase in the number of machines drastical ly increases the solution 
times. Less than half of the 2ojs problems could be solved within one minute. 
The same three bounds were combined with the elimination criteria. Pre-
vious research [ McMahon 1971] indicates that these criteria have a positive 
influence on solution times only for small problems. In our experiments this 
was confirmed only with respect to LB(McM). An explanation of this phenomenon 
might be that the computational requirements of the elimination criteria are 
of a larger order of magnitude than the requirements of this lower bound. In 
combination with LB(W,(•[]o[]•)), however, use of elimination criteria leads 
to significant decreases in solution times and numbers of unsolved problems, 
especiall y if the number of machines is small . Apparently, the elimination 
criteria e li.minatl!! nodes that would b e eliminat ed by lower bounds in any 
case, but do so with less computational effort. 
Altogether, the best results were obtained with algorithms incorporating 
the elimination criteria and LB(W,(*000*)). Table 12.4 indicates that if one 
minute running time is available to solve a particular problem, it should be 
allocated to such an algorit hm. 
Finally, Table 12.5 indicates that both correlation and trends influence 
the computational performance. Problems with correlation are definitely more 
difficult. Also, problems with a negative trend are more difficult than prob-
lems with a positive trend, confirming earlier impressions [ McMahon 1971] 
that it is helpful to invert a problem if that leads to "fuller" machines 
l\ for k > ~m. 
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TABLE 12.2. MEDIAN SOLUTION TIMES 
EC - - - - - - - - (!;) (1;) (1;) 
L8 (a) (b) (C) (eO) (b,eO) (a ,eO) (el) Ce2> (a,eO) (el) (e2) 
613 
I 
. 17 . 26 • 31) . 08 . 13 . 07 .05 .06 .07 .05 .06 
6JS .63 1.18 2 . 57 . 18 .26 .1 5 .16 . 39 .14 . 13 .32 
6 J8 1.03 I. 39 3 .1 7 .18 . 28 .19 .22 1.06 .18 .25 .86 
1013 .20 .25 . 34 .21 .18 .25 
1015 .91 .40 6.22 1.09 .42 3.62 
l 5 J 3 .34 .57 .89 .48 .41 .49 
2013 . 55 .62 .81 2.99 .36 .54 
2015 - - - - - -
sol3 3.73 31.60 28.98 - 13.94 27.29 
TABLE 12 . 3. HEOIAN NUMBERS OF NODES 
EC 
- - - - - - - -
(I,;) (!;) ((;) 
LB (a) (b) (C) (eO) (b,eO) (a,eO> (el) (e2) (a,eO) (el > (e2) 
6J3 69 6 4 60 46 19 23 7 7 16 7 7 
6l5 208 203 179 47 33 35 30 54 29 22 36 
6j8 260 212 167 26 23 23 16 136 23 19 97 
101 J 55 SS SS 55 55 55 
10J5 290 55 971 220 55 599 
15!3 129 120 120 120 120 120 
2013 219 116 116 978 116 116 
2o!s 
- - - - - -
5ol3 1681 2356 1275 
-
1275 1275 
TABLE 12.4. NUMBERS OF UNSOLVED PROBLEMS 
EC 
- - - (I;) (I;) (l,;) 
LB (a,eO) (el) (e2) (a,eO> (el) (e2) 
6j3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Gis 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 !8 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1013 I 1 1 1 1 I 
1oj5 3 0 8 2 0 7 
1Sj3 7 2 1 5 2 1 
2013 10 6 5 10 2 2 
20Js 15 14 19 13 . 13 18 
5013 11 10 9 12 8 10 
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TABLE 12.5. NUMBERS OF UNSOLVED PROBLEMS FOR ALL n l m 
EC - - -
LB (a,eOl (el ) (e2) 
corre lation-+ no yes no yes no yes 
t r e nd4' 
no 1 9 1 6 1 8 
no 4 8 3 5 5 8 
positive 0 9 0 7 0 8 
negative 7 9 4 7 5 8 
LEGEND TO TABLES 12.2,3,4 ,5 
Each entry in Tables 12.2,3 , 4 (Table 12.5) represents 24 (27) test problems . 
sol ution times : CPU seconds on a Control Data Cyber 7 3-28. 
numbers of nodes : including e liminated nodes. 
numbers of unsolved problems with a time limit of 6 0 seconds. 
EC elimination criteria; see Section 12.2.3. 
LB lower bound; see Section 12.2.5; 
(a) LB(Z,(•0 •)); 
(b) LB(Z,(*{]o)); 
(c) LB (Z, (o[)o)) ; 
(eO) job-based bound; 
( e 1 ) LB (W 
1 
, ( *[)o[]*) ) ; 
(e2) LB(W
2
, (*[Jo(]*)) . 
n lm : number of jobs lnumbe r of machines. 
12.4. Remarks 
The computational experiments reported in the preceding section confirm that 
the new two-machine bound i s superior to previous b ounds in solving nlmlP!c 
max 
pro b l ems. It has to be investigated in more detai l for which set of machine 
pairs this bound should be calcul ated. 
As long as the number of machines is small, problems with up to 50 jobs 
can often be solved reasonably quickly. An increase in the number of machines 
makes lower bounds less reliable and drastically increases solution times. 
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For these larger problems a strong lower bound might be obtained 
the assignment of processing times to jobs, i.e. by ordering plk , 
~ (k = 1, ... ,m) in such a way that the resulting arrangement , wh 
as an n lmlP lc schedule, has an optimal solution; however, it i 
max 
how to· solve this problem for m > 2. Al so, a subgradient approach 
Lagrangean multipliers seems an interesting topic for future rese. 
Contrary to expectations, the use of elimi nation criteria l e • 
ficant improvements when used in combination with the two-machine 
view of this empirical result, it may be worth-w·hile to investiga· 
putational influence of more intricate e l imination criteria such < 
developed i n [McMahon 1971]. 
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13. JOB-SHOP SCHEDULING 
13.1. Introduction 
This final chapter of Part III is devoted to the general job-shop problem, 
indicated by n l mlGlc • The problem can be formulated as follows. max 
There are n jobs J 1 , ... ,Jn that have to be processed on m machines 
M1 , ... ,Mm. Job Ji (i = 1, ..• ,n) consists of a sequence of ni operations 
0
11
; these operations are indexed by u • Ni_ 1+1 , ... ,Ni, where Ni= l;=l nj. Machine~ (k = 1, ... ,m) can handle only one job at a time; 
the set of operations to be performed on~ is also indicated by~\ ­
Operation Ou Cu= 1, ... ,Nn) corresponds to the processing of job 1u 
on machine µu during an uninterrupted processing time Pu· We seek to 
find a processing order on each machine such that the maximwn comple-
tion time is minimized. 
There exists an 0Cn log n) algorithm for the nl2IG,n . s2lc problem [Jack-
i max 
son 1956) , but two minor extensions of this problem, nl2IG,nis3lc and 
max 
n l 3IG,n. s 2 l c , have been shown to be NP-complete i n Chapter 4. Even within i max 
the class of NP-complete problems, the general n l ml c l c problem appears to 
max 
be a very difficult one . A classical and by now traditional quotation from 
Lconway et al. 1967) asserts pessimistically that "many proficient people 
have considered this problem, and all have come away essentially empty-hand-
ed. Since this frustration is not reported in the literature, the problem 
continues to attract investigators who just cannot believe that a problem so 
simply structured can be so difficult until they have tried it." 
An nlmlGlc problem can be conveniently represented by means of a max 
disjunctive graph G = (V,CuVJ [ Roy & Sussmann 1964) where 
V is the set of vertices , representing the operations, including fic-
titious initial and final operations o0 and O*: 
V • {0,1, ... ,Nn,*}; 
C is the set of directed conjunctive arcs, representing the given ma-
chine orders of the jobs: 
C • {(u,u+lllt = 1 1 } u {(0 ,Ni 1+1) ,(N . , *lli = 1, ... ,n}; u u+ - i 
V is the set of directed disjunctive arcs , representing the possible 
processing orders on the machines: 
a weight pu is attached to each vertex u, with p0 
t26 
The disjunctive graph for a 3l31Glcmax example is drawn in Figure 13.1. 
0 
Figure 13.1 Disjunctive graph G = (V,CuV) for the example. 
A pair of disjunctive arcs {(u,v) , (v,u)} is called set:t:led if one of the 
two arcs has been added to a subset o c V of chosen arcs and the other one 
has been rejected1 by choosing (u,v), we assign precedence to O over Ov 
u * on their common machine. A feasible schedule is defined by a subset D c V 
such that 
(u,v) € o* if and only if (v,u) € V-o*; 
the directed graph G(o*) = <V,Cuo*> is acyclic. 
The value of such a schedule is given by the weight of the maximum-weight 
path (also called "longest" or "critical") path in G(D"l. The nlml Glc 
max 
problem now consists of finding a minimaximal path in G, i. e. a maximum-
weight path that is minimal over all subsets o*, satisfying the above re-
quirements. With respect to our example, the graph G(o*> corresponding to 
processing orders (01 ,o4 ,o7 ) on M1 , (06 ,o2 ,o5 J on M2 and co3 ,o8 ) on M3 is 
drawn in Figure 13.2; the value of the schedule is equal to 14. 
Figure 13.2 Directed graph G(o*i = (V,Cuo") for the example. 
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The complexity results indicate that our quest for optimal solutions has to 
involve some form of implicit enumeration. In Section 13.2 several branch-
and-bound approaches will be described in terms of the disjunctive graph 
model above. Accordingly , subsets generated during the tree search will cor-
respond to subsets D c V of chosen disjunctive arcs; the successive augmen-
tations of Dare determined by the branching rule . In section 13.2.1 we dis-
* cuss how to compute lower bounds on all possible completions D ~ D of a 
partial feasible schedule defined by D. In Section 13.2.2 we examine how a 
strong bound appearing from th.is discussion can be combined with several 
branching rules to yield branch-and-bound algorithms of reasonable quality. 
In Section 13.2.3 we describe two algorithms that were actually implemented. 
Section 13 . 3 reports on some limited computational experience with these 
methods and Section 13.4 contains concluding remarks. 
13.2. Algorithms 
13.2 . l. Lower bounds 
Let D c V be a subset of chosen disjunctive arcs such that G{D) • (V,CuD) is 
acyclic. We seek to find a lower bound on the weight of the critical path in 
G{o*> with respect to every o* j D that corresponds to a feasible schedule . 
* We obtain such a bound LBk(D) (1 s k s ml by relaxing the capacity con-
straints on all machines except '\: This relaxation corresponds to disregard-
ing all disjunctive arcs in V-o except those on '\· Accordingly, for each 
Ou E '\ we can determine 
a head ru' i.e. the maximum weight of a path in G(D) from 0 to u : 
ro 0, 
r max{r +p I {u,v) E Cuo} ; 
v u u 
a body pu' i .e. the given processing time; 
a tail i.e. the maximum weight of a path in G(D) from u to * minus 
p : 
u 
q* - o, 
~ max{pv~I (u,v) E Cuo} . 
Furthermore, we have a precedence constraint Ou < Ov if G(D) contains a path 
from u to v. 
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The heads ru are the earliest possible starting times for Ou. The l.atest 
possible starting times Ru can be determined by 
R* • r* , 
R • min{R -p I (u ,v) € CuD}; 
u v u 
they are related to the tails ~ by Ru+pu~ = r* . 
Clearly, extending D by settling more pairs o f disjunctive arcs wil.l 
* never decrease the ru and~ - It follows that a valid lower bound LBk (D) is 
provided by the optimal solution value of the lt\_I l llprec,ri~O I L~ax problem , 
defined by triples (r ,p ,o) and precedence constraints (cf. LB(k,k,(o()o)) u u \l 
in Section 12.2.4). 
* A general lower bound LB (D) is given by 
* ,. I LB (D) = rnax{LBk (D) k 1 , ..• , rn}. 
In fact, we may take 
* * LB (D) = max{r* , LBk' (D)} 
where k' runs over all machine indices such that there are still unsettled 
pairs of disjunctive arcs on~·· 
* These observations extend to every lower bound LBk(D) on LBk(D). It 
turns out that all bounds presented in the literature correspond to special 
* choices LBk(D) s LBk(D), as indicated by the following survey. 
(a) (cf. ( Schrage 1970A; Charlton & Death 1970B; Ashour & Park er 1971; 
Ashour & Hiremath 1973 ; Ashour et al . 1973 ; Ashour et al. 1974]) 
LBk(D) a min0u€'\{r u} +Lou€~ Pu· 
(b) (cf. fN~meti 1964; Greenberg 1968; Schrage 1970A; Charlton & Death 
1970A; Charlton & Death 19708; Nabeshima 1971 ; Ashour & Parker 1971: 
Sussmann 1972; Ashour et al. 1973; Ashour et al. 1974 ] ) 
LBk(D) = max {r +p +o } 
Ou€t\_ u u \l 
(cf . LBi in Section 10.2 . 3) . 
(c) (cf. [ Brooks & White 1965; Florian et al. 1971; Sang & Florian 1970; 
Ashour et al . 1974)) 
LBk(O) = LBk(D) + min0u€'\{~} 
where LBk' (D) is the value of the optimal j11_ l l t l r.~olc schedule on 
k 1 max 
~· obtained by ordering the Ou £ ~ according to nondecr easi ng ru 
(cf. Section 10.2 . 1) . 
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(dl [Schrage 1970B] 
LBk(D) = min0uet\{ru} + LBk(D) 
where LBk (D) is the value of the optimal It\ I It I I L~ax schedule on '"k, 
obtained by ordering the Ou ~ t\ according to nonincreasing ~ (cf. 
Section 10.2.1). 
(e) [ Bratley et al . 1973; McMahon & F lorian 1975] 
LBk (D) = LBk'(D) 
where LBk'"(D) is the value of the optimal JM_ I ltlr . ~O I L ' schedule on 
k i. max ?\:• obtainable by enumerative methods such as algorithms BS and MF 
(see Sections 10.2.2 and 10.2.3). 
Lower bounds (a,b,c,d) can be calculated by polynomial-bounded algorithms; 
it is easy to construct examples in which they are strictly exceeded by 
* LBk(D) . The problem of finding bound (e) has been shown to be NP-complete 
in Chapter 4; an example with LBk(D) < LB=(D) can be found in Section 10.2 . 1. 
The relatively small increase in solution times caused by the incorpo-
ration of precedence constraints in algorithms for obtaining LBk(D) (see 
* Section 10.2.3) justifies serious consideration of LBk(D) as a lower bound. 
In the next section we shall see how this bound can be combined with t wo 
branching rules to yield n lm!Gjc branch-and-bound algorithms. 
max 
. * Note that we may stop calculating LBk(D) as soon as an upper bound on 
* * LBk(D) is not greater than the largest LBi(D) (~ ~ k) found so far at the 
node under examination. Moreover, the node can be eliminated as soon as any 
* lower bound on LBk(D) appearing during its calculation reaches the current 
upper bound UB. 
13.2.2. Enumeration schemes 
Suppose that at the current node of the nlml Gl c search tree we have 
max 
* LB (D) < UB. In that case the node cannot be eliminated and we have to apply 
some branching rule. In this section we discuss two enumeration schemes; a 
third one, presented in [Balas 1969] l see also [Agarwal 1975 ] ) has turned 
out to produce disappointing computational results [Florian et al. 1971 ] 
and will not be considered here. 
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(il generating active scheduies 
(cf. [Brooks & White 1965; Florian et al. 1971]) 
A frequent1 y used enumeration scheme generates all active schedules according 
to algorithm AS2 below (cf. algorithm AS1 in Section 10.2.2). 
procedure algorithm AS2 (G,r); 
begin local k,u,T; 
procedure node(S,T,(t lo 
€ T)); 
- v v 
if T • ~ ~ comment an active schedule has been generated else 
local Q; 
k : € {i lmin{t +p lo € 
v v v 
Q:= {o lo 
€ SnM. , t u u k u 
~ Q;. ~do 
snM } = min{t +p lo 
€ s}}; 
.!. v . v v 
< min{t +p lo 
€ s }} ; v v v 
begin Ou:€ Q; Q:= Q-{ Ou} ; 
r := t ; 
u u 
node(!!_ \ u = \u+l then cs-{ou})u{ou+l} ~ s-{ou} ' 
T-{O } , 
u 
(if \ - 1 or µ = µ then max{t ,t +p } else t 
-vu-vu-- vuu v lo 
€ T-{O })) v u 
end 
T:= {O Iv= 1, .•. ,N }; 
v n 
node({ON 1 l i = 1, •.. ,n},T,(O lo 
€ T )) i-1+ v 
end algorithm AS2. 
THEOREM 13.1. (cf. [Giffler & Thompson 1960]). Algorithm AS2 generates ever y 
active schedule with respect to a disjunctive graph G exactly once. 
Proof. Whenever a call "node(S,T,(t lo 
€ T)) " is made, T contains all un-v v 
scheduled operations Ou' the tv indi cate their earliest possib1e starting 
times, and S c T consists of those 0 for which {o I\ a \ , v < u} has been u v v u 
scheduled. Thus, we have only to show that the restriction to Q c S is the 
proper one, i . e. that 
(1) each generated schedule is active; 
(2) a schedule that is not generated is not active; 
(3) all generated schedules are different . 
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We p:rove (1) and (2), (3) beinq obvioW1 . 
(1) Suppose that in some schedule generated by algorithm AS2 we try to de-
crease rv f or some Ov. If this is at all possible , it follows that at aane 
earlier stage we must have been able to set r': • t with r ' < r but have 
v v v v 
set ru:= tu instead, where µu µv' tu < tv+pv and tu+pu > tv . Hence , ru 
would have to be increased . 
(2) Suppose that we set ru: = tu for an Ou E S-Q. If 1u • 1u+l ' t.hen we have 
a t the next stage Ou+! E S-Q since tu+l 2 tu+pu 2 t v +pv for some Ov ( Sn~, 
and Ou+l should not be scheduled immedi ately . Thus, if the r esulting schedul e 
is at all active (which need not be the case), it can be generated by al90-
rithm AS2. 0 
Selecting Ou £ Q for the next position on ~ implies t.hat we settle the pair 
of disjunctive arcs { (u,v),(v,u) } for each ov c (Tn~) -{Ou } by choosing (u , v) 
and rejecting (v,u) . Thus, if a parent node corresponds to a subset D c V of 
chosen disjunctive arcs, its descendants are characterized by subsets 
Du{ (u , v) lov £ (Tn~) -{Ou}} for Ou £ Q. 
To combine this enumeration scheme with LB*(Dl, we consider the struc-
ture of the precedence constraints on ~. Let i1k = ~ -T and Mk • ~nT i ndi-
cate the sets of scheduled and unscheduled opera tions on '\ r espectively. 
Then Mk precedes Mk and a processing order for "'k has been determined, the 
definitive starting time of Ou E ~ being given by ru. It follows that find-
ing LB=(D) in this case boils down to solving an IMkl l t Jprec,r1~ol Li:iax prob-
** lem only with respect to Mk; we obtain a value LBk (D) a nd t a ke 
LBk*<o> ~ max{max ~{r +p +q },LBk**co) } . 
0 ~ u u u 
u 
We finally note that the precedence constraints on Mk are of a special type1 
for O ,o ·£ ~" we have o < o only if \ a \ and u < v . Hence , if for a 
UV k UV UV 
certain problem µu - µv implies that 1u ~ \v for a ll (u,v), then LBk(D) -
* LBk(D) and thus provides an equally strong bound. 
(ii) settling essential conflicts 
(cf. [Nemeti 1964; Char lton & Death 1970A; Lenstra & Rinnooy Kan 1973) ) 
A second e .numeration scheme proceeds by choosing a branching pair {u,v} with 
{(u , v) ,(v,u)} c V-D and partitioning the parent subset corresponding to Din 
two disjoint descendants corresponding to Duv = Ou{ (u,v) ) and Dvu • Du{ (v ,u)} 
respectively. An advantage of such a scheme is that it might allow early 
settlement of particularly crucial disjunctive pairs, after which all other 
settlement decisions may follow more or less automati cally. 
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In some respects this branching rule compares unfavourably to the one 
outlined under (i).The precedence constraints on~ can now have an arbi-
trary structure and must be taken into account explicitly during the calcu-
* lation of LBk(D). Furthermore , the maximum depth of the search tree is 
~~~=l l~l< l!\l - ll as compared to Nn for scheme (i).It seems that this sec-
ond scheme can be competitive only if 
(a) we succeed in taking essential branching decisions in the upper levels 
of the tree; 
(b) we can choose a branching pair {u,v} i n such a way that G(Duv) and 
G(Dvu) are acyclic. 
With respect to (b) we note that a cycle in G(Duv) or G(Dvu) can only occur 
if G CD) contains a path from v to u or from u to v. In that case, u and v 
are linked by an arc in the transitive closure of G(D); construction of this 
closure would therefore take care of problem (b) • 
It turns out, however, that certain indicators calculated to solve 
problem (a) often allow solution of (b) at the same time. In fact, C'Ycles 
will be avoided altogether if we restrict the choice of a branching pair 
{u,v} to the set C(D) defined by 
C(D) {{u,v}lµu = µv' ru+pu > rv, r v+pv > ru}. 
A pair {u,v} € C(D) will be called a conflict on machine µu µv. 
THEOREM 13 .2. If {u,v} € C(D), then G(D·uv) and G(Dvu) are acyclic. 
Proof. If G(D) contains a path from v to u or from u to v, then either 
rv+pv S ru or ru+pu S rv' which implies that {u,v} i C(D) . 0 
THEOREM 13.3. If C (D)n{(u,v}Iµ = µ = M.} = 0, then t:he r define an opti-
u v k u 
mal one-machine schedule on ~ with value at most equal to r*. If c (D) = 0, 
then the r define an optimal n lm!Glc schedule with value r*. 
u max 
Proof. For each pair {u,v} i C(D) with u = µ = M_ we have either r +p s 
u v k u u 
rv or rv+pv S ru. The value of the one-machine schedule is given by 
* LBk(D) 
r + m.ax {r -R } s r . 
* Ou€~ u u * 
For each pair {u,u+l} with \ u = \ u+l we have ru+pu s ru+l. The value of the 
overall schedule is given by 
* LB (D) = max {r +p +q } 
u u u "U 0 
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It follows that, if no conflict exists, there is no need to branch at all. 
On the other hand, if the r do not yield a feasible schedule , we know that 
* u C(O) # ~- Since LBk(O) > r* indicates the presence of a conflict on~· a 
natural way to find an Mt on which at least one conflict exists is checking 
* the ~ for conflicts in order of nonincreasing LBk(O). 
A way to find a suitable branching pair on this M1 is now provided by 
the introduction of penaLties 
The usefulness of these penalties as branching indicators is illustrated by 
the following theorem and its corollary. 
THEOREM 13.4. G(Duv) contains a path of weight r *+Puv 
Proof. A path with the required weight is given by the maximum-weight paths 
from 0 to u and from v to * joined by arc (u, v ): 
r +o +r -R 
u -u * v 
r +P 
* UV 
0 
Remark. If Puv > 0, then r*+Puv need not be equal to the weight of a maxi-
mum-weight path in G(Duv). For instance, if G(O) contains a path from v to 
u of weight ir*, then ru > ~r*, Rv < ~r*, Puv > ru-Rv > 0 and G(Ouv) con-
tains a eye le. 
COROLLARY 1 3 . 1 . 
(a) If Puv ~ O, then LB(Duvl ~ r*+Puv 
(b) If Puv ~ UB-r*, then the node corresponding to Ouv can be eliminated. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 13.4. 0 
Corollary 13.1 suggests that a reasonable indicator of the crucial ity of a 
potential branching pair is given by 
p* = min{P ,P } . 
UV UV VU 
A plausible candidate for branching is a pair {u*,v* } such that 
* *I < l v l Pu*v* = max{Puv µu = µv = M1 , (u,v),(v,u) c -D. 
Unfortunately, however, the following example shows that, if {u*,v*} i C(D), 
then G(Du*v*) or G(Dv*u*) may contain a cycle. 
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Example. Consider the 4l 2[G lc problem specified by the data in Table 13.1. 
max 
The disjunctive graph G (V,CuV> is drawn in Figure 11.3. At the root node, 
* * where D = 0, we find r* 2, LB1 <0> = LB2 <0l = 3; note that C(0) = 
{{1,2},{4,6}}. We may choose M1 as machine on which to find a branching pair. 
* * * * * We have P
12 
= P
15 
= P
25 = 0 and may select {u ,v } = {2 ,5} as branching pair. 
* At the descendant node corresponding to 0 52 = { (5,2)} we find r* = LB1 (o52l 
* LB
2
<o52> = ~; now C(o52> = {{4,6}}. Looking for a branching pair on M2 , we 
* * * * * have P34 = P36 = P46 = -2 and we may select {u ,v } = { 3,4}. Choosing (4,3) 
and rejecting (3,4) would create a cycle (2 ,3,4,5,2). 
TABLE 13.1 . DATA FOR THE EXAMPLE 
u 2 3 4 5 6 
t Jl J2 J2 J3 J3 J4 u 
µu Ml Ml M2 M2 Ml M2 
Pu 1 l 1 1 I 1 
Figure 13.3 Disjunctive graph G (V,CuV) for the example. 
The following theorem identifies some cases in which the absence of cycles 
is guaranteed for both descendants. 
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THEOREM 13.5. G (Ouv) and G(Dvu) are acyclic if any of the following condi-
tions holds. 
* 0; (a) p > 
UV 
(b) IP -P I UV VU < pu+pv; 
(c) p > p > r -R ; 
vu UV v v 
(d) p > p > r -R UV vu u u 
Proof. 
(a) If p* > 0 , then { u,v} ~ C(O) sinc e UV 
ru+pu-rv ~ ru+pu-Rv 
rv+pv-ru ~ rv+pv-Ru 
p > 0 , 
UV 
Pvu > O, 
and we can apply Theorem 13.2. 
(b) If G(D) contains a path from v to u , we have 
Pu S (ru+pu) -(rv+pv}' 
pv s Ru - RV. 
Addition of these inequalities yields 
pu+pv S puv-Pvu S IPuv-Pvu l (13 .1) 
which contradicts condition (b).The existence of a path from u to v 
leads to a similar contradiction, and hence both G(Duv) and G(Ovu) are 
acyclic. 
(c) If G(D) contains a path from v to u, then it follows from (13.1) that 
we have 
p < p 
VU UV 
The exi stence of a path from u to v implies that 
(d) Analogous to Cc) . 0 
The above discussion leads to various strategies for selecting a branching 
pair {u*,v*'J. These branching rules are outlined bel.ow. In all cases , we 
restrict our attention to the set 
{ {u,v} JJJ = 1J = M. , { (u,v), (v,u)} c V-o} 
u v .. 
where the machine M1 on which at least one conflict exists has been found by 
* checking the~ for confl.icts in order of nondecreasing LBk(O). 
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Bl. 
B2. 
B3. 
B4. 
{u*.v*} maximizes 
{u*,v*} maximizes 
* * { u ,v } maximizes 
conditions: 
min{r +p -r ,r +p -r} over all {u,v} . 
* uuvvvu 
P over all {u,v} £ C(D). 
UV 
p* over all {u,v} which satisfy any of the following 
UV 
(a) {u,v} € C(D); 
(b) IPuv-Pvu l < pu+pv; 
(cl p > p > r -R ; 
vu UV v v 
(d} p > p > r -R 
UV vu u u 
{ u * ,v*} maximizes p* all {u,v}. over 
UV 
Branching rules Bl, B2 and B3 guarantee that both G(Du*v*) and G(Dv*u*) are 
acyclic; in case of rule B4, possible cycles will be detected during the 
calculation of r in the descendant nodes. 
* 
13.2.3. Implementations 
(i) algorithm GAS 
Algorithm GAS combines lower bound LB*(o} with enumeration scheme (i). We 
implemented a recursive depth-first search, choosing the descendant nodes 
in order of nondecreasing lower bounds. 
It appears useful to find a feasible solution heuristically at some or 
all nodes of the search tree in order to adjust the upper bound. We tested 
the following possibilities. 
(A) Strategy UBO makes no heuristic attempts to adjust the upper bound. 
(B) Strategy UB1 evaluates the one-machine schedules obtained during the 
calculation of LB* (o) as one overall schedule at every node of the tree. 
(C) Strategy UB2 applies a priority rule at every node. This rule constructs 
an active schedule according to algorithm AS2 , whereby highest priority 
is granted to the scheduleable Ou € Q minimizing 
t + max{}: 
u µ =µ ,O €T 
v U! v 
Pv' Pu+ max{l p Jo £ Q-{O }}}. 1 •I ,0 £T w v u 
w v w 
(D) Strategy UB3 involves the use of this heuristic at four equidistant 
levels of the tree. 
(ii) algorithm SEC 
Algorithm SEC combines lower bound LB*(n} with enumeration scheme (ii) and 
upper bounding strategy OBl. The branching r u les Bl, B2, B3 and B4 were im-
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plemented using two recursive search strategies Sl and S2, which choose the 
descendant nodes according to nondecreasing ru+pu-rv and nondecreasing puv 
respectively. 
13.3. Computational experience 
13.3.1. Test problems 
The two approaches sketched in Section 13.2.3 were tested on three problems, 
two of which appear in the literature. The data for these problems are pre-
sented in Table 13.2. 
13.3.2. Results 
Algorithms GAS and SEC were coded in ALGOL 60 and run on the Control Data 
Cyber 73-28 of the SARA Computing Centre i n Amsterdam. 
Table 13.3 shows the results obtained with algorithm GAS. Trying to 
adjust the upper bound at every node of the search tree appears to be too 
time-consuming; especially strategy UBl performed rather badly. The best 
results were obtained with strategy UB3, applying the priority rule at four 
levels of the tree. 
Table 13.4 shows the results obtained with algorithm SEC. The branching 
strategies B3 and B4 performed very poorly in some initial testing; the 
choice of Bl or B2 has only a minor influence on the algorithm's performance. 
On the other hand, the search strategy 52 based on the penalties Puv is 
clearly superior to search strategy S1 based on ru+pu-rv. 
Altogether, algorithm SEC is clearly worse than algorithm GAS. For 
somewhat larger problems (e.g., the lOl1olGlc and 20ISIGlc problems 
max max 
from [Muth & Thompson 1963, 236-237]) both algorithms failed to produce an 
optimal schedule within five minutes of running time. In view of the fact 
that previous experiments [McMahon & Florian 1975] confirm that algorithm 
GAS is the currently best nlmlG IC algorithm, this clearly indicates that max 
in spite of some progress a large amount of work remains to be done. 
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TABLE 13.2. TEST PROBLEMS 
problem 130404 130504 360606 
n 4 5 6 
m 4 4 6 
optimum 35 13 55 
source [Nemeti 1964] rMuth & Thompson 
1963, 236] 
u \ . µ ' Pu \ . u u u 
µ. 
u Pu 
\ . 
u 
µ ' 
u Pu 
1 1 l 6 1 1 2 1 3 1 
2 1 3 9 1 2 3 1 1 3 
3 1 4 5 2 1 3 l 2 6 
4 2 2 7 2 3 3 1 4 7 
5 2 3 6 2 2 2 1 6 3 
6 2 4 7 3 1 1 1 5 6 
7 3 2 3 3 2 3 2 2 8 
8 3 1 7 3 4 2 2 3 5 
9 3 4 6 4 1 4 2 5 10 
10 3 3 4 4 4 1 2 6 10 
11 4 2 9 4 3 3 2 1 10 
12 4 1 6 5 4 4 2 4 4 
13 4 4 5 5 3 4 3 3 5 
14 3 4 4 
15 3 6 8 
16 3 1 9 
17 3 2 1 
18 3 5 7 
19 4 2 5 
20 4 1 5 
21 4 3 5 
22 4 4 3 
23 4 5 8 
24 4 6 9 
25 5 3 9 
26 5 2 J 
27 5 5 5 
28 5 6 4 
29 5 1 3 
30 5 4 1 
31 6 2 3 
32 6 4 3 
33 6 6 9 
34 6 1 10 
35 6 s 4 
36 6 3 1 
t~ and µ~ denote the indices of \u and µu respectively, 
i.e., 
TABLE 13.3. RESULTS FOR ALGORITHM GAS 
solution time number of nodes 
problem 
UBO UBl UB2 UB3 UBO UB1 UB2 UB3 
130404 .21 .27 .45 .35 19 8 8 8 
130504 .30 .28 .28 .21 22 11 5 5 
360606 5 . 39 9.15 6.87 2.83 279 279 62 62 
TABLE 13.4. RESULTS FOR ALGORITHM SEC 
solution time number of nodes 
problem 
S1 S2 Sl S2 
Bl 130404 .92 .93 23 23 
130504 .40 . 32 13 11 
360606 29.88 15.91 347 175 
B2 130404 .59 . 58 15 15 
130504 .51 . 28 17 11 
360606 36. 39 15. 24 411 181 
LEGEND TO TABLES 13.3,4 
solution time : CPU seconds on a Control Data Cyber 73-28. 
number of nodes : including eliminated nodes. 
algorithm GAS : see Section 13.2.3; 
UB : upper bounding strategy. 
algorithm SEC : see Section 13.2.3; 
B branching strategy; 
s search strategy. 
13.4. Remarks 
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The pessimistic prediction by Conway, Maxwell and Mi.ller, quoted in Section 
13.1, seems to have lost little of its validity. eniy very small problems 
can be solved optimally within reasonable time, the main reason being that 
* the lower bound LB (O}, though the strongest one available, is still too 
weak to prune large parts of the searc·h tree at an early stage. 
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In further research on the job-shop problem, the search for stronger 
bounds deserves priority. One might try to develop two-machine bounds, com-
parable to those presented in Chapter 12, and, again, a subgradient approach 
seems wor th investigating. 
Although our results so far hardly confirm this, we do feel that a 
flexible branching rule that reveal s essential conflicts in the problem 
under consideration should be more effective than the rigid one used in 
algorithm GAS. Additional work is needed to provide more accurate indica-
tors than Puv on which to base a brancqing deci sion . 
PaJt.t IV. Some appUca.Uono 
14 3 
14 . APPLICATIONS OF THE TRAVELLING SALESMAN PROBLEM 
14.1. Introduction 
In this c hapter we discuss four appare ntly unrelated problems that arise in 
the context of computer wiring, vehicle routing, clustering a data array 
and job-shop scheduling with no wait in process . It turns out that e ach of 
these problems can be formulat ed as a travelling salesman problem (TSP) . 
Three of them originated from real- wor1d situations and were not immediately 
recoqnized as TSPs; use of TSP algorithms led to better solutions, as will 
be illustrated below. 
Moreover, not only are the four problems special cases of the TSP, but 
the TSP can conversely be interpreted as a special case of any of these 
problems . Formulation as a TSP thus is essentially the simplest way to solve 
them. The equivalence of the last two problems to the TSP is nontrivial and 
will be discussed in Sections 14.4.4 and 14.5.4. 
The TSP has been introduced in Section 3.3 and solution methods have been 
surveyed in Chapter 9. Here, we shall be using the following algorithms: 
(i) algorithm LIN, i.e. a heuristic procedure for generating 3-optimal tours 
for symmetric TSPs, implementing the enumeration scheme given in [Lin 
1965] with deletion of some superfluous checks for improvement (see also 
Chapter 7): 
(ii) algorithm LEA, i.e. a branch-and-bound procedure based on fLittle et al. 
19631 , incorporating an improved branching rule that allows early pruning 
of a branch through sufficiently large penalties (see Section 9.2.3); 
(:Iii) algorithm HKl, i.e. a branch-and-bound procedure for symmetric TSPs, 
based on [ Held & K.arp 1971] and algorithm LIN (see Section 9.2 . 3) . 
14.2. Computer wiring 
14 . 2.1. Problem description 
The following problem arises frequently during the design of computer inter-
faces at the Institute for Nuclear Physical Research in Amsterdam . 
An interface consists of a number of modules, and on each module several 
pins are located. The position of each module has been determined in advance. 
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A given subset of pins has to be interconnected by wires. In view of possible 
future changes or corrections and of the small size of the pin, at most two 
wires are to be attached to any pin. In order to reduce signal cross-talk 
and to improve ease and neatness of wiring, the total wire length has to be 
minimized . 
14.2.2. Formulation as a TSP 
Let w = {1, .•. ,n} denote the set of pins to be interconnected, cij the dis-
tance between pin i and pin j, and H the complete undirected graph on the 
vertex set W with weights cij on the edges. 
If any number of wires could be attached to a pin, an optimal wiring 
would correspond to a minimum spanning tree on H, which can be found effi-
ciently by the algorithms in [ Kruskal 1956) or [ Prim 1957; Dijkstra 1959] . 
However , the degree r estJ:iction implies that we have to find a minimum 
ha.miltonian path on H. This problem corresponds to finding a minimum hamil-
tonian circuit on G with v = {O, •. . ,n} and ciO = c0i = 0 for a ll i ~ V. In 
this way the wiring problem can be converted into a symmetric TSP . 
A more difficult problem occurs if the positions of the modules have 
not been fixed in advance but can be chosen so as to minimize the total 
wire length for all subsets of pins that have to be interconnected. For a 
review of this placement problem, which is related to the quadratic assign-
ment problem, we refer to [ Hanan & KUrtzberg 1972]. 
14.2.3. Re sul ts 
The procedure that was used originally produced clearly non-optimal wiring 
schemes like the example with two subsets of pins in Figure 14.l(a). The 
size and number of the problems was such that algorithm LIN had to be used. 
The 3-optimal results on the example are given in Figure 14.l(b). 
More examples and details about the computer implementation can be 
found in [ Visschers & Ten Kate 1973 ) . 
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Figure 14 . l(a) Wiring without optimization . 
Figure 14.l(b) 3-0ptimal wiring. 
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14.3. Vehicle routing 
14.3.1. Problem description 
In 28 towns in the Dutch province of North-Holland telephone boxes have been 
installed by the national postal service (PTT). A technical crew has to visit 
each telephone box once or twice a week to empty the coin box and, if neces-
sary, to replace directori es and perform minor repairs. Each working day of 
at most 445 minutes begins and ends in the provincial capital Haarl.em. The 
problem is to minimize the number of days in which all. telephone bo:xes can 
be visited and the total travelling time. 
A similar problem arose in the city of Utrecht . Here about 200 mail. 
boxes have to be emptied each day within a period of one hour by trucks op-
erating from the central railway station. The probl em is to find the mini.mum 
number of trucks able to do this and the associated mi nimum travel.l.ing time . 
14 . 3.2. Formulation as a TSP 
Both problems are types of classical vehicle routing problems (VRP) • They 
will be denoted by Pl and P2 respectively, and can be characterized more 
formally as follows. 
n cities i (i = 1 , . • • , n) (the customers) are to b e visited 
[Pl: 28 towns; P2 : 200 mail boxes] 
by m vehicles 
[Pl: m working days; P2: m trucks] 
operating from city O (the depot) 
[ P1: Haarlem; P2: Utrecht, central J:ailway station]; 
i,j e {O, .•• ,n}; 
the travelling time between cities i and j is d. _ 
l.J dji minutes, for 
the time to be spent i n city i is e 1 minutes, for i e {l, . .. ,n} 
[Pl: Bx number of tel ephone boxes in town i; P2: l ]; 
there are global constraints, imposed by the veh i c les , e.g . , the maxi-
mum allowable tinie for any vehicle to complete its route is f minutes 
[Pl: 445; P2: 60]; 
there may be local constraints, imposed by the customers 
[ Pl: one town (nr.28, Den Helder) has to be visited twice on different 
days] ; 
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criteria by which solutions are judged are: 
U , the number of vehicles used; 
T(U), the total time used for u vehicles . 
If a city has to be visited twice, it is duplicated, appropriate travelling 
and visiting t i mes are added, and n is increased by one. 
[ Pl: Den Helder is split up into two cities 28 and 29; d 28 , 29 := ~, 
n:= 29. ) 
We replace the depot (city 0) by m artificial depots (cities n+l, .•• ,n+m) 
and extend the definition of (dij) and {ei) as follows (cf. Figure 14.2): 
di,n+R. diO for R.= 1, ... . ,m; 
d 
n+k,j dOj for k = 1 t • .. • #m; 
d 
n+k,n+R. 
). for k,R. = 1 t • • • ,fD; 
e 0 for k = 1, ... ,m. n+k 
••• j ... n n+l. .. n+m 
n d nl · · .dnj · · .dnn d no·· .dno 
n+l dOl • · .dOj ·· .don ). . •• !. 
Figure 14.2 The matrix (dijl. 
n+m d01 · · .dOj ··.don ). .• • I. 
We obtain a symmetric eucl idean TSP by defining V {1, ... ,n+m} and cij 
2ei+dij+~ej for all i,j e V. A salesman's tour is feasible for the VRP pro-
vided that the additional global and local constraints are respected. If a 
TSP solution contains m-U links between artificial depots, then the corre-
sponding VRP solution uses only U vehicles. Adding another vehicle decreases 
the number of links between artificial depots by one and hence the objective 
function by A. Thus, -A may be interpreted as the cost of a vehicle. We may 
now consider three possib1e choices of ).: 
). =~will lead to min
11
{T(m)}, 
i . e. the minimum total time form vehicles (cf. [Eilon et al. 1971, 188)); 
). = 0 will lead to roin {T(U) ju 
11 
1, ... ,m}, 
i.e. the minimum total time for any number of vehicles (cf . [Eilon et al. 
1971, 188) ); 
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>. e _..,will lead to min {T(min{u l u 0 1, ... ,m})}, 
11 
i . e . the minimwn total time for the minimum number of vehicles. 
The latter objective is the criterion function for both Pl and P2. 
An appropriate method for obtaining good VRP solutions is the following. 
Choose an init ial tour which satisfies the VRP constraints. 
Apply an iterative procedure for improving the tour and check the con-
straints whenever a possible decrease in tour length occurs . 
14 .3 .3. Results 
Figures 14.3 and 14.4 illustrate some results, obtained for Pl and P2 by 
J. Berendse and J .H. Kuiper from PTT. In both figures , the links with the 
depot , indicated by*• are not shown. 
For Pl, algorithm LIN was used. Al.l 3-optimal solutions obtained require 
four days, representing a 50 per cent decrease with respect to the schedule 
that was previously used. An exampl e is given in Figuxe 14.3(a). Exchanging 
three links in this solution resulted in the schedule given in Figure 14. 3 (b) ; 
it involves only three days, including however one of 449i minutes . computa-
tional experience revealed that the heu.ristic procedure converged much faster 
with >. = _ .. than with >. = O. More details about this application can be found 
in [ Kuiper 1973) . 
For P2 , a variation on algorithm LIN was used , whereby only a limited 
nwnber of promising potential improvements was checked. The number of trucks 
needed was reduced from ten (Figure 14.4(a) ) to eight (Figures 14.4(b,c,d)) . 
In view of the size of the problem, both possi.bilities ,\ = O and >. .. -oo have 
been run only once; in this incidental case, the convergence with ;>.. - -«> was 
relatively slow. 
14.3.4. Remarks 
In view of the usual size of practical routing problems, the variety of the 
additional. constraints and the fundamental complexity of the TSP, we depend 
on approximate algorithms for obtaining satisfactory solutions to the VRP. 
Many heuristics have been developed, both for constructing a good initial 
tour and for improving it in a systematic way. For surveys of the literature 
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14 4 (a) Figure · sly used 
P2: previou 
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T(lO) = 442 . 
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Figure l4.4(c) 
P2: locally optimal 
solution, starting 
from Figure 14.4(a) ; 
>. = -oo 
'--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~T(8) = 405 . 
Fig-ure 14 . 4(d) 
P2: locally optimal 
solution, starting 
from an improvement by 
hand on Figure 14.4(c); 
A = -oo; 
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we refer to [Eilon et al. 1971, Ch.9; Christofides 1974]. Without going into 
detail we remark here that some recently proposed sophisticated methods which 
are based on the euclidean nature of the VRP ( Wren & Holliday 1972; Gillett 
& Miller 1974 ; Jonker 1974 ] , perform excellently on standard test problems 
but seem to fail in handling local constraints appropriately. 
An interesting variation on the VRP arises in the context of money col-
lection at post offices. For security reasons, several good routes have to 
be available. The problem is then equivalent to the peripatetic sa.lesman 
problem where m edge-disjoint hamiltonian circuits of minimum total weight 
are sought [ Krarup 1975]. No algorithms for this problem have been proposed 
so far. 
An important extension of the VRP is the general routing problem {GRP), 
where m vehicles have to be routed on a graph G = (V,A), thereby traversing 
a subset w c v of required vertices and a subset B c A of required arcs 
[Orloff 1974A; Orloff 1974B; Lenstra & Rinnooy Kan 1974]. The GRP special-
izes to the TSP form= 1, W v and B = ~, and to the Chinese post:man prob-
lem (CPP) for m = 1, W = ~ and B = A. Since the TSP is NP-complete and the 
CPP is efficiently solvable, it seems advantageous to convert required ver-
tices to required arcs as far as possible. such conversions lead to subopti-
mal but very satisfactory results. 
14.4. Clustering a data array 
14.4. 1. Problem description 
Suppose that a data array (a1 j) {i € R, j € s) is given, where aij measures 
the strength of the relationship between elements i € R and j € s. A clus-
tering of the array is obtained by permu ting its rows and columns and should 
identify slllbsets of R that are strongly related to subsets of S. 
This situation occurs in widely different contexts. Here we wi.ll apply 
a clustering technique to three examples. In the first one [McCormick et al. 
1972] R is a collection of 24 marketing techniques, s is a collection of 17 
marketing applications, aij = l if technique i has been successfully used 
for application j, and a .. = 0 otherwise. The second example [McCormick 
J.J 
et al. 1972) arises in airport design; R (= S) is a set of 27 control vari-
ables and aij measures their interdependence. The third example [Roes 1973] 
deals with import-export analysis; R (= S) is a set of 50 regions of the 
Indonesian islands, a .. = 1 if in 1 97 1 a quantity of at least 50 tons of 
l.J 
rice was transported from region i to region j, and aij = 0 otherwise. 
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These three examples indicate that the approach is useful for problem 
decomposition and data reorganization. A more elaborate discussion of its 
applicability and further examples can be found i n [ McCormick et al. 1972]. 
To convert this problem into an optimization problem, some criterion 
has to be defined. In [ McCormick et al. 1972 ] , the proposed measure of ef-
fectiveness (ME) is the sum of all products of horizontally or vertically 
adjacent elements in the array. Figure 14.5 shows how this criterion relates 
to various permutations of a 4x4 array. The problem is to find permutations 
of rows and columns of (aij) maximizing ME. 
2 3 4 2 3 4 2 J 4 3 2 4 3 2 4 
1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 
2 0 1 0 1 2 0 1 0 J 1 0 1 0 2 0 0 3 1 1 0 0 
3 1 0 1 0 4 0 1 0 2 0 0 1 I 4 0 0 1 1 2 0 0 
4 0 1 0 3 0 0 4 0 0 1 I 3 0 0 4 0 0 
ME - 0 ME = 2 ME = 4 ME = 6 ME = 8 
Figu.re 14.5 ME for various permutations of a 4x4 array. 
14.4.2 . Formulation as a TSP 
Let R = {1, ... ,r} and s {1, •.. ,s}. With the conventions 
p (0) = p (r+l) a (0) a(s+l) 0, 
aiO = a 0 j = 0 for i ( R, j ( s, 
the ME, corresponding to permutations p of R and o of s, is given by 
ME(p ,a) 
i li(R lji;;S ap(i)a(j)(ap(i)a(j-l)+ap(i)a(j+l)+ap(i-l)a(j)+ap(i+l)o(j)) 
l;=O lii;:R aia(j)aio(j+l) + l~=O ljeS ap(i)jap(i+l)j 
ME(o) + ME(p) , 
so ME(p,o) decomposes into two parts, and its maximization reduces to two 
separate and similar optimizations, one of ME (a) for the columns and the 
other of ME(p) for the rows. It is stated in [McCormick et al.. 1972] that 
both subproblems may be rewritten as quadratic assignment problems. More 
precisely, they are symmetric TSPs: 
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TSPcol, vcol {O, ••• , s}, col 
- Li€R cjk aijaik for j ,k ~ 
vcol
1 
TSProw, vrow {O, ••• ,r}, row chi -Ij€s ahjaij for h,i € 
vrow
1 
for ME(o) and ME(p), respectively (cf. [ Lenstra 1974; Carvajal et aJ.. 1974]). 
In general, the clustering problem for a p-dimensional array can be stated 
as p TSPs. It may be attacked by any algorithm for the TSP; in fact, the 
bond energy algorithm (BEA), proposed in [ McCormick et al. 1972], is a simple 
suboptimal TSP method which constructs a tour by successively inserting the 
cities (cf. [Muller-Merbach 1970, 76)) . 
If the data array is symmetric (i.e. a .. =a .. for all i,j), then TSProw 
l.J Jl. 
and TSPcol are identical and only one optimization needs to be performed 
(see the airport example). 
If the data array is square (i.e. r = s) but not necessarily symmetric 
and we want to have equal permutations o f rows and columns (i.e. p = o), 
then one symmetric TSP results: 
TSPcow, 
(see the import-export example). 
row 
+ cij for 1 , j € vcow 
The size of the TSPs might be reduced by assigning identical rows or 
columns to one single city under the assumption that these rows or columns 
will be adjacent in at least one optimal solution . This assumption is justi-
fied under the conditions expressed by the following theorem. 
1 1 { } row THEOREM 4 .. If a .. € 0, 1 for all i € R, j € S, and ckk row c.t.£ 
_ _ro~J 
for some k,.t € v , then row k and row .I< are identical., and adjacent; in at 
least one optimal solution to TSProw. 
Proof. We define Si= {jJj E s, aij 
for all i € R, j € S, we have 
and row 
ckk 
are identical: 
row 
c.t.£ implies that sk 
akj = a.tj for all j € s. 
1} for all i € ~ow. Since a € { 0, 1} 
ij 
(14.1) 
S • Hence row k and row R. 
(14.2) 
Now consider any permutation p of R with p (p) = k, p (q) = .t, lp-qf > 1 . 
Insert .t between k and p(p+l). This will not decrease ME(p) if 
row 
ckp(p+1) + crow + row > row + crow + P(q-1).t c.tp(q+l) - ck.t .tp(p+l) 
row 
cp(q-l)p(q+l). 
By (1 4.1) and (14. 2) , this is equivalent to 
1soCq-l ) ns 1 1 + t s 1ns 0 (q +l) I ~ ls t l + l s 0 Cq- l ) ns 01q+l )I , 
which is true, since 
ISp (q-l)ns,_I + ls,_nsp(q+l) I 
• ls,_n (Sp (q-l)us0 Cq+l)) I + ls,_ns0 (q-l)ns0 1q+lll 
s IS,_I + l s p(q-t) ns 01q+l) I . 
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0 
Analogous t heorems hold for TSPcol and TSPcow. Defining Rj • {iii ( R, aij • 1 } 
for all j < vco1 , we have in the latter case 
cow 
cij • - lsinsj l - I Ri nRj I for all i,j ( vcow 
' 
(14 . 3) 
and we have to show that 
akj • a l1. j for all j ( S , 
aik • a i l for all i ( R. 
(14.4) 
COW COW COW It follows from (14 . 3) and ckk a ck l1. • cll1. that ISk l +l~ I 2 
I Skns,_l+ l~nR,_ I = 1S l1.1 + 1Rl1.I . If ISkl > lsknsl1. J , then l~ I < l~nR1 1 , which 
is impossible; hence !ski = 1skns l1.1 a I St I and l~ I = l ~nRt l a IRtl ' which 
tr1v1.all.y l.eads to (14.4 ) . 
These results cannot be generalized to cover the case where aij can 
take on other values than 0 or 1. For example, if R = {1,2,3} and 
a 1 j = a 2 j • I, a 3 j = 2 for j £ S, then the identical rows 1 and 2 are sepa-
rated by row 3 in the optimal solution. 
14.4.3. Results 
The techniques and applications pertaining to the marketing example are 
given in Table 14.1. Figure 14 . 6 shows the initial data array, the cluster-
ing produced by the BEA as reported in [ McCormick et al. 1972 ] , and a clus-
tering corresponding to optimal solutions of TSPcol and TSProw, found by 
algorithm LEA after application of Theorem 14.1. It turns out that the BEA 
clustering is optimal. 
The control variables in the airport example are given in Table 14.2. 
Figure 14.7 shows the symme tric initial data array, the BEA clustering 
[ McCormick et al. 1972], and a clustering corresponding to an opti~l solu-
tion of TSPcol (• TSProw), found by algorithm HK! . The BEA clustering is not 
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TABLE 14 .1. MARKETING EXAMPLE 
Marketing techniques 
1. Regression & correlation analysis 
2. Discounted cash flow 
3. Incremental analysis 
4. Multiple regression/correlation 
5. Random sampling 
6. Sampling theory 
7. Bayesian approach 
8. Cost-benefit analysis 
9. Critical path method 
10. Decision trees 
11. Dynamic programming 
12. Exponential smoothing 
13. Industrial dynamics 
14. Input-output analysis 
15. Linear programming 
16. Mar:kov processes 
17. Monte Carlo simulation 
18. Nonlinear programming 
19. Numerical taxonomy 
20. PERT 
21. Queueing models 
22. Ris'k analysis 
23. Sensitivity analysis 
24. Technological forecasting 
Marketing applications 
1. Advertising research 
2. Acquisition screening 
3 . Brand strategy 
4. Customer segmentation 
5. customer service 
6. Distribution planning 
7. Market segmentation 
8. Pricing strategy 
9. Product life-cycle analysis 
10. Product line analysis 
11. Product planning 
12. R&D· planning 
13. ROI analysis 
14. Sales forecasting 
15. Test marketing 
16. Venture planning 
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(b) BEA clustering; ME 97. 
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Figure 14.6 Marketing example; 
• = 0, 0 = 1. 
TABLE 14 . 2. AIRPORT EXAMPLE 
control variables 
1. Passenger check-in 
2 . Baggage check-in 
3 . Baggage claim 
4 . Baggage moving system 
5 . Intra- airport transportation 
system 
6 . Cargo terminal 
7 . Close- in parking lots 
8 . Remote parking lots 
9 . Main access roads to and from 
airport 
10 . Circulation roads within airport 
11. Service area for rental cars 
12 . Parking lots f or rental cars 
13 . Curb space f or unloading 
14 . Curb space for loading 
15 . Waiting areas at gates 
16. Stations for intra-airport 
transportation system 
17. Aircraft loading system 
18 . Concessions 
19 . Rental car desk 
20 . Runway capacity 
21 . Number of gates 
22 . Passenger information 
23 . Cargo transfer 
24 . Air-traffic-control system 
25 . Refuse r emoval 
26 . Flight operat ions and crew 
facilities 
27 . Aircraft serv ice on the apron 
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(cl Optimal cluster ing; ME = 1160. 
Figure 14.7 Airport example; 
• = O, * = 1, e = 2, • = 3. 
1. Singapore 12. Ridar II 23. Jateng II 34. Sulut II 
2. Malay 13. Rikep 24. surabaya 35. Suteng I 
3. Sabang 14. Jambi 25. Jatim 36. Suteng II 
4. Aceh I 15. Sumsel I 26. Pontianak 37. Makasar 
5. Aceh II 16. Sumsel II 27. Kalbar 38. Sulsel 
6. Belawan 17. Bengkulu 28. Kalteng 39. Sulteng 
7. Sumut I 18. Lampung 29. Kalsel 40. Bail 
8. SUmut II 19. Jaya I 30. Kaltim I 41. Nusa Tenguara 
9. Sumbar 20. Jaya II 31. Kaltim II Bar at 
10. Dumai 21. Jabar 32. Sulut JI 42. Nusa Tenguara 
11. Ridar I 22. Jateng I 33. Bit ung Timur 
Figure 14 . 8 Import-export example: regions of the Indonesian islands . 
43. Malut 
44. Malteng 
45. Malsel 
46. Irbaut I 
47. Irbaut II 
48. Irbaut III 
49. Irbasel I 
50, Irbasel II 
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Figure 14.9 Import-export example; O, o = 1. 
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optimal and, in fact, not even 3-optimal, since it can be improved by exchang-
ing three links. 
The geographical distripution of the regions of the Indonesian islands 
in the import-export exampl e is given in Figure 14.8. Figure 14.9 shows the 
square but asymmetric initial data array and a clustering corresponding to 
a 3- optimal solution of TSPcow, found by algorithm LIN. 
14.4.4. Equivalence to the TSP 
Not only can the clustering problem be formulated as one or two symmetric 
TSPs, but the symmetric TSP can be formulated as a clustering problem as 
well . 
The symmetric TSP corresponds to f i nding a minimum hamiltonian circuit 
in the complete undirected graph G on the vertex set V = { 1, .•. , n} with a 
weight cij for each edge (i,j) . This problem is equivalent to finding a 
minimum hamiltonian path in the complete undirected graph G' on the vertex 
set V' ~ {O, ... , n } with weights cij' defined by 
CC)l 2)., 
COj cij c 1 j+>.. for j 2, ... ,n, 
c!. 
l.J 
c .. 
l.J 
for i,j 2, ... .. ,n, 
where >.. is greater than the length of any tour. SUch a path will have ver-
tices 0 and 1 as extreme points and these vertices can then be joined to 
arrive at the optimal tour. Now we define a clustering problem with 
R V', 
S {(i, jJli,j € V ', i < j}, 
ai(i , t) -cj_t for i e R, (i,t) e S, 
ai(k,i) 1 for i e R, (k,i) e S, 
ai(k,t) 0 for i E: R, (k,t) e S, k,i I- i. 
The contribution of the adjacency of rows i and j with, say, i < j to the 
ME is equal to 
~(k, i)E:S ai(k,t)aj(k,t) = ai(i,j)aj(i,j) = -cj_j ' 
and therefore any permutation p of R maximizing ME (p) minimizes the weight 
of the hamiltonian path (p( l ), •.• ,p(n)) in G'. 
It fol lows that the clustering problem is NP-complete. Moreover, the 
symmetric TSP and the clustering problem are of the same difficulty in the 
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sense that the formulations presented in Sections 14 . 4.2 and 14 . 4 . 4 can be 
interpreted as linear problem redu ctions with multiplicative coefficients 
equal to 1 . 
14.5. Job-shop scheduling with no wait in process 
14 . 5 . 1 . Problem description 
One of the basic assumptions in most e xisting theory on machine scheduling 
is that a job is allowed to wait arbitrarily long before being processed on 
its nex t machine . This assumption is highly unrealisti c in some real world 
situations where intermedi ate storage space is limited or may even be non-
ex istent. The former situation exists for instance i n a computer system 
where buffer space is limited and costly; the latter sit uation i s met in 
steel or a l uminium rolling where the very high temperature of the metal has 
to be maintai ned throughout the production process. 
We will consider the n lmlG,no wait lc problem under the following 
max 
additional assumptions: 
{a) each job visits each machine at least once; 
{b) no pass i n g is permitted, i.e. the processing order is identical on all 
machines. 
Most previous research has been concentrated on the nlmJF,no waitJc prob-
max 
l em [Piehler 1960; Reddi & Ramamoorthy 1972; Wismer 1972; Liesegang & Ruger 
1972; Grabowski & Syslo 1973; Syslo 1974]; see [Van Deman & Baker 1974) for 
the nJm lF , no waitlic. problem. In thes e cases, (a) and (b) are redundant 
i 
conditions. 
Extension to a job-shop where different processi ng order s o n the machines 
are allowed complicates the situation considerably. In the algor ithms proposed 
in [Reddi & Ramamoorthy 19738; Goyal 1975) the computation of a lower bound 
is equivalent t o sol v i ng a TSP and accordingly these methods appear to be 
time-consuming. 
Another extension to the case of non-~ero but finite i ntermediate 
storage has been considered only for the two-machi ne flow-shop [Dut ta & 
CUnni ngham 1975] . 
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14.5.2. ForllRJlation as a TSP 
The problem under consideration can be formulated as follows. 
Each of n jobs J 1 , .. • ,Jn has to be processed on each of m machines 
M1 , ... ,Mm. Job Ji consists of a sequence of ni operations Oil ' ... ,oin. 
h , l. operation o
1
k ( i = 1 , . .. ,n; k a l, . .. ,ni) corresponds tote processing 
of job Ji on machine vi (k) du.ring an uninterrupted processing time pik" 
Under the conditions of no wait and no passing, we want to find a 
processing order such that the time required to complete all jobs is 
minimized. 
We define 
kit • min{klvi(k) 
k" = max{k l v
1
(k) H 
Mt, k 1, ... ,n,}; l. 
O.k , and Oik" are the first and last operations of Ji on Mt . 
l. H. u 
For each pair of jobs (Ji,Jj), we will calculate a coefficie.nt cij' 
representing t he minimum difference between the starting times of o .il and 
Ojl if Jj is scheduled directly after Ji. The no passing condition implies 
that O.k" has to precede O.k' o n M0 , for 1 = 1, •.• , m. We introduce a l. u J j1 .. 
directed graph Gij with vertex set vij and arc set Aij ' defined by 
vij {ohklh = i,j; k = l, . . . ,~}; 
Aij = {(Ohk,oh,k+l> l h=i,j;k,.1 , ... ,~-1} u {(Oik" ,Ojk' >lt"'l, ... ,m}; 
H j1 
a weight phk is attached to each vertex Ohk e V ij. For an example with m 3 , 
Iii= (M2 ,M1 ,M2 ,M3 ,M2 > and v j = CM1 ,M2 ,Ml,M1 ) , the graph Gi j is given in 
Figure 14 .10. As to the maximum-weight path in G .. , it is clear that 
l.J 
it starts from Oil and ends in Ojnj (14 . 5) 
it contains exactly one arc (Oik" , ojk ' ) . 
H jt 
(14 .6) 
The no wait condition implies that cij is equal to the latest possible 
starting time of Ojl in G .. if Oil starts at time zero and O finishes l.J jnj 
as early as possible . It follows from (14.5) and (14.6) that 
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Figure 14. 10 Graph Gij for the example. 
cij • maxi{ Pii+Pji} - Pj. (14. 7) 
The minimum time to complete all jobs is now given by 
l:'n-1 
minn{li=l cn(i)n(i+l) + Pn(n)}, (14.8) 
where n runs over all permutations of {1, ... ,n}. 
We add a job JO with n0 = m, v0 (k) • Mk and pOk = 0 fork • 1, ... ,m, 
representing beginning and end of a schedule. According to (14.7), its co-
efficients are given by c 0 i = 0 , c iO = Pi for i = 1, •.. ,n. Determination of 
(14 . 8) now correspond to solving a TSP with v {O, .•. ,n} and (cij) defined 
by (14. 7). 
This asymmetric TSP is euclidean, i.e . cij+cjk ~ c ik for all i,j,k £ V: 
maxi{Pii+Pji} + maxi{Pji+Pki} ~ maxt{Pii+Pkt} + Pj . 
This is true, since for any i £ {1, • • . , m} 
Remark 1. In a flow-shop we know that v i = (M1 ,M2 , •. • ,Mm) for i • 1, •.. ,n, 
and (14 . 7) simplifies to cij = maxt{ Pi~-Pj,i-l}, which corresponds to the 
results given in [ Piehler 1960; Reddi & Ramamoorthy 1972; Grabowski & Syslo 
1973) (cE. Section 4.2 Formula (4.2)). 
Remark 2. So far, distances have been defined as differences between the 
starting times of the first operations of jobs. More generally, one might 
arbitrarily select any two operations Oik~ and Oik~* for each Ji and define 
cij as the minimum difference between the starting times of Oik~ and Ojk** 
if Ji precedes Jj directly . This will lead to modifications in (14.7) ~ 
(14.8), but to an equivalent TSP (cf. (Goyal 1973; Red.di & Ramamoorthy 1973A]). 
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14. 5. 3 . Res.ults 
To illustrate the consequences of the no wait condition, we solved the three 
job-shop problems from [Muth & Thompson 1963, 236-237] under this restric-
tion, using algorithm LEA. In Table 14.3 the solution values are compared 
with the lengths of the schedules when arbitrary waiting times are allowed. 
Figure 14.11 illustrates the optimal schedules for one of these problems; 
the unrestricted schedule was found by the method from [ Florian et al. 1971 ] . 
In general, the no wait a·nd no passing conditions can be expected to lead to 
large amounts of idle time on the machines. 
TABLE 14. 3. EFFECT OF THE no wait CONDITION 
number number value of value of 
* 
of of no wait unrestricted 
jobs machines schedule schedule 
6 6 120 55 
10 10 2433 972 * 
20 5 2132 1165 
indicates that the optimality has not 
been proved 
-• 
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Figure 14.11 Optimal schedules for a 6x6 problem. 
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14. 5 .4. Equivalence to the TSP 
In Chapter 4 we have seen that the nl2 IF,no waitlc problem can be solved 2 max in Oen ) steps [ Gilmore & Gomory 1964 ) and that the nlm jF,no waitlc prob-
max lem is NP-complete. The reduction given in Theorem 4 . 7(a) can easily be 
adapte d to formulate any TSP in terms of an n lm lF ,no waitlc problem. 
max 
Together with the f ormulation prese nted in Section 14.5.2 this establishes 
the comple te equiva lence of the TSP and the no wait problem. 
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15. AN APPLICATION OF MACHINE SCBEDULING THEORY 
15.1. Problem description 
The practical scheduling situation that we shall describe arises in the 
context of the production of aluminium airplane parts . I n a certain section 
of the factory in question, the production is centered around a rubber press . 
The metal pieces are first processed either by a cutting or by a milling 
ma.chine. They next have to pass a fitting shop and subsequently have to 
spend a full working day in an annealing furnace before being pressed into 
their proper shape by the rubber press. After passing the fitting shop for 
a second time they are completely finished. The processing time of each 
operation is known in advance. 
There are nine operators available to process the "jobs. One of them 
operates the cutting and milling machines, six are working in the fitting 
shop and two handle the rubber press; the annealing furnace requires no 
attention and can be assumed to have an i -nfinite capacity, i.e., it can 
handle any number of jobs at the same time. 
Since the rubber press is a relatively costly machine, the objective 
is to choose processing orders in such a way that the total completion 
time is minimized while idle time on the rubber press is avoided as much 
as possible. 
If we denote the operations of Ji by Oik with processing times pik 
(k = 1, •.. ,5), typical data for a week ' s production of 35 jobs look like 
those presented in the left-hand part of Table 15 . 1 . Note that some jobs, 
which are left over from last week, have completed some of their intial 
operations . 
15.2. A heuristic approach 
We can model the above situation as a job-shop with four machines: 
Ml represents the cutting and milling machines and has 
M2 represents the fitting shop and has capacity 6; 
M3 represents the annealing furnace and has capacity co; 
M4 represents the rubber press and has capacity 
Each job has the same machine order (M M M M M ) 1'2'3'4'2. 
1. 
capacity 
Approaching the problem in a heuristic way, we note that 
1; 
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t35 t35 t35 t35 l i =l pil = 56, li=l pi2 = 70 , li-1 pi4 = 48.5, li=l PiS ~ 202. 
Clearly, not all jobs can be processed on M
1 and M4 within one week of 40 
hours and some overflow will result. It seems quite possible to schedule 
oi2 and Oi) directly after the completion of Oil' but some waiting time 
for the jobs before the processing of oi4 and OiS seems unavoidable. It is 
expedient to schedule 011 in such a way tha t many jobs are quickl y avail-
able for further processing, thereby taking pi4 and piS into account. 
These intuitive considerations l ed to the following heuristic method, 
in which Cik stands for the completion time of Oik" 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Schedule Oil on M1 according to nonincreasing (pi4+pi5)/p11 , thereby 
minimizing the total weighted completion time If:1 (pi4+pi5 >cil (cf. ( smith 1956)> . 
Schedule oi2 as early as possible on M2 according to nondecreasing ci1 . 
Schedule oi3 on M3 according to ci3 := arci2/a l +a crxl is the smallest 
integer not less than x). 
4. Schedule 0
1
• 4 on M4 by sol ving the nll l r .~O I L' probl em as discussed l. max 
in Chapter 10, defined by heads c
13
, bodies p 14 and tails p 15. 
5. Schedule OiS as early as possible on M2 according to nondecreasing c14• 
15.3. Results 
The above heuristic was applied to the problem data in Table 15 . 1 . The one-
machine problem on M
4 was solved by algorithm MF (see Section 10.2.3); the 
first application of algorithm LS yielded an optima l solution . The resulting 
schedule is given by the completion times in Table 15.1; the corresponding 
Gantt-chart is shown in Figure 15.1. This schedule compares favourably with 
several schedules obtained by trial-and-error and rules of thumb. 
15.4. Remarks 
The approach described above seems to be more generally applicable. Basi-
cally, it involves the determination of critical machines in the production 
process, i .e., the machines that are important from a cost minimizing point 
o f view and on which the processing orders have a crucial influence on the 
quality of the schedule as a whole . The problem is then decomposed into 
problems involving one or more of those critical machines; these problems 
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TABLE 15. 1 • A PRACTICAL SCHEDULING PROBLEM: DATA AND RESULTS 
i Pu pi2 pi3 pi4 piS 
P11 
cit ci2 ci3 ci4 ciS pi4+pi5 
1 4 4 8 2 6 .so 32 36 48 50 56 
2 2 2 8 1 4 .40 22 24 32 33 38 
3 1 1 8 1 2 .33 6 7 16 27.5 32 
4 - 2 8 .5 6 - 0 2 16 2 2 32 
5 6 2 8 2 7 .67 50 52 64 66 73 
6 1 1 8 1 3 .25 4 5 16 24 33 
7 1 1 8 .5 4 .22 2 3 16 22 . 5 31 
8 - 5 8 .5 7 - 0 5 16 18 . 5 27 
9 1 1 8 .5 4 .22 3 4 16 23 34 
10 
- - 8 2 6 - - 0 8 14 20 
11 1 l 8 .5 2 . 40 23 24 32 33. 5 36 
12 1 l 8 .5 2 .40 24 25 40 45 47 
13 1 l 8 1 2 .33 7 8 16 28 . 5 34 
14 2 1 8 1 4 .40 26 27 40 43 47 
15 - 5 a 1 9 
- :J 5 16 17 26 
16 7 10 8 2 16 .39 20 30 40 42 58 
17 - - - 1. 5 6 - - - 0 6.5 12. 5 
18 1 1 8 1.5 6 .13 1 2 16 20 30 
19 - - 8 2 8 - - 0 8 10 1 8 
20 6 6 8 3 6 .67 56 62 72 7 5 8 1 
21 
- - -
2 . 5 12 
- - - 0 2 . 5 1 5 
22 - - 8 2 7 - - 0 8 12 1 9.5 
23 
- - -
2.5 11 
- - -
0 5 1 6 
24 2 2 8 1.5 3 .44 28 30 40 44.5 47.5 
25 
- - - -
4 - - - - 0 6 
26 6 3 8 2.5 7 .63 44 47 56 6 1.5 68 . 5 
27 - - 8 1 5 - - 0 8 15 20 
28 1 1 8 1 3 .25 5 6 16 26 . 5 3 4 
29 - - - 1.5 6 - - - 0 8 14 
30 1 1 8 1 2 .33 8 9 24 2 9 . S 35 
31 1 1 8 1 2 .33 9 10 24 30 . 5 36 
32 
- 3 a 1 7 - 0 3 16 18 25 
33 6 6 8 3 7 .60 38 44 56 59 66 
34 - 6 8 1.5 6 - 0 6 16 21.5 31 
35 4 2 a 1.5 10 .35 13 15 24 25.5 41 
may be solved by methods i nspired by sequencing t heory. The resulting sch ed-
ules are concatenated by suit able processing orders on the oth e r machines 
leading to an overall schedule of reason able quality . 
OUr experience with this heuristic appr oach has been limited to the 
small example above and our only conclusion would be that it merits further 
experimentation. We feel tha t through this approach the models from sequencin g 
theory , which may well correspond to an oversimpl ified picture of reality, 
can f i nd application in var ying situations that do not fit t he standard 
models . In view of the frequent complaint about the lack of s uccessful prac-
tical applications of machine scheduling theory, this seems a worth-while 
area for future research. 
M1 l..J.l1l1l1~1l•"3(M 11 I " !2 Hnl,.l2•I • I u I 11 I s l JG I 
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-
-
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M3 
M4 ~ 
1111111111111111 
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I I I I I I I II II I I I I 
25 30 35 
Figure 15.1 A practical scheduling problem: Gantt-chart. 
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16. CONCLUSION 
In this final chapter we intend to ind,icate briefly some promising areas 
for future sequencing research. Here we can fruitfully distinguish between 
questions concerning problems in P, for which a good algorithm exists, and 
problems that are known to be NP-complete. 
With respect to the former category there are two important directions 
for further investigations. First, we can try to find a better polynomial-
bounded algorithm or improve the quality of the cu.rrently best implementa-
tion. Secondly, we may derive sharp lower bounds on the number of steps min-
imally required to solve the problem. Whenever these two approaches meet, 
optimality of a certain algorithm has been proved. 
With respect to the latter category, we have already advocated several 
times the need for further refinement of the complexity measure provided by 
the NP-completeness concept. Two possible ways of doing this have been in-
dicated and proved useful in preliminary research. We can study the various 
possibilities of encoding the problem data and distinguish between complex-
ity results with respect to unary and binary encodings . Furthermore, we may 
attempt to investigate the existence of an algorithm that finds a solution 
within a constant percentage from the optimum. For some probl.ems, such an 
approximate algorithm has been identified; in other cases, even this approx-
imation problem turns out to be NP-complete . 
Given NP-completeness of a problem, the use of enumerative methods 
seems inevitable and in fact still more sophisticated ones may be required 
for its solution. Problems of reasonable size may be solved only if we apply 
branching schemes, bounding rules and elimination criteria that exploit the 
characteristic features of the specific type of problem under consideration. 
Sharper bounds might for instance be based on relaxations to "easier" NP-
complete problems or on a form of Lagrangean relaxation. A recursively im-
plemented depth-first search appears to be an attractive approach for many 
branch-and-bound algorithms, provided that programming languages and compil-
ers are available that are well suited for recursive procedures. 
None the less, approximate methods turn out to be unavoidable for many 
problems. An investigation of the worst-case behaviour of such methods and 
probabilistic analyses of their average- case or "almost everywhere" behav-
iour still leads to a host of challenging mathematical problems. Generally 
though, the development and testing of very general heuristics does not seem 
the most appropriate way to attack practical problems, where often special 
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structural properties allow a more tailor-made approach. 
With respect to those real-world problems, we finally f eel that the 
potential applicability of machine scheduling theory has been sorely un-
derestimated, especially when compared to the many varied applications of 
quadratic assignment problems. The area of sequencing r esearch should be 
one of the prime examples of a specialization within operations research 
where the artificial distinction between theoretical and practical work 
is minimized to the benefit of all. 
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SAMENVATl'ING 
Volgordeproblemen doen zich onder vele omstandigheden voor. Men kan zich bij-
voorbeeld gesteld zien voor de opgave een optimale produktievolgorde van jobs 
op machines te kiezen, de kortste route voor een vrachtwagen langs een aantal 
klanten te bepalen of de meest waarschijnlijke chronologische ordening van 
archeologische vondsten te specificeren. Elk van deze situaties leidt tot 
cornbinaeorische optimaliseringsproblemen, waarbij we het optimale element uit 
een grote maar eindige verzameling toegelaten oplossJ.ngen proberen te vinden. 
In dit proefschrift houden we ons voornamelijk met twee klassen van pro-
blemen bezig. De eerste klasse bevat het kwadraeische eoewijzingsprobleem en 
de problemen die als speciale gevallen hiervan geinterpreteerd kunnen worden. 
Bieronder vallen het acyclische-deelgraafprobleem, waar gezocht wordt naar 
een rangschikking van alternatieven die aan zo weinig mogelijk uitgesproken 
voorkeuren voorbijgaat, en het handelsreizigersprobleem, waar een handels-
reiziger zich afvraagt in welke volgorde hij een aantal steden moet bezoeken 
opdat hij zo snel mogelijk weer thuis is. Beide problemen kennen vele ver-
rassende toepassingen. 
Het grootste gedeelte van dit proefschrift is gewijd aan machinevolgor-
deproblemen. Deze problemen treden op wanneer een aantal jobs dient te worden 
uitgevoerd door een aantal machines die elk slechts ~4n job tegelijk kunnen 
behandelen. Een job bestaat uit een serie bewerkingen die elk een gegeven 
tijd vergen op een machine; voor elke job ligt de bewerkingsvolgorde vast. 
Gevraagd wordt naar een produktievolgorde op elke machine zodanig dat het re-
sulterende produktieschema optimaal is met betrekking tot een gegeven globale 
kostenfunct.ie. 
De methoden die ontwikkeld zijn om volgordeproblemen optimaal op te 
lossen vallen in twee klassen uiteen. Enerzijds bestaan er voor sommige pro-
blemen goede of efficiente algorit.men die hoogstens een voorspelbaar aantal 
stappen vergen dat polynomiaal afhangt van de omvang van het probleem. Ander-
zijds kunnen we vele problemen slechts oplossen door alle toegelaten oplos-
singen expliciet of impliciet af te tellen. Expliciete aftelling vereist vaak 
een aantal stappen dat superexponentieel toeneemt met de probleemomvang en 
is alleen voor zeer kleine problemen bruikbaar; impliciete-aftellingsmethoden 
zoals "branch-and-bound" vertonen gewoonlijk een grillig en moeilijk voor-
spelbaar gedrag. 
Recente resultaten uit de concrete complexiteitstheorie ma.ken het mo-
gelijk te bepalen in welke gevallen het gebruik van dergelijke aftellings-
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methoden onvermijdelijk lijkt. Er bestaat een klasse van zogenaamd NP-com-
plete problemen met de eigenschap dat een polynomiaal begrensde algoritme 
voor enig NP-compleet probleem via probleemtransformaties leidt tot goede 
algoritmen voor alle NP-complete problemen. Aangezien nu vele beruchte com-
binatorische problemen zoals het handelsreizigersprobleemn, het knapzakpro-
bleem en het lineaire 0-1 pr ogr ammeringsprobleem NP-compleet blijken te zijn, 
is het bestaan van een goede algoritme voor deze klasse problemen hoogst on-
waarschijnlijk. Het bewijs dat een bepaald volgordeprobleem eveneens NP-com-
pleet is kan daarom worden gebruikt als een formele rechtvaardiging voor het 
gebruik van aftellingsmethoden. 
Met behulp van de hierboven aangeduide methodiek wordt in Deel I de 
complexiteit van volgordeproblemen onderzocht. We proberen de grens tussen 
"gemakkelijke" en "moeilijke" problemen zo scherp moge.lijk te trekken. Het 
bli jkt dat voor het merendeel inderdaad een beroep moet worden gedaan op 
aftell ingsmethoden. 
De aard van dergelijke me thoden brongt met zich me e dat hun gedrag sterk 
afhankelijk is van de wijze waarop zij worden geprogrammeerd. Dit rechtvaar-
digt een diepgaande bestudering van een aanpak die zeer aantrekkelijk is ge-
bleken, namelijk een recursieve implementatie van aftellingsmethoden. In Deel 
II worden de voordelen van een dergelijke aanpak gedemonstreerd aan de hand 
van enige eenvoudig gestructureerde voorbeelden van exp liciete en impliciete 
aftelling. 
Deel III handelt over de oplossing van volgordeprob lemen door middel 
van impliciete aftelling . Voor een vijftal belangrijke NP-complete problemen 
worden overzichten en uitbreidingen van branch-and-bound algoritmen gepre-
senteerd. Er is naar gestreefd het zoeken naar een optimal e oplossing zoveel 
mogelijk te beperken door het gebruik van scherpe grenz en op de waarden van 
oplossingen binnen bepaalde deelverzamelingen. In sommige gevallen wordt een 
algemeen begrenzingsvoorschrift geformuleerd dat alle eerder ontwikkelde 
ondergrenzen voortbrengt. Onze rekenervaring met diverse methoden wordt in 
detail besproken. 
Het grote aantal praktische toepass.ingen van volgor deproblemen is al 
ter sprake gebracht . In Deel IV beschrij'ven we vijf p r oblemen die uit prak-
tij k situaties naar voren zijn ge komen; zij worden op succesvolle wijze op-
gelost met behulp van modellen en methoden uit voorgaande hoofdstukken. 
Tenslotte worden er enige veelbelovende gebieden voor verder onderzoek 
aangegcven. Zo bestaat er behoefte aan een verfijning van de complexiteits-
maat waarmee met name de verschillen in complexiteit bi nnen de klasse der 
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NP-complete problemen een verklaring kunnen vinden. In deze context kan het 
van nut zijn een onderzoek in te stellen naar het bestaan van benaderonde al-
goritmen die een oplossing binnen een vast percentage van het optimum I.everen. 
Gezien de gebruikel.ijke omvang van praktijkproblemen en hun fundamentele 
complexiteit zullen we i.n de praktijk veelal genoegen moeten ncmen met een 
heuristische methode die een bevredigende maar niet per se optimale opl.ossing 
vindt. De theorie kan een wezenlijke bijdrage leveren tot het ontwikkel.en van 
he uristieken die probleemgerichter zijn dan de tot nu toe gepresenteerde 
krachtel.oze gis-en-mis- methoden. 
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STELLINCEN 
In een ongerichte graaf G • (V,E) met een niet-negatief gewicht cij voor 
iederc kant (i,j) moet aan ieder punt precies een van m kleuren worden toe-
gewezen zodanig dat het tot a le gewicht van de kanten waarvan de eindpunten 
dezel fde kleur bezitten minimaal is . Iedere kleuring correspondeert met een 
toeqelaten geheeltallige oplossing van onderstaand kwadratisch programme-
ringsprobleem, waarbij xhi te interpreteren is als de fractie van punt i die 
kleur h be:zit: 
min{I:sl I( i ,j)£E cijxhi~j I l::l ~i = 
xhi ~ 0 Ch 
(i E: V), 
1 , ••• ,m, i £ V) } • 
Dit probleem heeft een geheeltallige optimale oplossing. Een geheeltallige 
toegelaten oplossing voldoet aan de voorwaarden van Kuhn en Tucker dan en 
s lechts dan als zij overeenkomt met een kleuring die locaal optimaal is in 
die zin dat het onvoordelig i s een enlcel punt i van kleur te veranderen, 
voor elke i .: v. 
2 
In een netwerk wordt gezocht naar de kortste gesloten route die bepaalde 
punten en kanten doorloopt. De transformatie waarmee c .s. Orloff verplichte 
punten vervangt door verplichte kanten kan leiden tot niet-optimale oplos-
singen en laat bovendien de NP-compleetheid van het probleem onverlet. 
J.K. LENSTRA , A.H.G. RINNOOY KAN (1974) On general rou·ting problems. Zal 
verschijnen in Networks. 
c.s . ORLOFF (1974) A fundamental problem in vehicle ro·uting . Networks _!, 
35-64. 
3 
Gegeven zij een familie die drie generaties omvat en onder meer bestaat uit 
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m grootvaders en n-m kleinzonen. In het familiebedrij£ zijn n functies vrij-
qekomen die moeten worden toegewezen aan grootvaders ·en kleinzonen . Deze 
functies zijn totaal geordend; iedere kleinzoon dient een lagere positie in 
de hi~rarchie in te nemen dan zijn twee grootvaders . Voorts is van elk dezer 
personen bekend voor welke functies hij al dan niet geschikt is. Er wordt 
gezocht naar een toewijzing waarbij het aantal competente functionarissen 
zo groot mogelijk is. Dit probleem is NP-compleet; indien aan de farnilie-
relaties wordt voorbijgegaan is het in 0Cn2ll stappen oplosbaar. 
4 
Aan de polemiek betreffende de chronologische ordening van de avonturen van 
Sherlock Holmes en Dr. John a. Watson kan een verhelderende bijdrage worden 
geleverd door oplossing van een acyclische-deelgraafprobleem. Wenst men uit-
sluitend het aantal huwelijken van Dr. Watson te minimaliseren, dan dient 
men een handelsreizigersprobleem op te lessen. 
w.s. BARING-GOULD (1968) The Annotated Sherlock Holmes: The Four Novels and 
the Fifty-six Short Stories Complete, by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle; Edited, 
with an Introduction , Notes, and Bibliography. Murray, London . 
5 
Een sultan wiens harem uit veertien vrouwen bestaat maar wiens divan aan 
slechts vier van hen plaats biedt wenst alle verschillende combinaties af 
te tellen in een zodanige volgorde dat telkens precies een dame haar plaats 
aan een collega dient af te staan. De deelrij van de binaire gespiegelde 
Gray-code bestaande uit de configuraties die precies vier elementen bevatten 
levert hem een reeks van 1001 nachten met de gewenste eigenschap. 
J .K. LENSTRA, A.H.G. RINNOOY KAN (1975) A recursive approach to the genera-
tion of combinatorial configurations. Report BW 50 , Mathematisch Cen-
trum, Amsterdam. 
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6 
Gegeven twee positieve gehele getallen c end definieren we de riJ (a(n)):=l 
door a(l) = d, a(n+l) = ca.(nl. Laat nu (b . )~ een rij gehele getall.en groter i i=O 
dan l zijn. we schrijven de a(n) in het gemengde talstelsel behorende bij de 
bi: 
a(n) = a(n) 0 + a(n) 1b 0 + a(n) 2 b 1b 0 + a(nl 3b 2 b 1b0 + 
waarbij elk cijfer a(n)i een geheel getal is met 0 s a(n)i <bi. Dan is voor 
iedere i de rij (a(n) 1 ):=l uiteindelijk constant: 
a(m)i. 
voorts hangt deze uiteindelijke waarde niet van d af. 
Nemen we bijvoorbeeld c = 2 en kiezen we het factoriele talstelsel 
(d.w.z. bi = i+2, i = 0 ,1,2, ... ), dan zijn de cijfers a(n) 0 ,aCnl 1 , . .. ,a(nl 24 
voor alle d en alle voldoend grote n gelijk aan respectievelijk: 
o ,2,2,o,o,o,s,4, 3 ,7,2,1, 1,12,s , 1s ,16,1,19,3,9,20,1s,13,1 . 
7 
Bij het berekenen van kleinste-kwadratenschatters voor de parameters 6 31 , ... , 
s3r in het model 
~j = L~=1 61jkxlik + L~=1 62ikx2jk + t~=1 6Jkx3ijk + ~j 
waarin S i Sm en 1 S j S n, kan de gewoonlijk gebruikte methode, die in-
versie vereist van een sxs-matrix met s = np+nq+r- pq, word@n v@rvanq@n door 
een methode waarbij slechts een pxp-, een qxq- en een r xr-matrix behoeven te 
worden geinverteerd. 
8 
Bij informatici binnen de Verenigde Staten van Amerika ontmoet men onwil om 
in de discussie aangaande de relatieve merites van recursieve en it·eratieve 
beschrijvingen van a lgoritmen naast het aspect van efficientie ook de aspec-
ten van elegantie en inzichtelijkheid te betrekken. Dit is vermoedelijk een 
cultuurpsychologisch verschijnsel. 
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9 
Tenminste de helft van alle verwijzingen naar het artikel van het handelsrei-
zigerskwartet Little, Murty, Sweeney en Karel bevat e~n of meer onjuistheden. 
J . D.C. LITTLE, K.G. MURTY, D.W. SWEENEY, J. KAREL (1963) An algorithm for the 
traveling salesman problem. Operations Res • .!..!_,972- 989. 
10 
De coexistentietheorie van Leibniz impliceert dat de schepping van de wereld 
kan worden geinterpreteerd als de oplossing van een wezenloos grote instantie 
van het NP-complete kliekprobleem. 
B. RUSSELL (1946) History of Western Philosophy and its Connection with Po-
litical and Social Circumstances from the Earliest Times to the Present 
Day. Allen & Unwin, I..ondon. 
